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The internship at Charleston Junior High School 
consisted of a program conducted during the spring semester 
of 1978 in cooperation with the Educational Administration 
Department at Eastern Illinois University. The author assumed 
many different responsibilities in order to gain e xperience 
to prepare for a position a s  a school administrator. 
Under the direction of Mr. John Dively, Principal a t  
Charleston Junior High School, and Mr. James Hill, Assistant 
Principal at Charleston Junior High School, activities in the 
following areas were exposed to the intern : 
Opening School lay 
Closing School Day 
Budgeting 
Student problems ( discipline ) 
Parental problems 
Computer scheduling 





Overall supervision of building 
Bus problems 
Working with counselor 
Other 
The internship provided many rewarding experiences 
concerning educational administration. The author feels 
that the day she was acting principal provided the mo st 
realistic and memorable e xperience s .  
During the internship a wide range of knowledge was 
obtained concerning the roles of principal and assistant 
principal. Some of the observations made by this intern 
concerning those roles are the following : 
2 
that the principal or assistant principal ' s  day is 
very difficult to plan due to many unforeseen inter­
ruptions. 
that many school personnel expect the principal or 
assistant principal to have easy solutions to all 
problems. 
that the principal is responsible for all personnel 
and students in any type of situation. 
that the principal and assistant principal are ex­
pected to be informed of what is going on in the school. 
that the principal and assistant principal often must 
cooperate with city and county agencies concerning 
students. 
Perhaps the most time-consuming duties of the principal 
and assistant principal during the spring semester included 
student scheduling and teacher evaluations.  
The internship helped the author refine thoughts and 
ideas of the educational process and has provided the exper­
ience and necessary skills for becoming an effective adminis­
trator. It has also helped the author develop a feeling of 
confidence and satisfaction in the administrative field. 
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INTRODUCTION 
During the spring s emester of 1978, Dr. Robert Shuff 
of :Eastern Illinois University and Mr. John Dively, Principal 
of Charleston Junior High School, agreed that the author 
would participate in an internship program at the Charleston 
Junior High School. The author agreed to assume as many 
different respons ibilities as possible in order to gain 
experience to prepare for a position as a school administra­
tor. The author entered the internship program for the 
purpose of acquiring knowledge of being a school administra­
tor and to work under the guidance of a succes sful principal. 
The author gained the experiences logged herein 
while s erving as an intern to Mr. John Dively. It is hoped 
that the educational administrative experiences received by 
the author have aided her in understanding the various 
problems a school administrator may encounter. 
DAILY LOG 
February 20, 1 978 
I had a conference with Dr. Shuff. At that time I 
indicated a need for practical experience in the field of 
Educational Administration. Dr .  Shuff suggested a date to 
meet with Mr. John Dively in order to arrange various admin-
istrative experiences for me. 
February 21 , 1 978 
I talked with Mr. Dively and scheduled an appoint­
ment for Dr. Shuff and myself. Mr. Dively was encouraging 
and suggested that I begin by observing the duties of an 
administrator at a staff meeting with a parent on Wednesday, 
February 22, 1 978. 
February 22, 1 978 
I attended a staff meeting after school but not in 
the role as a teacher. I was to observe closely how Mr. 
Dively handled the meeting. Mr. Dively began the meeting by 
explaining why the meeting was called and told some back­
ground information about the student. He stated that the 
objective of the meeting was to get an overall idea of how 
' 
the student was behaving in school and to find out if 
2 
anything could be done for the student. 
The parent then expressed her views about her child 
and why she felt he was causing problems. 
Mr. Dively then asked each of the teachers present 
to explain how the student acted in his/her class. 
February 23, 1978 
I attended the meeting with Dr. Shuff and Mr. Dively. 
After Mr. Dively agreed to the internship program, Dr. Shuff 
recommended several administrative activities in which he 
would like to have me participate. Mr. Dively was very 
willing to cooperate. He said he would have a list of admin­
istrative activities typed and I would receive a copy. My 
duties were to keep a daily log of all my administrative 
experiences during the internship program. 
February 24, 1978 
Mr. Dively talked with me about how much time I 
should devote to the internship program and suggested that I 
also work out a time schedule with Mr. Hill, Assistant Prin­
cipal at Charleston Junior High. 
Mr. Dively gave me a list of suggested activities for 
administrative experiences (Appendix A) that he hoped I 
would be able to participate in during the internship pro­
gram. 
Mr. Dively informed the junior high staff of my 
3 
internship by adding a paragraph on the February 27, 1978 - · 
March 4, 1978 weekly bulletin, {Appendix B). 
February 28, 1 978 
I arrived before 8:00 a.m. to observe various duties 
of the principal and assistant principal before the school 
day begins. 
A parent brought in a student to be enrolled. 
Enrollment cards (Appendix C) and the school's insurance 
form {Appendix D) were given to the parent to complete. 
Before a schedule would be assigned to the student, he was 
to talk to the counselor so that duplicate courses would 
not be assigned. 
While the parent and student talked to the counselor, 
Mr. Hill spent about fifteen minutes telephoning for a sub­
stitute teacher. A teacher had called in at 8:07 a.m. that 
she would not be able to teach because her son had just 
gotten sick. Mr. Hill stated that most of the time he has 
more advance notice if someone is to be absent. Most of the 
telephoning for substitute teachers is done between 7:00 
a.m. and 7:30 a. m • •  
Mr. Hill and I checked corridors and helped the 
morning supervisors. In cold weather, students remain in 
the cafeteria until 8:35 a. m • •  At that time they are 
dismissed to go to their lockers. 
As we supervised the corridors, Mr. Hill explained 
that he always helps with morning and noon supervision if 
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he is in the building and also tries to stand out in the 
main corridor between classes. 
He explained that one of the main things he has 
learned as an administrator is that he can see a different 
viewpoint regarding various situations. He used to have 
only a teacher's viewpoint but that now he has a much 
broader outlook on problems. 
When the students had gone to their classrooms, Mr. 
Hill and I went to his office to complete the enrollee's 
schedule. Mr. Hill has a large display board on the wall 
in his office where he can see all teachers' classes and 
how many students are in each class. When scheduling the 
new student, he put the student in small sections and tried 
not to repeat any exploratory courses (home economics, in­
dustrial arts, art, music) which the student had already 
had at a previous school. 
February 28, 1 978 
Mr. Dively allowed me the use of Mr. Hill's office 
whenever I may need it. Mr. Hill alternates morning and 
afternoons between the Charleston Junior High School and 
Jefferson Elementary School. Mr. Hill was presently at 
Jefferson Elementary and would arrive at the junior high 
about noon. 
I observed in the office while teachers brought in 
mid-quarter progress report cards (Appendix E). Mr. Dively 
checked through all mid-term report cards. He said that he 
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wanted to know which students were not doing well in various 
subjects. He also stated that he liked to have some idea 
which parents might be calling him about a child's progress 
in various classes. 
I spent some time helping the morning supervisors. 
They informed me of the rules and regulations of letting 
students in the corridors. They were: students could go 
to the office after 8:30 a. m. ; students could go to the li­
brary anytime until 8:30 a. m.; and students were allowed to 
go to their lockers only after 8:35 a.m • •  
During the corridor supervision, I found that I 
was able to speak to many more of the junior high teachers 
than I normally see throughout the day. 
There was a lyceum in the afternoon. Mr. Dively 
was out of the building, therefore Mr. Hill was in charge. 
I was shown how to operate the intercom system and announced 
that the teachers were to bring their homerooms to the 
gymnasium. Mr. Hill allowed me to introduce the person 
giving the program. After the program, I thanked the per­
former and asked the students to show their appreciation. I 
then dismissed the seventh grade homeroom sections to go to 
their ninth hour classes. After a minute, I dismissed the 
eighth grade homeroom sections. 
March 1, 1978 
I observed office procedures before school. The 
school office seems to be a busy place every morning. 
6 
Mr. Hill checked the list of substitute teachers who would 
be in the building today. He said that the main problem 
he has is that many teachers do not call in sick before the 
7:00 a.m. deadline. Another problem is getting someone as 
a substitute who is qualified in the same subject area be­
cause the list of substitute teachers is very short. 
I helped one of the secretaries fill out admit slips. 
If a student had been absent the previous day and had brought 
in an excuse from his parent or guardian , a white admit slip 
(Appendix F) was given to the student. If a student did not 
bring in an excuse , a blue admit slip (Appendix G) was given 
to the student indicating an un excused absence. 
One of the morning supervisors was absent. Mr. 
Dively asked if I would take the supervisor ' s  plac e  and help 
with supervision. I felt comfortable with this duty since 
I had already learned the rules and regulations. It was an 
interesting morning for I supervised an area where I had to 
stop two arguments before any fighting started. 
When I returned to the office,  Mr. Dively asked if 
I wanted to make the morning announcements. I realized that 
I had already forgotten how to work the intercom system 
after learning the process only a few days before. 
During one of the lunch hours , I supervised a section 
of the gymnasium for a teacher who had to be out of the 
building. 
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March 2, 1978 
I vis ited in the office with Mr. Dively and the 
secretaries before school. They discus sed the possibility 
of getting out early today because of snow. They laughed 
because I had missed the weather forecasts the night before 
and didn ' t  have the radio on in the morning, therefore I 
didn ' t  know that a heavy snowstorm was due for this part of 
the state later in the morning. Mr. Dively said that an 
administrator must watch the weather carefully and be on top 
of things. 
After giving my feeble excuse of why I missed the 
news the night before (went to bed early with a backache) , 
Mr • .  Dively laughed and said that backaches go with an admin­
istrator ' s  j ob. I was then allowed to sit  at Mr. Dively' s  
desk in his large comfortable chair so that I could use his 
heating pad vibrator on my back. After a few minutes of 
comfort, the s ecretary informed me that one of the two 
morning supervisors was 111 and the other had a staff meeting. 
I left my comfortable position, turned off the heating pad 
vibrator and supervised the corridors for the next twenty 
minutes.  
Several teachers commented that it was nice to hear 
a woman ' s  voice giving the morning announcements. Yesterday 
was the first time a woman had ever given the morning an� 
nouncemen ts.  Other comments include d :  11 It was nice to hear 
you say, ' Good Morning ' and ' Thank You. ' "  
I later spent some time learning how to operate the 
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thermofax machin e so that I could make transparencies and 
ditto copies. 
March 3, 1 978 
I spent about forty-five minutes in the office before 
school helping out whenever I could. Mr. Dively had a parent 
come in to talk to him and Mr. Hill was busy with morning 
supervision. 
March 6, 1 978 
I had a short conference with Mr. Dively about what 
activities I should participate in this week. We agreed 
tha t I could continue observing and helping in the office 
in the morn ings. 
I helped supervise the corridors until 8 : 25 a.m.  and 
then went to the office. Students were lined up in four 
rows ( five or more to a row) waiting for admit s lips. Every­
one was busy writing slips , making change for students , 
letting students call their homes for excus e s ,  answering 
telephone calls , and arranging conference sessions for par­
ents who wanted to talk to various teachers. There were 
quite a few calls from parents wanting appointments for 
parent-teacher conferences because the mid-quarter progress 
reports had been mailed out a few days before. 
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March 7, 1 978 
Mr. Dively asked me to arrange with Mr. Terry Weir, 
Assistant Superintendent of Community Unit Number On e ,  to 
have tables delivered on a certain date for the s cience fair. 
Mr. Weir informed me that the outlook was very dim 
in getting the number of tables that I requested. Mr. Weir 
said he would check with Mr. Henry Bough , Director of Build­
ings and Grounds, and would let me know how many tables he 
could get. 
I spent the next fifteen minutes helping the s ecre­
taries write admit slips and getting change for dollar bills 
so students could use coins in the paper and pencil machine.  
Mr. Dively received a call a t  1 0 : 55 a.m.  from the 
central office telling him that students would be dismissed 
early because of the snowstorm. Because students would be 
released at 1 :50 p . m. instead of 3 : 20 p .m. , Mr. Dively had 
to let the teachers know what the afternoon schedule would 
be. He  could decide either to miss the last two class  peri­
ods or swito.h to the regular shortened schedule and miss 
only one period. It was almost the end of the third period 
and he left the decision to me. I decided to go to a short­
ened schedule which seemed logical to me for only one short 
class period would be missed instead of two longer class 
periods . Mr. Dively laughed and said no matter what decision 
is made ,  some teachers would be unhappy. He was right! 
1 0  
March 1 O ,  1 978 
Because of the deep snow, many students were absent 
today. I helped with morning supervision although there 
were very few students at the junior high by 8:45 a . m  • •  
Many students riding buses arrived one to two hours late . 
Later in the day a teacher referred a student to me. 
One of the eighth grade boys would Dot dress  for physical 
education clas s. I took him to my classroom and talked to 
him. It was ao interesting conversation--! talked to him 
and he mumbled to the floor. The only thing I believe I 
accomplished was keeping him out of that teacher' s  class for 
that period. 
March 1 3, 1978 
Mr. Dively a sked if I would assist with after-school 
duties sometime throughout the week. 
Later in the morning I watched Mr. Dively' s routine 
for a tornado drill. He announced in the morning that there 
would be a tornado drill later that morning. All teachers 
were to review tornado procedures to their students. At 
1 0 :00 a.m.  I followed Mr. Dively around the building a s  he  
checked to  see  that all rules were being followed. 
I supervised after school in the corridors and the 
bus loading area. After the students were gon e ,  I walked 
around the building and applied some of the kno·1Vledge I had 
learned in the school plant planning cours e. I had never 
really noticed the types and thicknesses of walls,  types of 
1 1 
doors, safety features, width of hallways, types of insula­
tion, etc • •  I went to the central office and was allowed to 
check out the blueprints for the junior high. It was inter­
esting to learn exactly how the building was constructed. 
March 14, 1 978 
During one of the afternoon class periods a teacher 
had to leave. I took over the class and supervised the 
students. 
After school there was a faculty meeting at which I 
observed, from an administrator's viewpoint, how a meeting 
is conducted. 
Mr. Dively had a list of topics he wanted to announce. 
Teachers were able to discuss the topics if they wanted to. 
The meeting was fairly short because there were North Central 
Committee Reports scheduled to be given. 
March 1 5, 1978 
An additional duty for Mr. Dively and Mr. Hill was 
for each to be a judge for the s cience fair pro j ects. Each 
teacher in the science department was a judge plus the two 
administrators. Both administrators judged pro j ects until 
6 :00 p.m • •  I don ' t  attend all of the school functions, but 
I ' m  realizing more and more how many people would expect 
to see  the administrators at various school functions.  
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March 1 6, 1 978 
Mr. Dively and Mr. Hill both attended the science 
fair. As part of my administrative duties , Mr. Dively gave 
me his office key so I could lock the office after all the 
students had gone.  
The tables and chairs had to be  taken down after the 
science fair also. Although the science fair en ded at 8:30 
p.m. , my respons ibilities were not over until the last stu­
dent was able to contact her mother at 9:45 p.m • •  
March 17, 1978 
One of my assignments today was to supervise a physi­
cal education class for one period. A couple of teachers 
remarked that they hoped they would not be asked to take 
over another teacher ' s  classes because they didn ' t  want to 
give up their planning periods. I tried to explain that the 
supervision of classes was part of my field study experi­
ences.  I later mentioned the problem to Mr. Hill (Mr. Dively 
was gone for the afternoon ) and he said he would talk to 
Mr. Dively in order to alleviate further problems and com­
plaints. 
March 20, 1 978 
Mr. Dively and I arranged my schedule for the week. 
I will spend approximately an hour each day learning about 
the duties of the assistant principal. 
1 3 
Today Mr. Hill spent the morning at Jefferson Ele­
mentary and arrived at the junior high a t  1 1 :45 a . m. and 
began his noon hour supervision duties. He told me, if he 
is lucky, he eats lunch about 1 : OO p.m. but usually his 
lunch hour is later. He asked me to join him while he ate 
his lunch. 
While he was eating , he had several interruptions 
which included telephone calls, questions from the secretary, 
the counselor needing information about scheduling next year's 
seventh grade students, and ,  of course,  my questions and 
oonversation. 
I did note , however, that he was s erved a cup of hot 
coffee by his secretary while he was trying to solve the 
problems the counselor presented. 
March 21, 1978 
I had a discussion with Mr. Dively on what he feels 
are the advantages of being a school administrator. He felt 
that being a s chool administrator offers a challenge because 
no two days are alike. There can also be some flexibility 
to an administrator's s chedule. He stated that being a 
school administrator can be interesting because that person 
is constantly working with new and different people. He 
also said that sometimes he actually feels he is able to 
help some students who have difficulties while they are in 
junior high. 
I then asked if he felt there were any disadvantages 
1 4  
i n  being a s chool administrator. He named several:  low pay,­
pressures, being on call twenty-four hours a day, and having 
to cope with unreasonable people at times . 
March 22, 1978 
I worked on a committee to change the retention pol­
icy. Instead of Mr. Dively or Mr. Hill attending the com­
mittee meet ings , I will be observing and reporting progress 
to them and also helping as a teacher. 
March 27, 1978 
Mr. Hill explained how the quarter grades are collect­
ed, computerized, and distributed. He expla i ned how the grade 
card computer system works. Appendix H shows a copy of the 
computerized grade report. There are three sections to it. 
One copy is given to the student, one copy is put in the 
student ' s  cumulative folder in the counselor ' s  office, and 
one copy is filed in the office. 
I later attended a retention committee meeting. The 
committee discussed various ideas to improve the process.  
March 28, 1978 
Mr. Hill gave me the forms that parents receive from 
the school if a student is having difficulties  with grades. 
One of the forms is a letter (Appendix I) which is 
sent to parents explaining that teachers are willing to provide 
1 5  
assistance and to spend extra time after s chool with a stu­
dent if he/she needs e xtra help. 
Also sent with the letter is a form (Appendix J) 
indicating the procedure for helping students with low grades. 
A notice (Appendix K) is later sent to the parents 
of a student needing help indicating which day a student is 
supposed to stay after school to receive the extra help. 
Part of the form is returned to the teacher so he/she will 
know whether the student has transportation home or not. 
Whether the student accepts the extra help or not , 
a teacher is to fill out a remediation report (Appendix L) . 
This form shows that a teacher at least offered to help. 
It is kept on file in the office. 
March 29, 1 978 
Mr. Hill began working on student schedules for next 
year. He explained the code symbols used for each of the 
subjects. A blue registration form (Appendix M )  is used to 
schedule students in seventh grade classes.  A yellow regis­
tration form (Appendix N) is used to schedule classes for 
each eighth grade student. 
Mr. Hill called a meeting for noon hour supervisors. 
I attended the meeting in order to observe him working with 
teachers and to watch how he explained the various rules and 
regulations . 
Later in the afternoon I supervised a phys ical edu­
cation class for an hour because the teacher needed to leave. 
1 6  
March 30, 1 9 78 
Mr. Hill gave me a grade recording list (Appendix 0) . 
This list is  given to the teachers so  that they will know 
how to fill out the grade recording sheets which are s ent to 
the computer. 
When the lists are completed by the teachers and 
turned in to Mr. Hill ' s  secretary, he checks each list for 
accuracy in following his instructions before sending the 
lists to be computerized. 
Mr. Hill took a short break and gave me a pamphlet 
to read entitled "How to Build a Principal ( if you can find 
the parts) " (Appendix P) . 
Mr. Hill also commented that it is very important to 
appreciate the school custodian, but, in his opinion, it is 
more important to show appreciation to the secretaries and 
let them know when they are doing a good job. 
March 31, 1 978 
The grade card computer sheets were due today. I 
helped Mr. Hill check to see  if all of the grades were re­
corded, made sure the pages were in order, and checked to 
see that all teachers ' grade sheets had been turned in. 
They weren ' t .  Several teachers did not have their sheets 
completed by the noon deadline.  
Mr. Hill ate his lun ch while working. He was on a 
tight schedule to get the gra de sheets ready to take to 
Eastern Illinois University by the 4 :00 p.m. deadline. 
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He was behind because some of the grade sheets were turned 
in late.  
His secretary called Jefferson Elementary to explain 
that he would be late arriving at ·that school. 
I have noticed on s everal occas ions that admin istra­
tors are under extreme pressures to meet deadlines.  
April 3, 1978 
Mr. Hill explained s everal events that had occurred 
during the morning. There had been several fights.  He had 
to talk to each of the students involved.  One fight involved 
an eighth grade girl slugging an eighth grade boy. That 
same boy had often been sent to the office for fighting and 
usually starting them. Evidently, the girl started the 
actual fight on this occasion. 
April 4, 1 978 
I worked with the retention committee to devise new 
guidelines which would be approved by the faculty. 
When items came up concerning administrative decis ions, 
I was to check with Mr. Dively or Mr. Hill and let the commit­
tee know. 
April 5,  1 978 
I had a conference with Mr. Dively and he  explained 
a typical day for a principal. Today he had attended to 
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several items of business.  He called the North Central 
Chairman and arranged a May meeting. He talked to Mr. Ken 
Mose s ,  Juvenile Officer, and reported that one of the junior 
high boys was reported as truant.  He  made preparations for 
the faculty meeting which was to be held later. 
I volunteered to supervise the bus area after school 
because Mr. Dively would be gone and Mr. Hill had called and 
said he was unable to leave Jefferson Elementary before the 
junior high dismissal t ime . 
April 6 ,  1 9 78 
Mr. Hill asked if I would help with noon hour super­
vision and also after school because there had been some 
students starting fights near the building. He and Mr. 
Dively would both be gon e.  
I also supervised a swimming class but I didn't have 
to teach it. A life guard did the actual teaching. 
I attended a retention committee meeting after school. 
April 7, 19 78 
Mr. Dively was ill today and Mr. Hill was scheduled 
to be at the junior high in the afternoon .  I arrived at 
7 : 50 a.m.  in order to help. There were no ma jor problems. 
The track coach had to leave early for a track meet 
so I supervised the swimming class again. 
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April 1 0 ,  1 978 
I attended a retention committee meeting for an hour 
and a half in the morning. 
In the afternoon I helped sort grade cards for the 
various homerooms. 
April 1 1 ,  1 978 
The retention committee had a two-hour meeting. The 
final process to be used in retaining students was being 
formulated. 
April 1 2 , 1 978 
The entire morning was spent working with the reten­
tion committee. Ideas for checklists and letters were taken 
to Mr. Dively for approval. 
April 1 3, 1 978 
Final decis ions were made concerning which retention 
committee members would talk to parents who would be coming 
in for conferences.  It was decided to have parents call the 
school to make an appointment and the school secretary would 
assign a time with a committee member. 
April 1 4, 1 978 
I attended another retention committee meeting. 
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April 1 7 ,  1 978 
Mr. Hill explained what his duties are regarding 
truants.  He had to  call several people concerning three 
students who had been truant for six days. After a student 
is absent three days, Mr. Hill calls the parent of the s tu­
dent if the school does not know the reason for the absence. 
If the parent does not know about the student being absen t ,  
then the truant officer i s  notified. Mr. Hill also notified 
the assistant principal at the high school since one of the 
truants was a high s chool student. 
Later in the conversation , I brought up the subject 
of the amount of meetings and activities an administrator 
must attend. Mr. Hill said that many people really do not 
realize the number of meetings that administrators are 
expected to attend. He said he spends a lot of time away 
from his home in the even 1ngs. His regular working day 
usually begins (at s chool) about 7 : 30 a.m. and is over some­
where between 4 :00 p.m.  and 5 :00 p . m  • •  
April 1 8 ,  1 978 
One of the teachers was principal today and Mr. 
Dively taught the teacher ' s  clas ses. I evaluated Mr. Dively 
while he was teaching English using the junior high olas sroom 
observations form (Appendix Q ) .  
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April 1 9, 1 978 
I had a conference with Mr. Dively and gave him the 
classroom observations form. We discussed it briefly and 
then decided on a day that I would be principal. He s elected 
May 3, 1 978, s ince he would be in Chicago that day. 
After lunch the retention committee met and folders 
were prepared on the various students being cons idered for 
retention. Parent conferences were scheduled to be on 
April 20, 1 978 . 
April 20, 1 978 
I supervised two industrial arts classes . 
After s chool I helped supervise the bus loading area 
because both Mr. Dively and Mr. Hill were tied up with 
visitors. 
April 21 , 1 9 78 
Mr. Hill explained the correct procedure to be used 
when suspended students re-enter school. A parent must come 
in with the student and have a conference with either Mr. 
Dively or Mr. Hill before being admitted to classes .  
April 24, 1 978 
I supervised a phys ical education class because the 
track coach had to leave early. Evidently the assistant 
principal usually gets this duty because a substitute is not 
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called for such a short amount of time. 
April 25, 1 978 
I accompanied Mr. Hill while he was on noon hour 
supervision. He had teachers assigned to various areas so 
that there were no students unsupervised. He walked to each 
area sometime during each lunch hour. 
April 26 , 1 978 
A teacher had to be gone for a couple of hours . His 
student teacher was teaching and I was on call nearby if she 
needed me. 
April 28 , 1 978 
I helped supervise the office with Mr. Renny Garshelis, 
a junior high teacher who has a specialist degree in Education­
al Administration , while Mr. Dively and Mr. Hill took the 
secretaries out for lunch. It is National Secretaries Week. 
Mr. Garshelis and I issued band-aids to three students, 
answered telephone calls, and visited with teachers as they 
came to the office. If I had had any work, I would have 
gotten very little done because of the constant flow of 
people in and out of the office. 
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May 1 ,  1 978 
A student had been sent to the office and Mr. Hill 
asked me to observe while he talked to the student. The 
s tudent had supposedly been rude and impolite to a teacher. 
Mr. Hill pointed out what he thought was wrong with the 
actions of the student. After the student was sent to his 
class,  Mr. Hill said that if I ever have to handle a s imilar 
situation that it is best to treat s tudents as adults but , 
in most cases ,  support the teacher. He said that in many 
oases the s tudent will not always tell the whole truth and 
an administrator should check thoroughly before making an 
important decision. 
May 2 ,  1 978 
Mr. Hill was finishing the incoming seventh grade 
students ' s chedules. Because of some problem he didn ' t  
understand ,  he said he had had to call the former assistant 
principal for needed information. 
May 3, 1978 
I was principal today!  
LOG OF ACTIVITIES FOR MAY 3,  1 978 
7 : 45 a.m.  Arrival. I vis ited with one of the 
teachers. 
8 :00 a . m. I talked with the head custodian of the 
junior high, Mr. Harold Dennis , about one 
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of the new janitors who hadn ' t  bothered to · 
come in. Mr. Dennis was going to try to 
call her to see why she wasn ' t  at work. 
8 : 1 0  a.m.  I talked with one of the teachers who 
intended to file a grievance at the next 
Charleston Education Association meeting. 
8 : 30 a.m.  The custodian came back to tell me that 
he could not reach the woman . I was to 
try to call her also.  
8 : 35 a.m.  I talked to a teacher who had had problems 
with a student talking back to him and 
using profane language. 
8 : 45 a.m.  I gave the morning announcements. 
8 : 47 a.m.  I called Mr. Hill , who was at Jefferson 
Elementary, and asked his advice about the 
problem student. He recommended suspend­
ing the student and told me what the cor­
rect procedure was in suspension. 
8 : 55 a.m. I talked to the student who had been 
reported by the teacher earlier. I 
informed him that he would be suspended 
for five days. I then found out that 
both parents were at home , but that there 
was no telephone. I was to call a neigh­
bor who lived near the grandmother. 
9 :00 a.m.  I talked to  two girls who had been re­
ported truant the day before. 
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9 : 1 5 a.m. I telephoned a neighbor to have the grand� 
mother of the boy who was to be suspended 
come and pick up her grandson. 
I then tried to locate one of the parents 
of one of the truants. 
9 : 20 a.m. The grandmother of the suspended boy called 
and said she would come to the school and 
pick him up. I took a short break. 
9 : 30 a .m.  I walked around the building and reported 
to the teacher who was involved in the 
suspension case.  
9 : 35  a.m.  I talked to a person on the telephone who 
claimed to be the mother of one of the 
truants. She gave a conflicting story as 
to why the girl was absent the day before. 
9 : 40 a .m .  I had one of the girls who had been truant 
come back to the office and I told her 
that because of conflicting stories , her 
mother would have to come to the school 
to see the principal before she ( the truant) 
would be given an excus ed absence. 
9 : 45 a.m. I talked to Mr. Hill who happened to drop 
in. He said I should also contact the 
truancy officer, Mr. Ken Mos e s ,  concerning 
one of the cas es.  
9 : 55 a . m. Mr. Hill and a teacher had an argument in 
my office about scheduling. I did net 
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take part in it. 
10 :00 a.m.  I tried to contact Ken Moses at  the police 
department. He was not in at the time. 
The s ecretary said he would return my 
call later. 
10 : 1 0  a.m. A letter (Appendix R) was written to one 
of the truant ' s  parents e xplaining that 
the mother must come in to talk to Mr. 
Hill. 
10 :25 a.m. Mr. Ken Moses called and I informed him 
of the two truancies. 
A call was made to the grandmother of the 
custodian who was absent. She had not 
seen her granddaughter for two days. 
10 : 30 a.m. I checked with the high school to see  if 
the boy, who was supposedly with the truant 
girls , was a high school student. 
1 0 :35  a.m. I drafted a letter (Appendix S) to the 
second truant ' s  parents. 
11 :00 a . m. I took a short break. 
Mr. Simons , the track coach, stopped in 
to say he would be leaving for a track 
meet at 1 1  : 45 a.m. and to be sure someone 
covers his classes. 
1 1  : 15 a.m. Mrs . McOlannahan, Mr. Dively ' s  secretary, 
called Mr. Hill at Jefferson to find out 
if a substitute had been contacted already. 
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She then called a substitute teacher to 
come in for the remainder of the day. 
11 : 20 a . m  • . The counselor called and said she was 
leaving for lunch. One of the teachers 
stopped in to visit and tell about his 
experiences when he was actin.g principal 
for Mr. Dively. 
11 :25 a.m.  Mr. Dennis , head custodian at the Charles­
ton Junior High, stopped in the office and 
said he was leaving for lunch. I was 
unable to contact the custodian who was 
absent , which meant that there would be 
no custodian on duty over the noon hour. 
Mr. Dennis said he had set up everything 
in preparation for the lunch hours . 
1 1: 40 a.m.  I finished writing a report (Appendix T)  
of the morning ' s  events about the truancy 
cases so  Mr. Hill and Mr. Dively would 
know what had happened today. 
1 2 :00 p.m.  I typed a report (Appendix U) for Mr. 
Dively about several teachers complaining 
about not having a track list of students 
who would be absent the rest of the day. 
The list was not delivered to the office 
until 11 : 30 a . m. and the list was not ready 
for the teachers until 12 : 10 p . m  • •  
12 : 10 p.m. I supervised the lunch room and walked 
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1 2 :  20 p.m.  
1 2 : 50 p.m.  
outdoors and talked to some teachers. 
One teacher informed me that a student 
who was in school today wasn't supposed to 
have been admitted today without the par­
ent coming in to talk to the principal. 
I referred the problem to Mr . Hill who 
didn ' t  know anything about it either. 
He said he would check it out. 
All is quiet. I began eating my lunch. 
The two girls who were truant came to the 
office to talk to me so  they could tell 
me the truth. 
1 :05  p .m.  I checked over letters and reports written 
that morning. 
1 : 30 p .m.  The truants came back to  the office after 
seeing the counselor. I told them that a 
parent of each girl had to come to school 
in the morning to talk to Mr. Dively or 
Mr. Hill. 
2 :05 p.m.  The counselor came in to talk about the 
truants. They had told her that they 
intended to intercept any letters which 
the school might send to their parents.  
2 : 1 0  p .m .  I left to  mail a certified letter about 
the suspended student. I also took a 
short break. 
2 : 30 p . m. I drafted a letter (Appendix V) to Mr. 
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Dedman , Assistant States Attorney, con­
cerning one of the truants. Because of 
previous truancies, the last letter to 
the parent said that if the problem 
reoccurred,  the States Attorney ' s  office 
would be notified. 
2 : 45 p.m.  I talked to the custodian who had contacted 
the woman who had not come in to work 
today. Both Mr. Dennis and I had talked 
to the woman ' s  grandmother. Mr. Dennis 
finally got in touch with the woman who 
said she had had to stay home with her 
grandmother who was ill. Mr. Dennis and 
I both wondered if the s ick grandmother 
was the one we had talked to who hadn ' t  
s een her granddaughter for two days. 
3 :00 p.m. Mr. Hill explained how to document a case. 
He emphasized that very accurate and com­
plete letters must be kept in a file for 
each student. Chronic problem students 
are referred to the States Attorney ' s  
office. 
3 : 1 0  p.m. A mother called concerning her daughter 
who was one of the truants. I explained 
the situation of the girl ' s  absence and 
informed the mother that she or her hus­
band would have to come in to school in 
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the morning to talk to Mr. Hill or Mr. 
Dively. 
3 : 20 p . m. I supervised the main corridor and tried 
to stop students from running. Once they 
were past me , some started running again. 
3:25.p.m.  Several teachers came to  the office to  
see  if I had survived the day. 
A teacher reported that some high school 
students were riding near the junior high 
on Smith Drive during the noon hours which 
is supposed to be closed during school 
hours . I notified Mr . Mike David , Senior 
High Principal,  and told him of the pro­
blem. 
3:4o p . m. I read the letters which had been typed 
throughout the day. I found an error in 
the one concerning the suspens ion case. 
I asked the secretary to retype it and 
then called the post office to hold the 
letter which was to be sent. (That will 
teach me to read important letters much 
more carefully!) .  In this particular cas e ,  
the number of days did not coincide with 
the dates which the student was to be 
suspended. 
3 : 45 p.m. I left a note for Mr. Dively saying that 
I had enjoyed the day. I also s tated 
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that a log of events would be given to 
him the next day so he would be informed 
as to what happened throughout the day. 
4 :00 p.m.  The letter which concerned the suspended 
student was ready to be mailed (Appendix 
W) . 
4 : 1 5  p.m. I left the junior high to mail the letter. 
4:20 p.m.  I stopped at the flower shop to  choose a 
couple of violet plants for the secretaries 
to thank them for all the help they had 
given me. 
4 : 30 p.m.  I bought two rib eye steaks for Mr. Hill 
for all his help and as sistance through­
out the day. 
4 : 40 p.m. The letter is mailed. 
I ' m  exhausted! 
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May 4 ,  1978 
Mr. Dively and I discussed the events of the previous 
day. He was glad that the day provided several learning 
experiences for me. 
Mr. Hill called me to his office later that morning 
and explained that the mothers of the two truant cases came 
in and talked to him. He laughingly told me that it took 
most of the morning to clear the wreckage from my day as 
principal. 
May 5 ,  1 978 
This is the last day that I have a student teacher. 
Because of limited free time for the remainder of the school 
year, I explained to Mr. Dively and Mr. Hill that I will 
report on the end of school activities , what is done during 
the summer, and what is done to open s chool. 
June 9 ,  1978 
I had a conference with Mr. Dively on what his duties 
are the last few weeks of school. He said he must : 
1 .  s e e  that the s ecretaries get all the required 
records for attendance. 
2. see  that everything is properly inventoried. 
3. s e e  about summer maintenance.  
4. s e e  that all rooms are left clean and that equip­
ment is properly stored before any of the teachers 
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leave. 
5. s e e  that the building keys are turned in . 
6. make sure that budget items are turned in to the 
office and that purchase orders are typed and 
mailed. 
7. see that the retention process is  followed so 
that parents are notified if their child is to 
be retained. 
8 .  see  that awards are ordered and ready to be 
presented at the end of the year. 
9. see that all permanent records are completed and 
stored properly or delivered to the high school. 
I ended the conferen ce by giving Mr. Dively two rib 
eye steaks as a thank you for all the help he had given me 
during the spring s emester. I told him that I would s e e  
him sometime during the summer. 
In a conference with Mr. Hill, he stated that his 
duties the last few weeks of school involved :  
1 .  working on scheduling for n ext year ' s  classes . 
2. completing teacher evaluations and having con­
ferences with teachers about his evaluations. 
3. checking computer sheets for fourth quarter grades 
and s econd s emester grades.  
4. checking on textbook inventories and classroom 
inventories. 
Mr. Hill explained that he would be working at the 
s chool for one week after school was over and then have a 
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vacation. He would begin in August three weeks before s chool 
starts . His is a ten month contract. 
I sat in on a conference with Mr. Hill and Vickie 
Duzan from Children and Family Services. She needed infor­
mation on a student who she would be placing in a correctional 
institution. 
July 21 , 1 978 
I stopped by the jun ior high to talk to Mr. Dively. 
He talked about what a principal has to get done during the 
summer. He had been trying to hire a replacement for the 
counselor who had taken a leave of abs ence  for a year. He 
hired a person to teach the deaf s tudents and was now wonder­
ing how to cope with some problems which might arise because 
the teacher is also deaf. He mentioned the problem of 
morning announcements over the intercom system. 
He said he was also helping with negotiations this 
summer and had met with the extra-curricular committee about 
how to allocate money for the various programs . 
He said that the summer had not been too bus y and 
that he enjoyed having some time to catch up on professional 
reading. He had two weeks vacation earlier in the summer 
and plans to have another week ' s  vacation in August before 
registration begins.  
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August 22, 1 978 
I talked to Mr. Hill and the s ecretaries about begin­
ning of school procedures. I found out that most of their 
work involved registering students and getting materials 
ready for teachers. 
Mr. Harold Denni s ,  head custodian at the junior high, 
explained what the custodians do the week before school: 
1. check all exhaust fans , grease them, and put on 
new belts if they are needed. 
2 .  grease the a ir conditioning un its and change the 
filters . 
3 .  check all equipment. 
4. check all lights and replace any bulbs that are 
burned out. 
5. check and turn on the hot wa ter heaters. 
6. set  all of the clocks. 
7. turn on the bells and check that they are ringing 
at the correct times.  
8 .  check all of the windows and doors . 
9. wash all of the windows . 
10. check all of the door locks and replace any that 
do not work. 
11. check the restrooms to make sure all of the 
equipment works properly. 
1 2. 
/ 
do any last minute plastering and painting if 
needed. 
1 3. dust and mop the rooms the day before school 
begins . 
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1 4. check all of the electrical receptacles to make 
sure that there is  power in all of the rooms. 
Mr. Dennis said that the custodians must be organized 
and know exactly what needs to be done before school starts. 
He also said most people think the custodians only push 
mop s ,  but that really mos t custodians have a lot of mainte­
nance work to do also. 
August 24, 1 978 
This is  the first day of school for the teachers. 
I first obs erved the orientation meeting for new 
teachers at 8:30 a . m  • •  Mr. Dively explained the junior high 
s chedule and what materials they would n eed to use throughout 
the year. He answered many questions that the teachers 
asked. 
At 9 : 30 a.m.  there was a meeting for all the junior 
high teachers. All materials that each teacher would need 
were placed on tables in the library. The name of a teacher 
was on each stack of materials. 
The items which Mrs. McClanahan makes sure each 
teacher has are listed in Appendix X. Some of these items 
have already been mentioned previously in this paper. Other 
materials given to each teacher are the following:  
Absence Slip {Appendix Y) --one is  used by each 
teacher to check a ttendance for the first 
three classes of each school day. 
Student Dismissal Form (Appendix Z ) --this form is 
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used when ever a student is  s ent to the offic� 
by a teacher if a s tudent is disrupting class .  
The teacher is expected t o  explain why the 
student was s ent from his/her room so the 
administrator will have some knowledge of the 
problem. 
Hall Pass (Appendix AA)--a s tudent must be given a 
hall pass whenever he/she leaves a classroom. 
The only exception is when the s tudent is 
given a student dismissal form. 
First Quarter Teachers ' Schedule (Appendix BB) --this 
schedule is given to all teachers and students. 
It explains the class schedule for each 
teacher. 
Charleston Junior High Floor Plan (Appendix CC) --this 
floor plan is given to all students so they 
will be able to locate where their classes 
are. 
Opening of School Bulletin (Appendix DD)--Mr. Dively 
explained each item in this booklet at the 
faculty meeting on the workshop day. This 
information is  especially important for new 
teachers. 
Charleston Junior High School Personnel List (Appen­
dix EE) --this sheet is given to each teacher. 
It includes names,  addresses ,  telephone num­
bers , and assignments of personnel. 
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Homeroom and Lunch Room Supervision (Appendix FF) -­
this information was prepared by Mr. Hill. 
A sheet is given to each teacher so that 
everyone will know when he/she is supposed 
to supervise.  
Mr. Hill ' s  Iaily Schedule (Appendix GG)--this infor­
mation is prepared by Mr. Hill for all 
teachers because he is out of the building 
half of each day. 
Attendance Policy for Charleston Junior High (Appen­
dix HH) --this information is to be given to 
each student on the first day of school. 
Article XVI Certified Staff Evaluation (Appendix 
II)--teachers are evaluated each year either 
by Mr. Hill or Mr. Dively. This informat ion 
is given to each teacher so  that he/she will 
know what the evaluation process is.  
" School Behavior" (Appendix JJ) --this booklet is to 
be given to each student on the first day of 
school. It explains what behavior is ex­
pected of the students and describes some of 
their rights and responsibilities. 
Looker Assignment (Appendix KK)--each teacher receives 
a sheet with students '  names of his/her home­
room. A looker is assigned to each student. 
During the first homeroom period,  students 
are given their locker numbers and lock 
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combinations.  
Letter to  Parent or Guardian (Appendix LL)--this let­
ter is to be given to each student to take 
home. Some families who are eligible for 
free meals or reduced price meals have to 
fill out the form attached to the letter. 
Curriculum Guide 1 978-1979 Charleston Junior High 
School (Appendix MM) --every teacher receives 
a copy of this so that he/she will be aware 
of the educational program at the junior high 
school. 
Charles ton Jun ior High School Teacher ' s  Handbook 
(Appendix NN) --this explains all the policies 
of the junior high school. Homeroom teachers 
are expected to inform students of the schoo l ' s  
rules and regulations during the first week 
of school. 
Other materials which each teacher received were a 
1aily Lesson Plans Book and a Class Record Book. These are 
used for writing out lesson plans and recording grades. 
Neither of these are included in this paper. 
Later in the morning I talked to Mr. Hill and asked 
what his main duties had been the last week before school 
started. They were : 
1 .  to finalize scheduling. 
2. to complete the revisions of the teacher ' s  hand­
book and the curriculum guide. 
3 .  to make sure the supervision schedules are ready · 
for the teachers. 
4. to complete the revisions on the attendance 
policy. 
August 25, 1 978 
I arrived at school to help supervise students. The 
teachers in Charleston Community Unit Number One were on 
strik� and Mr. Dively had a total of four teachers to help 
supervise over four hundred students. Even the secretaries 
and custodians helped supervise. 
Some of the students were dismissed at 9 : 1 5  a . m. if 
they could walk or ride bicycles home. The rest of the 
students waited until 1 0 : 30 a.m.  until the buses arrived. 
The most difficult time was between 8 :45 a.m.  and 9 : 1 5  a . m. 
when all the students were crowded in the cafeteria and 
Mr. Dively' s  microphone would not work. 
August 3 1 , 1 978 
I had a conference with Mr. Dively and asked what 
some of his main duties had been the week before school had 
started.  He said that he : 
1 .  mainly checked to see that all things were ready. 
He said that his s ecretary and head custodian 
have worked with him for so many years that he 
does not have to tell them what to do as he would 
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someone who was just beginning. 
2. supervised the secretarial staff to make sure 
everything was ready for the teachers. 
3 .  made sure the opening o t  school bulletin was 
completed. 
4. had several meetings with other principals in the 
district to try to correlate programs. 
5. had last minute arrangements to make for the 
North Central Committee which would be coming 
in the fall. 
6 .  had some personnel problems and that h e  had had 
to hire some people just before school started. 
I then talked to Mrs . Imogene McClanahan , Mr. Dively ' s  
secretary, in order to find out some of her duties a s  far as 
ordering teachers ' supplies. She said that whenever 
teachers turn in their requisitions in the spring, she also 
fills out requisitions for record books , plan book s ,  and all 
the other materials that are needed by the teachers. 
The Educational Service Region School Calendars 1 978-
1 979 (Appendix 00) were put in the teachers ' mailboxes. One 
would be given to each student. 
September 6 ,  1 978 
Today I had the final conference with Mr. Dively on 
how to set up a school budget. He showed me the book which 
was sent to him from the central office indicating how much 
the junior high school was given for various accounts. 
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Mr. Dively then made up an information sheet concerning 
budget information (Appendix PP) and gave a copy to each 
teacher. The five thousand dollars for teaching supplies 
was divided according to the percentages used in various 
departments in past years .  
Mr. Dively also stated that the central office takes 
care of such bills as utilities , contractual s ervices , tele­
phone calls , and kitchen services. 
A paper on the development of the retention process 
was written near the end of the spring ( 1 978) semester. The 
Retention Process at Charleston Junior High (Appendix QQ) 
has been added as the final section of this paper. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The author had many rewarding experiences concerning 
educational administration during her internship program. 
Probably the most enlightening was the day in which the 
author was principal. Everyone , teachers , s ecretaries ,  
custodians , and students , accepted and treated the author 
as a principal. This made the day very realistic. 
Throughout the internship program, Mr. Dively and 
Mr. Hill helped the author obtain a wide range of knowledge 
concerning the roles of principal and assistant principal. 
Some of the ovservations made by the author concerning those 
roles are the following : 
that the principal or assis tant princ1pal ' s  day 
is very difficult to plan due to many unforeseen 
interruptions.  
that many school personnel expect the principal 
or assistant principal to have easy solutions to 
all problems . 
that the hours are long and filled with meetings . 
that the principal is responsible for all person­
nel and students in any type of situation. 
that there are extreme pressures placed on the 
principal or assistant principal. 
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that the principal and assistant principal are 
expecte.d to be informed of what is going on in 
the school. 
that the principal and assistant principal often 
must cooperate with city and county agencies 
concerning students. 
One observation that made the most impact on the 
author was that a school administrator ' s  t ime is important 
to so  many people. The author observed that an ordinary day 
for the principal and assistant principal included telephone 
call s ,  teachers wanting to stop in to visit or talk about 
various problems , visitors wanting to talk to the principal 
and assistant principal, going to meetings , and talking to 
students that had been s ent to the office for disciplinary 
reasons.  
There were many duties that Mr. Dively and Mr.  Hill 
had mentioned that they had accomplished during the spring 
quarter , such as completing the major part of the student 
schedules , overseeing the end-of-school activities , and eval­
uating teachers . The author wonders how Mr. Dively and Mr. 
Hill found enough time to actually concentrate on a task for 
any length of time. 
The author did observe that whenever Mr. Dively ' s  
door was open more people seemed t o  want t o  talk t o  him or 
ask if he was busy. If his door was close d ,  there were not 
as many people a sking to see him. 
It seemed as though most days were filled with 
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interruptions . The author feels that one of the most impor- · 
tant duties of an administrator would be to control and manage 
his/her time as efficiently as possible. 
The author feels that a good adminis trator should 
accomplish some of the following whenever time permits : 
s tanding out in the corridors and talking with 
students s everal times throughout the day. 
stopping by teachers ' rooms and visiting or 
discussing any problems they might be having. 
attending student activities and visiting classes 
so that the students will know the principal is 
interested in what they are doing. 
taking time to talk and visit with parents when­
ever they are vis iting the school. 
Even with all the pres sures , deadlines , and inter­
ruptions , the author feels that being an administrator would 
be an enjoyable experience because of the many challenges 
and opportunities for leadership. 
This internship has been an extremely rich and re­
warding learning experience. It has helped the author develop 
her knowledge and skills and has given her confidence for 
becoming an effective school adminis trator. 
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APPENDIX A 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCES 
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February 23, 1 978 
Suggested activities for Annette Lynch' s  administrative 
experiences. 
Opening School Day 
Closing School Day 
Budgeting 
Student problems ( discipline) 
Parental problems 
Computer scheduling 





Overall supervision of building 
Bus problems 






CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Weekly bulletin for week of February 27th through March 4, 1978 
MONDAY, FEB. 27th : 
Mr. Hill -- Here -- A.M. 
City Rec.  will use our gym. 
TUESDAY, FEB. 28th : 
Mid-terms are due in office by noon. 
Lyceum program at 2 : 00 p.m.  At the end of 7th period 
all students should report to home room and proceed 
to the gym by home room. we ' ll miss 8th period and 
part of 9th if necessary. 
Mrs . Sherwood and Mrs . Thompson ' s  gifted pro j ect 
meeting at 7 :00 p.m.  in rooms 1 6 2  and 1 63 .  
City Rec. will use our gym. 
Mr. Hill -- Here -- P.M. 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1 s t :  
Staffing at 3 : 25 p.m. 
Band Parents will meet at 7 :00 p.m.  in cafe 
Band Concert at 7 : 30 p.m.  in the gym. 
Mr. Hill -- Here -- A.M.  
THURSDAY, MARCH 2nd :  
Mid-terms will be mailed out. 
Staffing at 8 : 1 5  a . m. in the conference room ( 7th 
grader) 
7th and 8th Grade LA/SS teams will meet at 3 : 25 p.m.  
Career Ed will meet during 8th period. Next week 
will meet March 9th • 9th period 
Mr. Hill -- Here -- P.M.  
City Rec. will use  our gym. 
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FRIDAY, MARCH 3rd : 
Mrs . Clinton will be out. 
Jr. High School Association annual meeting at Normal. 
City Rec. will use our gym. 
Mr. Hill -- Here -- A.M.  
Jody Johnson will begin her leave of  absence. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 4th : 
Kiwani s  Pancake Day in our cafeteria. 
Jr. High Association annual meeting at Normal. 
******* 
Textbook needs should be ready for curriculum council for the 
March meeting on March 8th. 
******* 
TEACHERS 
Mrs . Annette Lynch, a s  a part of her requirements for 
her Ed. s. , will be working with Mr. Hill and Mr. 
Dively in the office. She will be assigned various 
kinds of administrative experiences during this sem­
ester. 
After we have developed a schedule we will send it 
out to you teachers. Perhaps you can ask her to 
help with some of your more interesting problems . 






COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOLS 
DISTRICT NO. 1,  CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 
Name of Pupil 
(L&at Name) 
Date of Birth : Month -------- Day 
(Flrat Name) 
---- Grade · 






Year ____ _ 
Birthplace of Pupil ------------------------­
Present Address Tel. No. 
Tel. No. Family Physician 
Last School Attended �����--����������� 
Was this pupil ever enrolled in the Charleston Unit Schools 
before this ye.ar? Year -----
Father's Name 
Occupation 
------------ ---- Last grade completed ------
Bus. Tel. No _____ _ 
Business Address ---- -­
Mother's Name Last grade completed 
Occupation --------------- ----- Bus. Tel. No. 
Business Address 
over 
Names of other children in the family Date of birth-Mo., Day and Year 
Name of responsible adult who will assume responsibility for the child if parents cannot 
be reached : 
Name Tel. No .. _____ _ 
If lou and the physician of choice as indicated above cannot be reached in an emergency 
an , if in the judgment of the school authorities immediate medical and/or hospital atten­
tion is indicated, do you authorize responsible school authorities to send 
your child (prop-
erly accompanied) to an available hospital or physician ? Ye.._ ___ _ No ___ _ 
signature of Parent or Guardian 
over 
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COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOLS 
ENROLLMENT CARD 
Charleston, Illinois 
School ______________________ _ 
Birth ____ Grade ____ Teacher ----------
Parent--------------- Phone ____ _ 
Address --------------------










t. r'� \ ... , •. #{j '· 
• . �ft. !,,� 4.f�. ,,rj ..... • 
,_,, ...... r� 
• 1o.: &...._ / '. \." ..... ....  ,,, �. """"' .. 
·�� ...... ./. '.I"-/ ,... ./ ' . ... l /',; (' ' J . r.{. 
here is your M utual of Omaha 
Student Accident Insurance Program 
YOU HAVE THE CHOICE of enrolling your child i n  either the .24-HOUR ACCIDENT PLAN or 
the SCHOOL TIME ACCIDENT PLAN. Any full-time day student of a grade school or school 
system is eligible for either the schooltime accident coverage or the 24-hour accident 
coverage. as are faculty members and secretarial personnel. Other full-time school employees 
are eligible for the 24-hour accident coverage. 
THE 24-HOUR ACCIDENT PLAN covers accidents at home or away, any time, anyplace, 
including the summer vacation period, except those described in this brochure as not being 
covered. 
THE SCHOOL TIME ACCIDENT PLAN provides coverage for your child for school-connected 
accidents as specified in this brochure. 
HOW TO ENROLL YOUR CHILD 
Simply hll in the enrollment envelope completely, enclose the proper premium for the plan 
selected and have your boy or g11I return the envelope to the school lnd1v1dual coverage is 
effective on the issue date of the Master Polley which 1s held by the school or on the date the 
student's premium is paid to the school. whichever 1s later The Master Policies are normally 
issued for a penod of one year and all coverage terminates on the policy expiration date 
(subiect to the Continuous Coverage Provision) 
These plans are available only during the enrollment period specified by the school. Therefore 
11 1s important that this envelope be signed and returned to the school immediately . 
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CHARLESTON JUNIOR H IGH SCHOOL 
Mid-Quarter Progress Report 
Student------------------
Deficiency 
0 Inadequate Preparation for class 
(book, paper, pencil)  
0 Poor attendance 
0 Low Test Scores 
0Lack of attention or participation 
O lnadequate homework 
Owork is diffirult for student 
0------
Recommendation (s) : 
0Call teacher 0 Teacher- conference 
White copy - Parents 
Yellow copy - Counselor 
Approximate grade ------
Commendation 
0 Good attitude and interest 
0 Well prepared for class 
0 Doing extra work 
0 Good test scores 
0 Good homework 
0------
Ocontact counselor 
Any questions concerning this report may be directed to the student's teacher, phone 345-21 93. 
Subject Teacher _____________ _ 
APPENDIX F 
AIMIT SLIP -- WHITE 
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ADMIT SLIP 
CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOf·��. 
·/� . . \ _: :, ... . 
Date Time Issued 
- �'clock 4 
Name -�--------�---�-�-��------




Students must get signatures of instructors whose claasea ha•e been 
missed and leave this with the last teacher signing it. " 
of teacher: 




AIMIT SLIP -- BLUE 
6 1  
A1'1 .. SLIP 
R HIGH SCHOOL 
Date ----------- Time Isaued -----
Name ---------------------
bu DOt made satiatactory explanation at the office and is not excused for 
= } occuninc -----------------
Students muat pt signatures of instructors whose claasea have been 
mheed and leave thi8 with the last teacher signing it. 
Slpatme of teacher: -------- ---
·---·----- , _ _____ -1------ V---.i 
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CHAR L ESTON 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
GRADE R E PORT 




'I rCOM M E N T S "'  
4 1 2 3 4 
1, I I I 
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1 - 1'.\JCOMPLETE 
Z-MORE THAN 9 ABSENCES 
2-Good attitude 
3-Not work ing up to capacity (parental conference urged) 
4-Wastes time and 1s o�en unprepared (parental conference urged) I 5-Does not complete required work (parenta l conference urged) 1 6-lmproper behavior, disrupts classroom act1v1ty (parental conference urged) 
--
� ., I-
� ,. '." 





LETTER TO PARENTS 
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c: :11-:Lr=..-;r:r ,  J'" ·ror.:. -:.·za-;' ::r;Fon1 
97-IJ �i'.v.-t!i .-:i!vi..ve. 
C':t'Jt.te..6;to!t, IJ!.JJJw-<A 619'20 
Febll.uaJr.y 9,  7 978 
In. a.n a;t;te.i-:1r,t to p!Lov.lde ex..-tlta. help oOlt th.o.6e .6:tudent.6 who 
Me do.lng u.n6a:tiA�a.cta1L� 1>c!1ool i:Jo1tk :the ju.rvlolL !ugh 1>ta.t'i6 deve'-oped 
a. 11et1J ;JoUcy. The .:tea.c.!te!tl> alle wilUVLg ,to plto v.lde a.61>.-i..6.ta.nc.e and 
;to .6 pend eWc.a. W.1e a.6,teJL .6 chool; -i.6 nec<!A.6 a.Jr..1{. 
I 
It -<A ho red a..U. po.Jte;U.6 c:f.z.01> e c.h,.U.dJr..en Me ht need ofi at/ta. 
hel.;'J 1'JJJ'J.. c.oopen.a-te by !'Jltov-i.cUnD br.a.11L6;10Jt.ta.,tlon ftor:1e) -i.{j exbt.a. help 
-lo nec.u.6a.1ty a.6teJt .6 c.hool. The p1toc.edu.1te M developed -i.-6 du-i.gned 
to hei.p you.Jt c!Ul.d oven.come .lc',en:"J..l.led l')ltoble;'.16 .t'ia:� he. OIL 1>he -i.-6 
!10..v..i..!1(] -i.a the cla..61>1Loom. The plLocel'.u.Jte c.a.11110,t rJ01tf� �OIL lfOu.Jt c!vi.!d 
w'il.u1> t·Je have you.It .6u.p�oltt. 
Ue Me .6e11c'..<'..119 tfte pMc.eeu.Jte hoi'.1e r.'!uc.h we hope. :to .lilpler.te.n;t. 
r,;e WLge ;?a.1te.J1,� ,to .1,,tudy :the. pJtoc.e.c!wr.e a.Jill� la M fmow .l-6 :th.eJr.e. aJte 
qu.eJi.tlOVL.6 Oft C.011.C.eJtn..6 . 
('Jo1LfU11g :togeX.h.eJt� ;JeJth.a.p.6; r:Je. c.a.11. ltdr a..U. 1>tude.n.t..6 enjoy 
r.tOJte .6u.c.c.e..61> .ln. .l>c.!ttooR.. 
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APPENDIX J 
PROCEJXJRE FOR HELPING STUDENTS WITH LOW GRADES 
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Pr!1 LOSOPfW; 
The. jwuolt !1'lqh 1:ita.6� � wUl.htg ,to hdp .tho.t:ie. J.iwde.n.:th who 
aJLe na.b..hig lorJ g1ta.du . T!te. .6�a� � a.1.60 comw..ltte.ii f:.o a.pply-lng .6ome 
pltU.6Wte. 0111. th.ol:ie.. .6iu..C.el'Lt.6 il�o all.<?. c!.o.<.:"..p, u.t'L6aX.A..6 �a.c.:toJty woJt(). a.i1cl 1'1!10 
�!J..-0 t'l£.ay v elt':J. R..i.;f.:,,tle. It.eh po t'L6.lb,{}?_,l;t �1 � oJt .6 c!io o .e. 1 •JoJz.f? . •  
1 .  The p1Wi1aJtu obje.mve. ol  ;tf� p1ioceo'.Wte. � to pJz.ov.ld.e. the. 
:tea.c!teJt and 1>.tv.d.e.n;t a.!1 oppoJV:.ww::;; .�oJz. ite..'ile.cUa;Uon. ofi 
u.M� 6a.c;toJty a.ca.!.�e.::ilc wo1tk. 
2. Any -0-�cle.nt who � do1.!1{] UMa.tl.6 lav':.oJz.y wonk .6 houlcl be 
ke�;t a.�teJt .t:ichool �o� e.x.Vta. he.-�p. 
3 .  T!ie. te.a.cheJt. M-0..(.g:u!'l.g 1te.i:1e.dJ..a.l 1.'JOJz.h will c,u.peJtv�e ;t!1e. -0-tude.PIX.6 . 
4 • AX. :�d-i.:eJ!.m, a.n yo !112. 1�1a.lu:1g a.n. u.11-6 a;t.U fia.�tony g1ta.de. w,i,P...l 
wont?. l'JU!i J:;he. ,,f.eaclieJt a;� f!..(>Mf.:. one �e.. A .te.a.cheJt. natf 
C'Afz. a. .6-tu.de.1'Vt ;to cor.1e. .fr:. (jolt e.Wa. !tel.;? M many .t.i.l:1e...t:i M 
;tfte. ;tza.chQ/t � e.e!.....1> .<.-0 11e.c.e6l:i aJt J. 
5. T!ie. ;tet1.c!ieJt. ;;1a.{J Me oth0't �oJr.:.1.t:i oJt ;Ur.iv., o{, 1te.me..r,!J . ..ai:.lo11 
.lfi !te. oJt l!ie. 1>0 du.<.Jtu . 
6 .  Tea.ch�� aJte. M fled ;to fjW ou;t a. {pro:: .l:-0....lc.af:J...110 that 
e.Y..A/ta. l'JOtt!?. hM ;ne.n c.ori:'),�cte.c: a.nc! Ze.a.ve. Joll.r.16 ,LJ.i :the o 6 6lc.e. 
7. /l;t 7-!ic. encl o� each g1tacU119 peM..od ;-�fio.6c. .6Wd.e!"vt6 1teceivhtg 
wua?.:l6 6a.ci::tJJz.!) gJuU!u r.U...U. Se. Jte.qttlJtecl .. to : 
a.. 
c. 
ite.cuve !�o !ial.l.. ;')M.6 u on Uhtr..aJtlj pa.l:i.6 
un,e.C6.6 t.he.r.J ha.ve. -0pe.ut,tl .tea.c..hC't pw11.<.!>1>.<.on 
coMfd.nue. t.!1M w1XA.J!.. .the l:itu.clc.vvt p1tov.lce6 t.f.i<?. 
!io:;1e. Jtoo:;1 ze.acfteJL i:J..i..;tft evhie.ncr..  :the. l/JOJtl?. M 
mad� W? oJt 00-6.t:ihio • • oJ 
8. A co f'J'} 0 6 f:lta.du by home. JtOOi.1 r:Ulf_ be:. pMv..(.ded .:the home 
Jtoom ;t(?P.c{ie;u,. 
I{J a. 1>tu.c�2.M J.h -�o be. r�ep;t a.6>�eJt .6choo� ·6oJt C'.Yl!J d.1.1,upU11CVLif !Le.Mon OIL �OJt 
e..�tlto.. c.£ct..6.61t.00:11 !tc/!.1? ;�he. 1>.Ud.2Jt:t 1./wu.,�d 'x�. :io-��.<.c2 24 hou.JL6 .ln a.c�va.nc.iG. 
/jO !te C.C<.!1 aM.a.nge. {01t :tftartl>poJt-twU.011. 
A vw:·�e. .6!1a,..� be .6e.!'?/� to ;: !ie :1C'Jte.!" ... t6 1:.J.Lt': ;t/te ,t,f..:u.d.CU'Vt .6.ta.7.A.ng .the. !Le.Mon. 
c!a/�C. a.n.d C�71Jr.O x.-lJ:1a.;�Q. ;U.::1� .i('!lJ.X :t.!t� .6>J.ttfaJ11_;t 1.:J..i)'..f... ne.ed. ;to DC. p..(.c.k.e.c', W?. 
The ,tea.c!ii!t' !i1M-t Jte.c.�vc. a. -0..(.0r..e.d n.o.:Cz. c1wn >�he. pcvte.nt.6 J.i;{:o.J.:bi.g ;�fta. . .t 




NOTICE TO PARENTS 
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up a.-t ,tfia;t ,ti.J71c.. 
(Te.acltvi) 
c: ;A!:C:STOi J Ji:. 17 rJ;?. {fl IY ! SC{[OtJ l. 
9 'l 0 Sr.1-U!t 'DM..v e 






OTi·�tR COf.!r·!Ef r .s: 
(d.aieJ 
S..tude.n.t -0,to.JJC.d a..�;tvt !.>chooR.. and e.x-tlta. ftdp WM 9.lve.n. 
studc.:1-t wa1.i 1tequA.lted ,to 
�tu.d�'!X 'b pc!Jte.Jvt.-� coui.l� J10.t olt 1/JOuhf.. not ewtange. 
bca.iu !'o/tta;Uo 111.. 
PCJtc.!V� cUd. 1io:t c..gll.ee. ;tc �e;t .the yowigJ.i.:t<Vt 1tema.ln 
afitcJt tic.!iool. 
( T ea.CJ1e1t.' .6 name.) 




REGISTRATION FORM -- BLUE 
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CHARLESTON J R .  H I GH 
Reg i 5 t ra t i on Form - Code 0 1 0  
Code Sch. Code Student No. Student Name (Last F i rst M i d d l e  I n i t i a l  I ol 11� 1 I I I I ���������� 
3-5 6-9 19-�2 
Sex G r . Lv l . 
D ITI  1,9 60-61 
'6-7I Last f i rst Street Address rr  tr�rd I a n (ar I I I I I . I I I I I I I I I �, I:.=...=+-:.-! �, �, l�I --1 �I l--i-, _fo�I -t--il l__,._l __,_I -t---11 1---t-I __,,_, J 17-36 
Cit Zip Code STATE I f  l l l l l I l l I I 1 1  I I I I l n-1 
Home Phone 
6 1 - 72 74-78 Wo 
I I I 1-1 I I I I 17-2'4 
Course Selections 
Card Course Request $eQuence Number Type 
I l I I 0 I 7 I 2 I I I 1 6  In-40 28 
I 2 I , o  I 7 ,� '---1 
I 3 I , o  I 7 I 4 I I I 
I 4 I I 2 I 7 I I I I I 
I 5 I 1 8 I 7 I I I I I 
I 6 I 1 9  I 9 16 I I I 
I 7 I I I I -' I I 
I 8 I I I I I I I 




I I • I .I 
29-32 
I I 11 I I 
I .  l I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
APPENDIX N 
REGISTRATION FORM -- YELLOW 
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CHARLESTON JR . H I GH 
Reg i s trat i on Form - Code 0 1 0  
• •1 I 
• 
• 
Sch.Code Student No. Student Name (Last, F i r s t, Middle I n i t i a l )  Sex G r . Lv l .  
I ol ii 01 1 I I I 1 1  I I I I I [ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I D [[] 3-5 6-9 19-42 49 60-61 
of B i rth 
• 
Last, f i rs t  Street Address 
_...__._�__.__.__�_.__.___.__ _..___..,I l__._I _.__..I I r--rl 1--r-1 T-tl I _,_I-r---11 lr-t-1 -t--� I _"t--t-t , __,__, -t-+I 1-+-I �, ,�1-1 1 
Zip Code STATE 
����l l l l l l l rTl -74-78 � 
• 
Course Selections__ 
• 76 • 











I. Teachers should verify the accuracy ef the class list. 
A. If a stugent is listed who should not be , mark a 
wavy RED line through that name , but LEAVE THE NAME 
AND NUMBER LEGIBLE. 
B. If a student is not listed who should be , enter that 
name and ( if known) s tudent number in RED at the bot­
tom of the list. 
II. For each student 
A. Enter the grade for the nine weeks in the green box 
labeled "current grade , "  (for your own record s ,  
enter the same grade in the box at the left of the 
perforation . ) 
B. At end of s emester enter s emester grade in box 
labeled "final grade . "  
c. If you wish to give a student an E grade ,  you should 
put N. C. instead of E in the box. E will be printed 
on the grade card however. 
D. Do not use A+ nor F+ , neither will be printed. 
E. FOR HOMEROOM SECTIONS ONLY, record the number of 
absences for each student ( for current nine weeks) 
in the box labeled "comment 1 ,  absent. " 
Record the number of absences as follows : 
1 .  If a student has no absences , enter zero. (0) 
2. If a s tudent has been a bs ent from one to nine 
times , enter the appropriate number. 
3 .  If a student has been abs ent ten or more time s ,  
enter the letter z (so  it does not look like a 
2 or 3 )  
4. If a student is absent for any i days , round the 
number up ; for example , 8t days to 9 days. 
F. For any class , in the box labeled "Comment 2 ,  tardies" 
record (if desired) any one of the comment codes 
listed below. 
NOTE : If either the absent or the comment box is left 
blank , the blank will appear on the grade report. 
III. Check each entry for accuracy and s ign your name. 
IV. Remove the left tab at the perforation , file the tab for 




1 .  Cooperative and enthusiastic 
2. Good attitude 
3. Not working up to capacity (Parental conference 
urged) 
4. Wastes time and is often unprepared (Parental con­
ference urged) 
5. Does not complete required work (Parental conference 
urged )  
6 .  Improper behavior, disrupts classroom act1v1ty 












1 1 .  Classroom Aopearance . 











£�. Clearlv defined procedure ! 
!PUPIL-TEACHER IN?ERACTION S .  Enthusiasm for teaching 
6. Understands child and ·-· .... . . . .. . ..  - ... . . . - . . . .. - . - . . . 
adolescent benavior 
7 .  Ale�tnes� .to. phy�ic.a_l _ _  need.� 
of children 
8 .  Positive classroom control 9. Pupil s  demonstrate self- control 10. Learning atmosphere 
1 1 .  Stimulates original thinking 
12.  Provides for individual needs 
13. Rapport with students 
INSTRUCTIONAL SKILLS 
14. Evidence of careful planning 
15. Flexibility in classroom 
situations 
1 6 .  Use of motivational techni�ue 
17.  Appropriate variety of 
instructional methods 
: 18. 
119 . 120 . 
i ,21. 
! 22. 
Knowledge of subiect matter 
Sufficient teaching aids 
Pupil evaluation: formal or 
informal 
Method of homework (or class) 
assignment 
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�- -· ; 23. Crooming and general appear�!1ce J __ _ 
:24. Voice and s_p�es_h 
� -- - . O'.i:HER OBSERVATIONS: 
8 3  
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APPENDIX R 
LETTER TO PARENT CONCERNING TRUANCY 
84 
Mr. and Mrs. 
P. o. Box 
, Illinois 
Dear Mr. and Mrs . 
May 3 ,  1 978 
6 1 948 
' 
Section 26- 1  of the Illinois School Code requires that 




was absent on May 2 ,  1 978. She supposedly 
spend part of the day at h�use and then later 
with ------ ------� · 
She did get on the bus at the high school in the after­
noon. 
--�� ....... ...-
had a girlfriend writ e  an excuse which was 
brought to the junior high office on May 3 ,  1 978. It said 
------ had been s ick and the note was signe d ,  ------ -------· 
did admit that you did not know she had been absent 
nor ara s ign the excuse. 
Mr. Ken Moses , Truant Officer, has been notified of this 
problem. A copy of this letter will be sent to Mr. Moses 
and also to the States Attorney' s Office. 
AJL/im 
cc : Ken Moses 
Jim Dedman 
Sincerely, 
Annette Lynch, Acting Principal 
Charleston Jr. High School 
8 5  
APPENDIX S 
LETTER TO PARENT CONCERNING TRUANCY 
86 
Mr. and Mrs. 
R. R. #3 
Charle ston, Illinois 6 1 9 20 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. 
May 3 ,  1 978 
There were conflicting stories about your daughter ' s  
absence on May 2 ,  1 978 from and Mrs. , 
who called the school on May 3, 1978. 
I would suggest that Mrs . arrange an appoint-
ment with Mr. Hill, assistant principal, and explain the 
situation to him. 
Until that time, 
absence. 
AJL/im 
will receive an unexcused 
Sincerely, 
Annette Lynch , Acting Principal 
Charleston Jr. High School 
87 
APPENDIX T 
REPORT OF EVENTS CONCERNING TRUANCY CASES 
88 
May 3 ,  1 978 
_Re_p_o_r_t_...o.n ____________ : 
A letter was sent to s parents asking Mrs. 
to come in to talk to Mr. Hill. will receive an 
unexcused absence until she does . 
' s  Story: 
1 .  She stayed home in the 
morning and helped clean 
the house. 
2. She rode with her parents 
to take her dad to work. 
3. A bout 1 2 : 30 or 1 :00 p . m. 
her mother took her to the 
The lady who said she was 
Mrs. , called on May 3 ,  
1978 --She said : 
1 .  That was s ick all 
morning and that she was 
home all day as far as 
she knew. Mrs . 
said she was gone a 
couple of hours in the 
p.m.  
dentist,  but her mother 2. That she did not take 
anywhere. didn ' t  bring her to school 
after the appointment 
because there wasn ' t  enough 3 .  
gas in the car. 
4. That she was not with 
---
anytime during the day. 
5. She and her mother stopped 
briefly at her grandmother ' s ,  
to drop off a dress .  
***** 
----
That was s ick with 
cramps all morning� 
, who was truant on May 2 ,  1 978 said : She and 
-----------went to ' s  grandmother ' s  house for the 
day but left around noon or before. 
----
***** 
The bus garage reported that both 




------- and came to the principal ' s  office at 1 :00 p.m.  They said that they had been lying earlier this morning. 
This is their story a s  of 1 :OO p.m.  
said her s ister had been writing excuse notes for her 
and that the s ister was the one who called and talked to Mrs . 
Lynch. 
and rode the bus to school and got off at the _hi_g_h_s c hoo-1.--
89 
They walked to the laundry mat on south 1 1 30 (Harrison & 
1 8th) and s ta,yed there until lunch. They walked to Walker ' s  
for lunch and then went back t o  the laundry mat .  
They got on the bus at the high school in the afternoon. 




LETTER TO MR. DEIMAN--ASSISTANT STATES ATTORNEY 
91 
Mr . James c .  Dedman 
Ass istant States Attorney 
Coles County Court House 
Charleston, Illinoi s  6 1 920 
Dear Mr. Dedman, 
May 3 ,  1 978 
This letter is to notify you that ------------- was 
truant on May 2 ,  1 978. 
A letter dated March 28 , 1 978 from the Charleston 
Junior High School stated that your office would be 
notified if any problems reoccurred with this student. 
AJL/1m 
Sincerely, 
Annette J. Lynch, Acting Principal 
Charleston Jr. High School 
92 
APPENDIX V 
TEACHERS' COMPLAINTS REPORT 
93 
ATTENTION: Mr. Dively 
From : A .  Lynch , Acting Principal 
May 3 , 1 978 
TEAOHERS WERE NOT NOTIFIED IN ADVANCE WHICH STUDENTS WERE 
GOING TO THE TRACK MEET ON MAY 3 ,  1 978. 
THE LIST OF STUDENTS WAS NOT DELIVERED TO THE OFFICE UNTIL 
APPROXIMATELY 1 1  : 30 a.m.  EVEN THOUGH MRS. HANNER HAD ASKED 
FOR IT EARLIER. 
THE TEAM WAS SCHEDULED TO LEAVE AT 1 1  : 45 a . m. AND MRS. HANNER 
DID NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE THE LIST BECAUSE OF SEVERAL LETTERS 
SHE HAD TO TYPE AND MID-TERM REPORTS TO PREPARE. 
SEVERAL TEACHERS COMPLAINED ABOUT NOT HAVING THE LIST. 
94 
APPENDIX W 
LETTER TO PARENT OF SU SP ENDED STU DENT 
9 5  
May 3 ,  1 978 
Mrs. 
Third Street 
Cliarleston, Ill. 6 1 920 
Dear Mrs. Smith , 
Regrettably, but necessarily, and in accordance with 
Article 1 0 ,  Section 1 0 . 22 . 6  of the School Code of Illinoi s ,  
you a s  guardian of are herein informed that 
has been determined guilty of gross disobedience and _mi_s_c-on­
duct and is suspended from Charleston Junior High School for 
a period of five ( 5) school days .  The actual days of the 
suspension shall be May 3 ,  1 978 through May 9 ,  1 978. 
The specific reasons for the suspension for gross 
disobedience and misconduct are :  
1 .  Willful failure to CQmply with the directions of 
authorized school personnel. 
2. General disregard for school policy. 
3. Use of profane language to adults in authority. 
Notice i s  given that you have a right to request a 
review of this suspension before the Charleston Community Unit 
School District No. 1 Board of Education or a hearing officer 
appointed by said board. Requests for such a review should 
be submitted in writing within ten ( 1 0 )  school days after 
receipt of this letter to the SUper1ntendent of Schools , 
whos e  office is located at 410 Wes t Polk Avenue , Charleston, 
Ill. 6 1 920. 
You are encouraged to come to my office to discuss 
this action and ways in which we can work cooperatively to 
bring about a behavioral change in • If we don ' t  get 
marked improvement when he returns to school,  expulsion may 
be the only recommendation left to us. 
AJL/im 
Sincerely, 
Annette J. Lynch, Acting Principal 
Charleston Junior High School 
96 
APPENDIX X 
ITEMS FOR TEACHERS ' MEETING 
97 
Items for teachers meeting August 24, 1 978 
Hall Passes 
Absence Pad 
l>1sm1s sal Slips 
Admit Slip (White and Blue) 
School Calendars (for all students from Bob Miller) 
Floor Plans (for each 7th grade student) 
Grade Book 
Plan Book 
Class Schedule (for each student) 
Opening School Bulletin 
Handbook ( throw your old one away) 
Locker Assignment (home room teachers) 
Lunchroom Information (for each student) 
Curriculum Guide (throw your old one away) 
Personnel List (any needed change in address & phone number -
check with Imo) 
Home room and Noon Supervision Schedule (each teacher) 
Jim Hill ' s  Schedule 
Attendance Policies 
Certified Staff Evaluation 
School Behavior Policies 
FRIDAY MORNING : 
Student Schedules ( If homeroom teacher does not have stu­
dent ' s  schedule he has not registered in 
the office and should be sent to the office. )  
Class Lists 
Charleston Junior High School Personnel Flower Fund 
Supply Room -- See Roxanne Jackson 
98 
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APPENDIX Z 






D Disrespectful Behavior 
0 Disrupting Class 
D Unsatisfactory Work 
(date) 
D Violating school rules and regu lations 










This is to permit 
to go to Room ------




APP .EN DIX BB 
FIRST QUARTER TEACHERS ' SCHEDULES 
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APPENDIX CC 
CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH FLOOR PLAN 
1 07 
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OPENING OP SCHOOL BULLETIN 
1 09 
1 978 - 1 979 
CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
OPENING OF SCHOOL BULLETIN 
1 1 0  
CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
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Teacher assigned to 
assist new teacher 
Mr. Dively 
Mrs. Baker 
Mrs.  Klimes 
Mrs. Simon 
Mrs .  Simon 
Returning from leave -- Mrs. Betty Reed -- Math 
Student Teachers : 




Randy L. Trone 
Mary Dunn 
Cleora Bates 
Linda L. Taylor 









Mr. Calvin Arnold 
1 1 1 
and Marsha Strader 
Friday, August 25th : We will be in session 8 : 45 - 1 0 : 30 a.m.  
Due to the short amount of time we have , home room teachers 
should take care of the following items first : 
I. A corrected student list will not be needed until 
Tuesday, Aug. 29th. Band will not meet at that 
time , all students will report to homeroom. 
Send list of those not here Friday and Monday. 
II. Locker and combination a ss ignments should be made 
by home room teachers. 
III. At 9 : 1 5  we ' ll run through entire schedule. 
Periods will be approximately 4 minutes.  Al­
though this does not provide time for issuing 
books , etc. it will give students a chance to 
begin learning their schedules. 
At 1 0 : 1 5  all students will report back to home 
rooms for last minute items. 
IV. School will dismiss at 1 0 : 30. Buses will be here 
so all bus riders should proceed to buses as 
soon a s  school ends. 
v. Staff meeting in the library at 1 : 30 p.m.  
Parking, Buses, Parent Pick-up Points 
1 .  Smith Drive will be closed from 8 : 1 5  a.m.  to 
3 : 1 0  p.m. 
2. The small parking lot ( s outh of building) is  
reserved for office and visitor parking ; also 
for parents who pick up students. Parents are to 
entar from the south, circle through the lot and 
go out to the south. They may also use the east 
parking lot. 
3.  Teachers are asked to  park in the lot east of the 
building; enter this lot from Route #1 30 at the 
Culligan Soft Water Plant. 
4. The buses will load and unload on Smith Drive and 
around the bus garage. 
1 1 2 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS TO TEACHERS : 
All teachers are asked to follow all directions from the office. 
1 .  Rating textbooks -- please see that we do this and all 
follow the same plan -- A ,  B ,  C ,  D according to condition. 
Be sure to keep textbook cards in a safe place for use 
next spring when books are checked in. 
2. Absence slips are to be filled out�a t  the beginning of 
1 st period and 2nd period and sent to the office. Check 
roll a t  the beginning of each period thereafter and send 
an absence slip only when a change in the daily absence 
sheet is necessary. ( See STUDENT ATTENDANCE PROCEDURE 
1n handbook. ) 
3 .  Mail boxes are all located in the office and should be 
emptied daily. 
�. Always stress proper manners ,  courtesy, safety and most 
important expect students to show vroper respect to teachers and supervisor s ,  teachers a ides ,  custodians 
and cooks. Mr. and Mrs . , or Miss  should be used by 
students at all times when speaking to or about teachers. 
5. Students who need to go to the s ick room should report 
to the office first. 
6 .  Call parents in case o f  any serious accident and be sure 
that the office is notified and proper forms are filled 
in. 
7. All class trips ,  field trips ,  or any time a class  is to 
be off of the school grounds must be cleared in the office. 
(Field trips are temporarily out . )  
8 .  Extra Curricular Activities -- All dances and programs 
of any kind are to be cleared through the office. This 
is to be done the first month of school so they can be 
placed on the calendar and nothing else will be scheduled 
after that time. THERE ARE TO BE NO FUND RAISING PROJECTS 
UNLESS THEY ARE CLEARED THROUGH THE OFFICE. 
9.  Fire Drills -- see that our fire drills are well organized ; 
no talking, etc. (see  teacher ' s  handbook) 
1 0 .  Any deviation from schedules should be reported to the 
office. 
1 1 .  All coffee cups are to be washed and our teacher ' s  room 
is  to be kept in good order. Please help ! ! ! !  
1 2 . Special Teachers : All special teachers should turn in a 
schedule as soon as they are completed. All changes of 
1 1  3 
schedules must be cleared through the office. Any varying 
from schedules must be cleared through the office. 
1 3 . Speech Correction -- We again have speech services. 
Ms. King will be developing a program so we ' ll be asking 
for your cooperation. 
1 4. Soda has gone up and will be going up again so the 
increase is  necessary. Profit ( if any) will be used by 
the staff. 
1 1 4 
OPENING SCHOOL ITEM S :  
1 .  Information cards should be taken to the doctor in case 
of emergencies. 
2. Corporal punishment is to be used sparingly, and the law 
provides that it should be done only 1n the presence of 
an adult and at a time when. ,a person is not angry. 
Parents may request that corporal punishment not be used. 
Students must be told ahead of time in which cases cor­
poral punishment may be used. Check teacher handbook. 
3. Do not hang pictures , drive na ils in the walls ,  etc. 
Have one of the custodians do this.  
4. Please not e :  All report s ,  communications, etc. , submitted 
to Central Office should contain the following information : 
a .  Who is to get the information (person or department) 
b. Who is sending the information (person or school) 
c. Date it is being sent to the office. 
5. Checking keys out to staff members -- Staff members should 
sign the card prepared for checking out keys which states 
that if keys are lost the person is to pay for changing 
the lock and replacing the keys. 
6 .  Insurance Agents -- Everyone going into a school building 
not connected with the school ' i s  to check in at the 
principal ' s  office before contacting anyone in the 
building. Insurance agents are not to go to the school 
building to make appointments with the teacher. Regula­
tions covering other salesmen s eeing teachers are that 
the salesman always sees the principal first and it  is 
only with the expressed permission that the salesman 
sees a teacher during a free period. 
7. Due dates for mid-term reports and report cards : 
The mid-term reports usually go out the 5th full week of 
school and the report cards go out the Thursday following 
the end of each quarter. Grades are due in the office 
from teachers the last day of each quarter. (by noon) 
Mid-term reports are due as follows : 
Due in the office ( by 1 1  : 30 a.m. ) 
Wednesday, Sept .  27 
Monday, Dec. 4 
Monday, Feb. 26 
Tuesday, May 1 
1 1  5 
To be mailed 
Friday, Sept. 29 
Wednesday, Dec. 6 
Wednesday, Feb. 28 
Thursday, May 3 
GRADES : 
Grades Due 
Friday, October 27 
Friday, January 1 9  
Friday, March 23 
Friday, June 1 
1 1 6 
Hand Out (Dates will 




I.  Buses 
a .  Buses will load and unload students at the entrance 
on Smith Drive on west side of the school site. 
b.  All bus students will enter the building through the 
west entrances. 
c .  During good weather students will b e  asked t o  go to 
the north play area until bell time. 
Parent loading area -- parents will enter the south parking 
lot from Smith Drive and pick up children there. Those 
students may use the south doors. 
I I .  Bicycles 
a .  All bikes should be parked 1n the area just west of 
the unloading area. 
b. Students should realize the school assumes no respon­
sibility for bikes , so they should be ridden to school 
only when absolutely necessary. 
III.  Noon Hour Procedures : 
a .  The cafeteria will be in operation so students will 
have three alternative s :  
1 .  Students may bring a sack lunch. 
2. If they live close enough to go home they may 
do this. (A written consent must be on file in 
the office . )  
3 .  They may eat a hot lunch. 
b .  No student may leave the school grounds other than 
those eating at home. 
c. Milk will be available for those students who care to 
buy it. 
d. Students should eat lunch of some sort. 
IV. Cafeteria Service : 
Hot lunches will begin August 28th. The cafeteria will 
be operated by Interstate United Corporation of St. Louis 
with Greg Volsko as  manager. They will prepare all food 
here for all schools in the district. They will have 
their own phone which will help us in the office a great 
deal. 
Prices -- Students 65¢ 
1 1 7 
Adults 8 5¢ 
HELPFUL HINTS FROM THE AIDE 
All supplies are to be passed out by the aide. Teachers are 
not to go into the storeroom for supplies.  Teachers· are not 
to send students to the office for supplies .  
We are limited in the supplies we receive for the year such 
a s  manila folder s ,  masking tape , pencils , etc. Please do not 
waste these or let students use them unnecessarily. 
All material is to be duplicated by the workroom secretary 
because there are 29 teachers in the building which would 
cause many conflicts. Also the workroom secretary is familiar 
with the machines and different people using the machines get 
them out of adjustment. 
Material to be duplicated is to be placed in the workbasket 
in the workroom. You must write your name , number of copies 
and clear instructions -- either with a red pencil on the 
origina l ,  on the back, or on a separate sheet of paper -­
the workroom secretary has 29 teach.ers and cannot remember 
all oral instructions. 
Material to be typed must be in the basket 2 days before it 
is needed. Material to just be run. off must be in 24 hours 
in advance. The workroom secretary works i time. Bringing 
work in at 4 :00 and wanting it the next morn1Ag by 9 :00 is 
not 24 hours.  Material to be duplicated on the mimeograph 
should be in 1 week in advance. Semesters must be in 2 weeks 
in advance. Do not send students or student teachers expecting 
work to be duplicated immediately. 
· 
To make a spirit duplicator master , type or write firmly with 
a ball point pen. To make a copy to be run through the thermo­
fax machin e ,  either type on regular duplication paper or the 
lined examination paper. { Do not use bond paper. )  
Allow a margin of at least t inch on all sides of 8! X1 1 
paper for thermo-fax masters to insure getting everythi�g 
on your copy. Material is colied a s  you bring 1t1 including spelling, punctuation, etc, f your original !sn t clear, 
don't expect a clear copy. 
To make a transparency, type or write with a No. 2 pencil on 
regular duplicating paper or lined examination paper. Trans­
parencies can also be made from black printed material. 
The thermo-fax machine which we have will only copy black and 
material must be removed from book or magazine. The central 
office has a machine which will copy from books or magazines 
or colored material and will make a master from which multiple 
copies can be made. 
ife cannot reproduce any material or type any letters unless 
cleared with Mr. Dively that are not official school business. 
1 1 8 
The workroom secretary has some equipment such a s  paper 
punches ,  long stapler, staplers,  staple pull and scissors 
which can be checked out. SUch equipment has disappeared in 
the past so we will have to check them out. 
i.EMEMBER -- we have an aide 3i hours -- cut down on the work 
you expect and follow all of the above requests. 
1 1 9 
REQUISITIONS 
Procedure for requisitions during the school year is as follows : 
a .  Complete purchase order and submit to the building 
principal for approval. These are items which have 
been budgeted but were not ordered. 
b .  Building principal submits the purchase order t o  the 
central office. Materials and equipment pertaining 
to instruction will be approved by the superintendent, 
then submitted to the business manager. All other 
requisitions will be approved by the business manager. 
c .  Purchases other than b y  purchase order are to be made 
upon approval by the building principal and are to be 
paid for from the imprest fund.  
d .  Any item ordered or purchased without prior approval 
will not be paid for. 
e .  Remember - - if you d i d  not include items in your 
budget requests last spring, they will not be approved. 
Each department has a budget amount which must be 
adhered to. POSTAGE OF ANY LARGE AMOUNT MUST COME 
FROM DEPARTMENTAL BUDGETS. 
A FEW REMINDERS: 
1 .  All substitute teachers are to be cleared through Mr. Hill. 
a .  Upon the first day of attendance after being absent 
the regular teacher is to stop in the office and fill 
out an absence report. The purpose of this report 
is to avoid any misunderstanding in regard to days 
left for future use. Mrs. McClanahan is keeping a 
complete up-to-date record of  personal business days 
and sick-leave. This record will also show accumu­
lated days left. Teachers should feel free to check 
this record with Mrs. McClanahan. 
b. If Mr. Hill is unavailable, teachers are requested to 
call Mr. Dively or Mrs. McClanahan. 
2. Supplies from the office : 
a .  All supplies are to be requested through our office .  
b. No one is to take general supplies out 
room without checking with the office. 
sary so we will have some idea of  what 
also so that some item is not depleted 




we have and 
which was 
Although this free time is designed to give the teacher some 
time away from the students,  its primary purpose is for pre­
paration for future school days . Paper grading, typing, 
working on records , lesson planning and general planning are 
just a few things that should be done during free periods. 
Relaxation is certainly important during this time , but is 
not its primary purpose. Let ' s  also be courteous to those 
who are working in the workroom. 
This time is also not designed for running errands. There 
are times when teachers need to be away from school during 
school hours ,  but these times should be confined to mainly 
emergency situations. Teachers who need to leave during 
school hours are also asked to report to the Qffice before 
leaving so we will know where they are. 
ALL TEACHERS 
George Schlinsog at EIU has several books left over from the 
Lab. School. These are in the science, social studies, liter­
ature and math areas. If _you are interested, flease call 
George and go take a look or let me know and I 11 contact 
George. 
J. Dively 
1 2 1  
SPECIAL EDUCATION REFERRAL PROCEDURES -- JUNIOR HIGH 
1 .  Teacher refers name of student to counselor, who gives her 
the proper forms : #1 Education and # 2 Health History. 
2. Upon completion of #1 and that part of #2 that the teacher 
is to fill out , she re turns both forms to  the counselor , 
who gives them to the school nurse.  
3 .  School nurse completes #2 then returns # 1  and #2 to the 
counselor , who forwards them to Don Grewell ' s  office , 
keeping a record of the referral. 
4. Special Education Office notifies the counselor of testing 
and staffing and she in turn notifies the following people 
of the staffing, if they are to be included. 
a .  teacher 
b. principal 
c .  school nurse 
d.  speech therapist 
e. s ocial worker from ADC 
f. EMH teacher 
122 
ALL TEACHERS 
�e were fortunate to get our building well cleaned this 
summer. We need to have a sincere effort to keep our building 
in good repair. Let ' s  all be observant to be sure that proper 
supervision is provided in terms of building care. Any 
needed maintenance should be reported immediately. 
We do appreciate the attention our building has received this 
summer. We also would like to point out that in the past 1 0  
years our teachers and students have kept our fa cilities in 
good condition. Let ' s  keep up the good work. 
CUSTODIANS AND TEACHERS 
1 .  Our janitors are to take care of small repair jobs. 
2. Requests --
a .  We will call emergencies to bus garage by head 
custodian. 
b .  Items which are called in or are not a s  urgent , a 
written request is to be filled out. All such re­
quests are to be made out by the head custodian. 
These are to be made out in triplicate -- one copy is 
to be sent to the junior high office , one to bus 
garage and one is to be kept by the head custodian. 
When a job has been completed ,  it is to be marked 
completed on both copies by the head custodian. 
c .  Any request which is not completed within one week is 
to be called to the attention of the principal or 
assistant principal. 
ASSEMBLY AND LYCEUM PROGRAM S 
We have much talent locally and we need your assistance in 
s ecuring and arranging good educational as well as enter­
taining programs . If you know of programs which would be 
appropriate,  please contact Mr . Dively. We have contracted 
for 3 outside programs as we try to do each year. 
1 23 
REPORT OF ABSENCE 
TO THE SUPERINTENDENT : 
This is  to report that I was absent from duty ���---�.--..P"-��· 
(date) 
I was absent : 
Because of  personal illnes s or quarantine. 
Because of serious illnes s  of a member of my 
immediate family which was of such nature as to 
make it necessary that I remain at home. 
Because of the death of a member of my immediate 
family, it was necessary that I remain at home. 
To attend the funeral of a close relative. 
My records indicate that prior to this absence I had days 
of accumulated unused sick leave credit and that after this 




substituting for �--------------� 
EVALUATION BY SUBSTITUTE TEACHER 
The substitute teacher will please fill out the following in 
duplicate and give answers to these questions. Please 
return both copies to the principal' s office. 
1 .  What pages did you cover in each cours e? 
2. Did you work past the directions? Please give resume 
of work covered. 
3 .  Did you have any serious problems 1n any field? 
4. Do you have suggestions as to how your work might be 
made more satisfying? 
Substitutes work time is  turned into the central office at 




CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH PERSONNEL LIST 
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Homeroom 
.assroom & Room # 
1 45 7 :  1 








1 1 0  
Mr. 
1 1 2  8 : 2 
1eech Therapy 
148B D1H 




8 : 5  
8 :4 
8 : 3 109 
149 
1 50  
1 1 1  
Deaf Ed. 









1 6 2  
r1nc 1pal 
7 : 6 ( 1 1 3 )  
8 :  1 
7 : 3  










CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Name 
Mrs. Jackie Adkins 
Mrs. Sandy Baker 
Mrs. Eloise Barger 
Mrs. Elisabeth Ba yles 
Mr. Donald Booher 
Mr. John IB.um 
Mr. Renny Garshelis 
Mrs. Barbara Haberer 
Mr. Lewis Hankenson 
Mr. Logan Hughes 
Mrs . Jody Johnson 
Ms.  Dona King 
Mrs. Marsha Klime·s 
Mrs. Marge Knoop 
Mr. Ian Lathrop 
Mrs. Annette Lyn.oh 
Mrs .  Pat Marsh 
Mr. Tim McCollum 
Mr. Paul Pyers 
Mrs. Mildred Read 
Mrs. Betty Reed 
Mrs. Joann Sanders 
Mrs. Juanita Sherwood 
Mrs. Betty Simon 
Mr. Steve Simons 
Mr. Don Starwalt 
Ms.  Kathy . Stone 
Mrs. Marsha Strader 
Mrs . Alice Jayne Swickard 
Mrs .  Vickie Thompson 
Mr. John A .  Dively 
Mr. Jim Hill 
Mrs. Imogene McClanahan 
Mrs. Norma Hanner 
Mrs. Roxanne Jackson 
Mr. Harold Denni s  
Mr. Harold Javis 
Mrs. Debbie Rhodes 
Mr. Calvin Arnold 




R. R. 114 
R. #2 Lerna , Ill. 
1 0  Orchard Drive 
903 Third Street 
1 600 "C"  Street 
R. R. #4 
24oO Nantucket 
1 520 Jackson St. 
R. .#1 Ashmore 
2006 Grant 
5 1 3  Ashby Drive 
508! Monroe-Apt. 1 
1 71 0  University Dr. 
1 1 1 4  Monroe 
822 1 8th St. 
1 680 University Apt. 
705 Coolidge 
504 Taft Avenue 
R. #1  Ashmore 
261 5 Sixth Street 
21 1 0  Cameron Place 
2007 9th St.  Apt. 0 
251 3 Salem Road 
R. #1 Hindsboro 
Lincoln Hwy. Road 
R. '!2 Mattoon 
R. #2 Charleston 
1 879 McComb Street 
1 0 1 4  Division 
1 323 Madison Ave. 
1 433  Tenth St. 
1 308 Adams 
Jl. / 1 
703 Eleventh St. 
2006 Twelfth St. 




























345-28 1 5  
235-1 723 






345-66 1 8  




HOMEROOM AND LUNCH ROOM SUPERVISION 
1 28 
1 978-1 979 
HOMEROOM AND LUNCH ROOM SUPERVISION 
August 24 to  October 27 
7 :  1 1 45 Adkins 8 :  1 1 63 Sherwood 
7 : 2  1 87 Strader 8 : 2 1 1  2 Johnson 
7 : 3  1 88 Starwalt 8 : 3  1 09 Mc Collum 
7 : 4  1 50 Read 8 : 4 1 56 Marsh 
7 : 5  1 54 Knoop 8 : 5  1 05 Lynch 





Hanken son Booher 
Hughes Simon 
Klimes Simons 
October 30 to  January 1 9  
7 :  1 1 55 Barger 8 :  1 1 63 Sherwood 
7 : 2  1 87 Strader 8 : 2  1 26 Simon 
7 : 3  1 1 0 Hughes 8 : 3  1 1  2 Simons 
7 : 4  1 50 Read 8 : 4 1 1 1 Reed 
7 : 5  1 54 Knoop 8 : 5  1 0 5  Lynch 
7 :6 1 1  3 Sanders 8 :6 1 62 Thompson 
Su:Eervision 
5th 6th 
Hanken son Booher 




1 978-1 979 
HOMEROOM AND LUNCH ROOM SUPERVISION 
January 22 to March 23 
7:  1 1 45 Adkins 8 :  1 1 09 Mc Collum 
7 : 2  1 55 Barger 8 : 2  1 26 Simon 
7 : 3  1 1 0  Hughes 8 : 3  1 63 Simons 
7 : 4  1 88 Starwalt 8 :4 1 1 1 Reed 
7 : 5  1 54 Knoop 8 : 5  1 1 2 Johnson 








March 26 to June 1 
7 :  1 1 45 Adkins 8 :  1 1 09 McCollum 
7 : 2  1 55 Barger 8 : 2  1 63 Sherwood 
7 : 3  1 1 0 Hughes 8 : 3  1 05 Lynch 
7 : 4  1 88 Starwalt 8 : 4  1 62 Thompson 
7 : 5  1 87 Strader 8 : 5  1 1  2 Johnson 









Cumulative records will be done by those teachers 
who have homeroom 4th quarter. 
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APPENDIX GG 
MR. HILL' S DAILY S CHEDULE 
1 3 1  
CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Mr. Jim Hill, Assistant Princilal 
• M .  
Daily Schedule :  
8:00 a.m.  - - 1 1  : 30 a . m  • 
1 1  : 4o  a.m.  - - 4 :00 p.m.  








28 a.m.  
29 p.m.  
30 
3 1  
1 
a.m.  
p .m.  
a.m.  









1 1  a. m.  
1 2  p.m.  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5 
a . m. 
p . m. 
a.m.  
1 8 p .m.  
1 9  a.m.  





25 a .m.  







2 p.m.  
3 a.m.  
4 p.m.  
5 
6 













p .m.  
a.m.  
December : 
1 8  
1 9  
20 
2 1  
22 
a.m.  
p .m.  
a.m.  
p .m.  
a . m. 
30 p.m.  CHRISTMAS VACATION ! ! ! ! !  
Nov. 
Dec. 
3 1  a.m.  









1 0  
a . m. 
p . m. 
a.m.  
1 3  p.m.  
1 4  a . m. 
1 5 p.m.  
16  a.m.  
1 7  p .  m. 
1 8  
20 a.m.  
2 1  p . m. 
22 a.m.  
2 3  THANKSGIVING 
24 VACATION 
27 p.m.  
28 a.m.  







9 a.m.  
1 0  p.m. 
1 1 
1 2  
a . m. 
p.m.  
1 5 a.m.  
1 6  p . m. 
1 7  a . m. 
1 8  p.m.  
1 9  a .  m.  
22 p.m.  
23 a.m.  





29 a.m.  
30 p.m.  




p . m. 
a . m. 
5 p . m. 
6 a.m. 








6 9 Columbus Lay 
a . m. 
p.m.  
a . m. 
p . m .  
1 2  LINCOLN ' S  BIRTHDAY 
1 0  
1 1 
1 2  




a . m. 
1 6  p.m.  
1 7  a .  m.  
1 8  p.m.  
1 9  
20 
a.m.  
p .m.  
7 
8 a.m.  
1 1  p.m.  
1 2  a.m.  
1 3 p.m. 






1 4  
1 5 
1 6  
p . m. 
a . m. 
p . m. 
a.m.  
1 9  p.m. 
20 a . m. 






ATTENDANCE POLICY FOR CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH 
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Attendan�e Policy for ·�arles::on Jr. High 
'The teachers and administrai:ors of �harleston Junior High School urge 
all students and parents i:o be aware of the value of re�ular school 
attendanc e .  Ai:tendance and academic performance are believed to be 
closely related . In addition, i �  is common prac�ice for employers to 
request attendance as uell as academic records when �ons:f..dering our 
students for a job. As a result, all students should strive to obtain 
the bes·t possible attendance record. The students earn the record ; 
the iunior hi.gh s.zhool reports i t .  
It i s  the responsibility of the parents to see that their sons or 
daughters attend school remilarly. He, in turn, fully realize each 
student and family has unique circumstances tha·J: arise during the nine 
month school year. �o accomplish the educational objectives and 
accommodate special family needs ,  the following attendance policy has 
been developed . 
Absence Procedures 
I f  you are absent: 
(1) A parent or guardian should phone the junior high school 
office between � :  00 A.M. and 11: 00 A.M. on the day of 
absence. If the absence is due to illness, the report 
by phone will be considered an excused absence for that 
day. 
(2) If phoning the office by 11: 00 A.M. is impossib l e ,  upon the 
student ' s  re�urn to school , the student is required to bring 
a note coni:ainine; the following information: 
A .  The da·te o f  the note 
B .  �ehe student ' s  full name 
� .  .·�he date (s) of absence 
D .  �he specific reason for the absence 
I t  is the student ' s  responsibility to bring this excuse to �he office 
ancl obtain an admit form from i:he attendance office before S: li.S A.M. , on 
the day the student returns to schoo l .  Failure to brine; a proper note 
sir-;ned by a parent or euardian by G :  45 A .M. on ':he student ' s  return �:o 
school will result in an unexcused absence .  
(3) ·.�eacbers will not admit a student i:o class unless the 
parent bas previously cleared the absence or the student 
has an admit from the office. 
(l�) If the junior high school office has not been notified 
of the reason for the absence, by 1 1 : 00 A.M. , the 
parents will be contacted. 
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Death in the immediate family 
Serious illness of a member of the immediate family 
I l lness of the s·!:uden·i: 
Me·iical appoin-mieni: for the student �ihich cannot be i:aken 
care of ef-::er si:hool or on weekend s ,  provided the student 
has a meJical card signed by a do::tor. ·.�he period of time 
a student is e� the doctor ' s  office will not be marked as 
unexcuse':l absen-::e o n  the student ' s  record .  
A student reported out shopping , et� • •  after beine reported 
ill from s::hool �till automatically be declared unexcused/ 
truant .  
Unexcused Absences 
Student will not be permitted to make up work or exams missed. 
(1) Failure to follow proper procedure as listed previously under 
absence proce::lures l·Til 1 result in disciplinary action against 
the studen� and an unexcused absenc e ,  
(2) �RUAN'W - A 0truanta is defined as a child subject ':o compulsory 
school a!:tendance and who is absent l·1ithout valid cause from such 
attendance for a school day or portion thereof. Valid cause for 
absences shall be those listed under the cateeories ' 'Excused 
Absencesll. , . ..,he foll ouing steps wi 11 be folloued when a student 
i s  truant. 
A .  
B .  
D .  
E .  
Each nme � student is truant the parents will be 
notified by :he school of the truancy. 
'1'.'he Charleston Folice Department will be contacted 
when a stuc'!en·:: is truant for the whole day. 
A lel:!:er will be sent to the parents when a student 
has been :�ruant from one (1) �:o five (5) times . 
When a s ;:ui:lent has been truant six (6) times the 
sta":e ' s  attorney ' s  office will be notified and ac::ion 
will be taken against the parents. 
If a sturlent is truant eleven (11) times, the state ' s  
a":�orney' s  office will petition the couri: to make the 
studeni: a ward of the cour t .  
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APPENDIX II  
ARTICLE XVI -- CERTIFIED STAFF EVALUATION 
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ARTICLE XVI -- CERTIFIED STAFF EVALUATION 
Section A.  - The parties hereto believe that the purpose of 
teacher evaluation is  to obtain information concerning a teach­
er' s overall effectiveness and to use this ini'ormation construe-
t ively, and cooperatively with the teacher to help him or her 
become a more effective teacher. The evaluation process is  
carried out in a pattern consistent with the stated philosophy 
of the Charleston Community Schools. 
Section B. - A copy of this Article (XVI) shall be distributed 
to each teacher at his initial building staff meeting, or 
within thirty ( 30 )  days after initial date of employment, 
whichever occurs first. 
Section c. - Definition of terms for Teacher Evaluation: 
1 .  Evaluation -
2. Self-Evaluation -
3 .  Formal Observations -
Evaluation shall refer to a 
written report of a teacher ' s  
performance submitted by a 
building principal and/or 
immediately supervisor. All 
evaluations shall be formally 
submitted in writing. 
Self-evaluation shall refer to 
a written report of teaching 
performance submitted to the 
building principal and/or 
immediate supervisor by the 
teacher. All self-evaluations 
shall be submitted in writing. 
Formal observation shall be a 
classroom visit by the building 
principal and/or immediate 
supervisor for the purpose of 
observing teacher performance.  
All formal observations must 
include comments in writing by 
the building principal and7or 
immediate supervisor. Formal 
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observations are to be submit­
ted in writing. 
4. Informal Observations - Informal observation shall 
refer to any observation made 
by a building principal and/or 
immediate supervisor of teaching 
performance or related activi­
ties which does not include a 
written report. 
Section D. - Procedures for Teacher Evaluation : 
1 .  Evaluation -
2. Self-Evaluation -
3 .  Formal Observation -
All non-tenure teachers shall 
be evaluated once each year. 
All tenure teachers shall be 
evaluated once every two years. 
A principal or immediate super­
visor may submit yearly evalu­
ations on tenure teachers if 
desirable. Evaluations are to 
be completed and submitted to 
the proper official no later 
than May 1 st .  
All t enure teachers shall be 
required to submit self-evalua­
tions once each two years (to 
be submitted during the year 
in which no evaluation is  
completed by the building 
principal or immediate super­
vtsor) . Any teacher may be 
a sked to submit a self-evalua­
tion a t  the request of the 
building principal or immediate 
supervisor ; however, this 
reques ted self-evaluation may 
never replace a required eval­
uation. 
All non-tenure teachers shall 
be formally observed at least 
once each semester. The initial 
observation for first year teach­
ers in the district is to be 
announced. All tenure teachers 
shall be formally observed at 
least once each year. The 
teacher does not have to be 
notified of a formal observation 
except as previously specified. 
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The teacher shall receive a copy 
of the formal observation report 
within three ( 3 )  working days 
of the observation. 
4. Informal Observation - Informal observations are con­
ducted at the decretion of the 
building prin�ipal or immediate 
supervisor. Difficulties 
continuously observed shall be 
noted in the teacher ' s  file and 
the teacher shall be so notified. 
Section E. - A teacher may request a conference with the 
building principal or immediate supervisor relative to any 
matters involving evaluation. The principal or immediate 
supervisor shall allow each teacher to examine the completed 
evaluation report before it is forwarded to the personnel 
office. 
Section F. - The building principal or immediate supervisor 
shall attempt to provide each teacher with assistance to over­
come difficulties noted during observations.  Such assistance 
shall be attempted prior to the completion of a yearly evalu­
ation. Principals and immediate supervisors are encouraged 
to make comments after each classroom visit. 
Section G. - If a teacher believes his evaluation report is 
incomplete ,  inaccurate,  or unjust,  he may put his obj ections 
in writing and have them attached to the completed evaluation 
form before the form is  submitted to the personnel office 
and/of to the next highest administrator for review. Such 
action shall be used only to improve quality education. 
Section H. - Dismissal of Tenure Teachers (Appendix C) 
1 39 
Section I.  - The CEA and Board of Education encourages prin­
cipals and assistant principals to request evaluation of 
their performances by their faculties.  They are also encour­
aged to utilize the faculty in drawing up the evaluation 
instruments.  The purpose of the administration evaluation. is  
to  provide constructive and accurate information for the 
principal a s  to his effectiveness and to improve the relation­
ships among the certified staff. 
Section J.  - Discipline of any teacher shall be for just cause 
and preceded by: 
·1 . The faithful e xecution of the evaluation procedure 
and the honoring of all teacher s '  rights included 
1n this agreement and applicable statutes.  
2. A conference with the teacher by the appropriate 
administrator prior to taking any action. 
3 .  A written explanation for the action to the teacher 
and the Association. 
4. A complete review of the teacher ' s  personnel file 
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William E. Hill 
CHARLESTON COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOLS 




























CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
LOOKER ASSIGNMENTS 
Homeroom _8_1_.5..__ ____ _ 
Teacher Lynch 
Combination Name of Student 
19-33-1 
3')- 1 1 -2') 
49-1 7-39 
45-1 -47 
1 -19-1 1 





S-27-1 9  
32-8-46 
19-49-37 
35- 1 9-41 
26-44- 1 2  








































25-3 1 -4') 
25-5-3 1  
22-40-0 
39-1 1 -2 1  
42-26-6 
21 .-1 -39 





36-o - 1 8  




Homeroom ___ 8_1_5 ____________ � 
Teacher Lynch 
Name of Student 
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APPENDIX LL 
LETTER TO PARENT OR GUARDIAN 
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CHARLESTON COM M U NITY SCHOOLS 
OFFICE OF ASS'T. SUPT. BUSINESS 
410 WEST POLK AVENUE 
COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 
61920 
August 8 ,  1978 
Dear Parent or Guard i an :  
PHONE (217) 345·2106 
The Commun i ty Unit School Di strict Number 1 ,  Coles and Cumberl and Counti es , 
I l l i no i s  serves nutritious mea l s  every school day. Students may buy l unch for 
60 cents a t  a l l  el ementary school s and 65 cents at Charleston Junior High School 
and Charl eston Senior H i g h  School . C h i l dren from fam i l i e s  whose gross i ncome 
i s  a t  or bel ow the l evel s shown on the attached sca l e  are el i g i bl e  for free mi l k  
and free mea l s  or for reduced price mea l s  at 20 cents for l unch.  An extra one­
hal f pint of free mi l k  i s  ava i l ab l e  to those who are e l i g i bl e  for free mea l s .  
I f  your i ncome i s  greater than those s hown but you have unusual l y  h i g h  medi cal 
bi l l s ,  shel ter costs i n  excess of 30 percent of your i ncome , spec i a l  education 
expenses due to the mental or physi cal condi tion of a chi l d ,  or d i s a ster or 
casua l ty l os se s ,  your chi l dren may sti l l  be eleg i bl e .  
To apply at any time duri n g  the year for free mea l s  and free mi l k ,  or re­
duced price mea l s  for your chi ldren complete the attached appl i cation and re­
turn i t  to the school . Wi thin 10 days of rece i v i n g  your appl i cation,  the school 
wi l l  l e t  you know whether or not your c h i l dren are el i g i b l e .  I f  you do not 
agree with the school ' s  dec i s i on ,  you have a r i g h t  to a fai r  hearing . Thi s  can 
be done by cal l i ng or writing Mr.  Wi l l i am E .  H i l l ,  Superintenden t ,  410 West Pol k 
Avenue ,  Charleston , I l l i noi s ,  phone 345-2106. 
The i n formation you g i ve on the appl i cation i s  confidential and w i l l  be 
used only for the �urpose of determ i n i ng e l i g i bi l i ty for free mea l s and mi l k  or 
reduced price mea l s .  I n  certai n  cases foster c h i l dren are a l so e l i g i bl e  for 
these benef i t s .  I f  you have foster c h i l dren l i vi ng with you and w i s h  to apply 
for such mea l s  and mi l k  for them, please not i fy us or i r. � i cate i t  on the 
appl i cation . ( See Attachment E for el i g i b i l i ty scal e . )  -
In the operation of chi l d  feedi ng programs � no chi l d  wi l l  be di scrimated 
agai ns t  because of race, sex, col o r ,  or nati onal ori g i n .  
I f  there i s  a change i n  your fami l y ' s  i ncome due to reasons such a s  un­
empl oyment or i f  trere i s  a change i n  your fami l y ' s  s i z e ,  pl ease contact u s .  
Thi s change may make your c h i l dren el i g i bl e  for reduced price mea l s ,  o r  for 
additional benef i t s  such a s  free meal s and m i l k .  




I 'ARENTS: To apply for free meals, free milk, or reduced price meals for your children, complete this form and return it to the school 
office. 
NAMES AND GRADES OF CHILDREN FOR WHOM APPLICATION IS MADE: 
Schoo1 Students Name Grade 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------�
NAME OF PARENT O R  GUARDIAN: 
ADDRESS OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN 
Total Number in Family 
TOTAL FAMILY INCOME BEFORE DEDUCTIONS 






TOTAL ( \:I Jf the above is Family Income and must be declared. AOC does not automatically qualify your children for free or reduced price lunch�s. 
If your gross family income exceeds the nmount indicated in the attached family income scale and you wish to apply under any of the special hardship c�n­
ditions cited in the attached letter, pleaSE' complete this application form and also describe t:ie nature a.nd dollar amount of your hardship here: 
In certain cases foster children are eligibl'3 for free or reduced priced lunches regardless of ynur family income. 
0 Check .here if YO!J have foster children living with you and wish to apply for free or reduced price lunches for them. 
s State the amount provided annually to you for the care of the foster child. 
I hlrrby c1rtifv that all of the abovtt information is trutt and co"ect to the best of mv kr. owledqt1. This application is bt1ing madt1 in connu-..:tion with tht1 lfCfipt of federal funds. School officilfls may for cause verify information on this application. Delibt1ratt1 mivtJf)ret4ntation of informati.Jn may sub1ect 
thl epplicant to pr0St1Cution und!!r 11pplicablt1 statt1 and federal crimiMI st11tutt1s. 
Dare Signarure of Adulr Family Merrl•er 
- FOR SCHOOL USE ONLY -
0 APPfOYed Free 0 Approve-• Reduced 0 Denied Reason for denir ----------------
Your application for free and reduced r,rice meals and free milk has been: 
0 Approved for free meals and frff milk. 
0 Approved for reduced price meals at 
0 Dtniect for the following reuon(s): 
cents for lunch and ___ cents for b'eakfast. 
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1 1  
1 2  
Each Additional 
Family Member 
ILLINOIS INCOME G U I D E  LINES 
July 1, 1 978 - June 30, 1 979 
LEVEL FOR 
FREE MEALS ANO M l  LK 
































CURRICULUM GUIDE 1 978-1 979 
CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
1 50  
CURR! CULtn1 f:!UIDE 
1970 - 79 
·�HAPJ..ES.X>N JU11IOR Hl(:;H SCHOOL 
John Dively, Principal 
Jim Hill> Assistant Principal 
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PREFACE 
This material is a canpilat:i:on of statements drawn up by department 
heads vi t.h the cooperation of their department members. It should in no 
w� be judged as a JX>lished curricul�. guide. It is designed only to 
give the reader some direction in hi&-Btuci1" - o! -the· Char.l.eston Jmiior High 
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l.anguage Arts :: Social Studies 
Reading 
Languaee Arts .S: Social Studies 
Special Education 
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. 5 ,  
. . . . . . . . . . .  7 ,  
• • •  11 > 
. • .  14 
. . .  . . . . . .  1 5 )  
• •  1 7 )  
Learning Disabilities Program 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  




. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . . 
. . . . 





c ..  9 )  10 






Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • •  24,25 
S't·Tinnni ng . . • • . . . . . • • • • • . . •  . 
.
.
. . . . . • • • . • • . . . . • •  25 
Assembly & Lyceum Programs 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fine Arts Philosophy 
Art Objectives 
. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. 2 6  
• 27 
Music . . • • • • . .  
. . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2D , 
• . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .  ' . . • . . • . • • .  30) 
Band . . . . 
. 
. . . . . ' . . . . 
Orchestra. 
• •  
Objectives of ·=:he ':'·uidance Program 
·eextbooks Used (7th 3rade) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • •  
�extbooks Used (Dth gtade) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • •  
l 
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7th and 8th Grade Course Of'f'erings 
Required SUb jects 
Language Arts - Soc1.al Studies - Reading 
Math 
Science 
. Art - Nine Weeks 
MUBic - Nine Weeks 
Home Ee - Nine Weelts 
Shop - Nine Weeks 
Peysical Education 
Electives 
a. Swimming - nine weeks 









7th GRADE FtlNDAMENTAL CB>tJP 
The text used is Mathematics for Individual Achievement by Houghton 
Mi1'i'lin. 
Diagnostic tests are given at the beginning of the year to diagnose 
the students wealmesses in the basic Mathematical skills and to identify 
his error patterns. 
Individual help is given to correct or re-teach these skills. 
�ject areas covered are: basic operations, using whole numbers, 
decimal nuni:>ers and fractions; perimeter, area, volume, percent graphs, 
measurement & metric measurement. 
T� practical aspect is emphasized in all areas and money relationship 
is used whenever possible. 
7th GRADE REGULAR MATHFMATICS 
The regular seventh grade classes will review- the basic four operation 
using whole numbers, fractions, and decimals. Percents will. be introduced 
and practical applications using discount, percent increase and decrease, 
and COlllllission will be studied. 
The concept of sets will be discussed and used where applicable. other 
numeration systems will be examined and compared to otn' base ten systan. 
Recognition of sinple geometric shppes will be studied. Simple geometric 
figures will be used to find perimeters, area, and volume. 
The metric system will be introduced to :familiarize the student w1 th the 
basic Uni ts of measure. Conversion will not be stressed, but instead learn.i.ng 
to use 'metric units with some degree of confidence. 
Using a letter to represent a number will be re-introduced. Sinple equations 
will be used to soive story problems. 
7th GRADE ACCELERATED MATH 
The text used is Holt School Mathematics by Holt Rinehart and Winston, 
Inc. This is a multi-media program. 
Diagnostic tests are given at the beginning of the year to discover 
wealmesses if arry. Review and remedial work is done where necessary. 
� same subject areas are covered as in the regular groups, but the 
accel�rated program will involve more in depth excercises the better student 
will find more challenging, and will allow each student to make the maximum 
progress on an individualized basis. 
Areas covered are: operations using whole numbers, decimal fractions, 
fractions and bases; Number theory, Geometry, percent with reference to 
Interest, Discount and commission; Measurement, metric measurement, integers, 
probabilicy and graphing. 
l :.t.llU.. • ·  .... - -----
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Ei�hth grade mathematics reviews the set theory concepts and 
investigates several different base systems and uses addition and other 
operations in ·these bases. Percents are studied in 3reeter detail and 
practical use of them such as interest and discount rates examined in 
ruore detail .  Geometry concepts ,  negative and positive integers are 
revieued and the concept of algebra is reviewed .  Simple linear equations 
are used to prepare the aleebra student for t:he coming year and to 
introduce the concept to those students who will go into general mathematics. 
Eieh·i:h grade mathema.ti�s is concerned with helping students master 
the four basic operations using whol e  numbers ,  in·:.:eeers , common fractions, 
and decimal fractions. 
Problems involvine percent, area, volume, .and interest show some 
practical applications of mathematic s .  Base systems are reviewed and 
compared to our decimal place values. 
·:.:he concept of having a letter represent an unkno�m i s  reintroduced 
to help prepare students for ninth grade mathematics. �rhe co-ordinate 
system i s  discussed and simple graphing explored through the plotting of 
poin·:; s .  
Gth r:-r-A.DE ACCELERATED MA'.�H 
·�he ':ext for the -::ourse will be Mathema�ics 3 by Laidlaw Publishers. 
��he reeualr eighth era.de ma�:h ma<:erial will be covered with particular 
emphasis on enrichment and depth of ·::opics .  Algebra uill be covered 
more ·i:hrouchly .. especially concerning applications. Additional topics 
such as grapbine, statistic s ,  trieonometry an1 slide rule will be 
covered ,. time permitting. 
Otb ':'RADE FUNDAMENTAL 
�be ·!:ext for the course will be Mathematics for Individual A::hievement 
by T.!ougbton Mifflin. A greet deal of emphasis shall be placed on ma;:ery 
of i:he :four basic operations. Much supplementary material will be used, 
not only for drill but also for interest and enrichment. A great deal of 
emphasis shell be placed on individual achievement . 
l:. 
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SEVENTH GRADE LIFE SCIENCE 
Life science bas two outcomes of prime importance. These area the 
student bas acquired a greater interest in the world in which he lives and 
in the other living things of the world, and a scientific method for 
interpreting that world. 
These outcomes can be broken down into the various phases of each 
of the seven great 1.mderlying categories of biology. These categories 
ares 
I .  The arrangement of plants and an:imals into groups (Taxonomy} 
II. Distribution of living things 
Ill. The morphology, anatomy, or structure of living things 
IV. The physiology of plants and animals 
V. The lava of heredity 
VI. The ecology of plants and animals 
VII. Behavior of living things 
Each of these seven categories can be broken down into their respec-:· 
tive c<m;><ments and outcomes listed for the component parts. 'lhe outcomes 
listed under VII represent other attitudes, appreciations, and achieve­
ments. 
I .  A general ·knowledge of how plants and animals are classified 
into groups (Taxo�} 
A. A general knowledge of the groups of plants. 
B. A general knowledge of the groups of animals and the 
characteristics of each group. Ability to identify 
the groups. · 
C .  Understanding ot the methods used in classifying and 
naming organisms scientifical�. Ability to classify 
some organisms. 
These outcomes imply that the student will lmow that plants and 
animals are placed in an orderly manner into groups which have definite 
characteristic�. He is expected to develop a refined technique of think­
ing and observation as well as a respect for and appreciation of order­
liness in nature and relatedness of structure of organisms. 
II. A general knowledge of the distribution of plants ·and animals 
and an understanding of why they are distributed in such a 
manner. 
This outcome implies that groups of plants and groups of animals 
are definitely associated with definite areas and that students should 
be able to associate the common organisms with their natural regions, 
habitats, or environments. 
III. A working knowledge of the structure of dif'ferent organisms 
representative of the various groups. 
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SEVENTH GRADE LIFE SCIENCE continued 
In this outcane the student will become familiar with cells, tissues, 
organs, and systems as they appear in representative plants and an:1:mals. 
He will learn that there are definite structural patterJJS in both plants 
and animals, and will discover mar.(Y examples of structural similarities. 
He will realize that various types of organisms are related to one amther. 
IV. A general lmowledge of the physiology of various representative 
plants and animals, especially the hmnan. 
V. An 'understanding and appreciation of the laws of genaitics and 
heredity. 
The student should be familiar with the fundamental laws of heredity 
and evolution. From them he will begin to tmderstand how the different 
types of organisms develop, wey they develop in such a manmr, and wey 
they have similar yet different body structures. He should understand 
the effects of heredity in human society and be able to use good judgement 
when his time comes to assist in community activities related to various 
social problems. 
VI. A general lmowledge of the relationship of organisns with their 
external environment. An appreciation of the influence of 
enviormnent (Ecology) 
VII. A knowledge of the behavior of typical plants and animals and 
reasons for such behavior. Particular attention given to human 
behavior. 
VIII. Response on the part of students on biological facts, principles, 
and concepts. 
6 
0th 0ra<le Science 
Units will be taken from the IPS (Introductory Physical Science) 
series and the ISCS (Intermediate Science Curriculum Study) . 
PHY SI :AL SCIEN�E 
·�he physical science uni: s follow the basic outline of the Introductory 
Physical Science (Prentice !-!al l )  program. ilie course is well balanced and 
exEllllines the processes of science) the tools and techniques used in science 
and the basic concepts which underlie the physical sciences. The scientific 
method has been used as a model for each unit and for the overall course 
struc ;;ure. �·Thile the ultimate eoal is the development of the atomic theory 
of me·i:·cer, we find many other concepts threaded throughout these units. For 
e}Campl e >  the print.:iple of conservation of mass is developed on a continuing 
basis. 
Physical Science Outline 
Unit :fF 1 - '�he "�ools and 'i�echnigues of Science 
In this unit the student is introduced to the scientific method and 
examines how i«; is applied in seeking an ens't·1er to ;:he question. 00£ "i'nu!.t 
is Ha·::ter �omposed " .  :-::'he student is faced with the problem of designing 
and cons�ructine ar- apparatus to run a fractional distillation of wood 
experiment . ��his unit focuses on introducing the student to the laboratory 
and developing the role of the laboratory in science. 
Unit ffa 2 - ·Tue Quantity of Matter�'( 
·.�hi s unit examines the tools and technique s  used in measuring the 
quantity of matter . 'i11e s·�uden·:: examines the use of volume as a measure 
of matter as opposed to the use of mass. ·.�he principle and use of the 
equal am balance are introduc ed. '..'he balance i s  then used to examine 
the quan·:: ity of matter involved in several reactions involvine; matter. 
From this the principal of conservation of ma�:ter is deduced. 
Unit ffa 3 - ';hara�teristic Properties of Hatter 
·.:'he characteristic properties of matter are first e�:amined. ":'he use 
of these properties to identify different types of matter is then developed .  
:�he �:hermal properties of solids� liquids and eases are examined in de·tail � 
layin3 the .ground work for the kinetic theory of matter. 
Unit ffo Ii. - Solubility and Solvents 
�his uni�: is an extension of Unit ffo 3 .  ·?he solubility of matter in 
different solvents is examined and used in the identifica: :ion of matter. 
"":'he effect of temperature on solubility is examined producing more evidence 
for the introduction of the kinetic theory. 
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Unit #5 - .I!!2. Sepration 2!_ Substances 
The characteristic properties of matter are now put to practical use. 
In this unit several techniques for separating different substances are 
examined. Among these are fractional distillation, fractional crystallization 
and some techniques of chromatography. The unit ends with a discussion of 
the difference between mixtures and pure substances. 
Unit #6 - Compounds !.!!£! Elements 
The central theme of this unit is the decomposition and systhesis of 
pure substances. From this the concepts of compounds and elements is 
developed. The use of spectra in the identification of various elements 
is introduced. 
Unit #7 - Radioactivity 
This unit provides the student with evidence which hints that even pure 
elements may be composed of small particles. Some of the basic properties of 
radioactivity are examined. The student ex.amines the effects of radioactive 
elements on photographic film and the tracks of radioactive particles in a 
cloud chamber. 
Unit #8 - � Atomic Model £! Matter 
The basic evidence necessary for the development of a theory has been 
gathered. How do we go about organizing the evidence and developing a 
theory. In order to aid the student in this we first run a "black box" 
experil'nent. This should help him develop a plan of attack. The experimental 
data gathered in previous units is then exmnined and a model which explains 
these experimental findings is proposed. 
*Unit #2 - Concept Check Sheet 
1 .  Although volume is often used as a measure of the quantity of matter, it 
has several disadvantages :  
(a) 
(b) 
the volume of a substance may vary acc·ording to the method 
used to measure it. 
volume varies with changes in peysical conditions sich as 
temperature and pressure. 
2. Mass is a better measure of the quantity of matter because it has the 
f ollCMing advantages; 
(a) the mass of an object is constant regardless of its location. 
(b) the mass of an object does not vary with changes in physical 
conditions (pressure and temperature) . 
3. Mass is measured by comparison with an established standard. This is 
accomplished by comparing the earth ' s  gravitational attraction of the 
object being massed (weighed) to that of the standard, using an equal 
ann balance. 
4. In all ordinary reactions in a closed system, mass is found to be 
conserved. 1 60 
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EIGHTH GRADE SCIENCE continued 
Unit #2 - Tools and Techniques Check Sheet 
1. How to measure the volume of irregularly shaped objects using the 
water displacement method. 
2. How to measure and record the di.mentions of regularly shaped objects 
using the metric system. 
3. Calculating the volume of regularly shaped objects using basic math­
ematical fonnulas (cubes and rectangular solids) 
4. The use of dimensional analysis in making area and volume calculations . 
5. Hm-1 to use a graduated cylinder in making measurements of the volume 
of liquids. 
6. The use of amplifying devices to extend our senses in making measure­
ments . (Basic Principle ency) 
7. The skills necessary in using an equal arm. balance : 
a .  theoey of the equal ann balance 
b .  caliberation of vernier scale 
c .  the method of equal swings 
d. the precision of the balance . 
a. The construction of graphs of linear £unctions: 
a .  choosing proper scale 
b .  proper labeling 
c • use and interpretation 
9. Basic techniques of statistical analysis: 
a .  display of changes in column form 
b .  histograms 
c. averages, mean, median and mode 
10. The use of positive exponents and scientific notation in making 
calculations . 
Unit #2 - Behavioral Goals 
1. Given a meter stick and aey regularly shaped object, you will demonstrate: 
a .  how to measure am record the dimensions of the object 
b .  how to calculate the area and properly express this answer. 
c .  how to calculate the volume and properly express this answer. 
2 .  Upon completion of this goal, you will be able to measure the volume 
of irregularly shaped objects using the water displacement methods. 
J.  Upon completion of this goal, you will be able to calculate the 
percentage of air space in aey given amount of sand using the water 
displacement method of measuring volume. 
4. Upon completion of this goal, you will compare the use of volume and 
the use of mass as a measure of the quantity of matter by listing 
the advantages and disadvantages of each. 
5 .  Upon canpletion of this goal, you will demonstrate your ability to use 
the equal ann balance by measuring the mass of any given object to 
the precision of the balance . 
6 .  Given aey set of data such as the mnnber of beads found in several 
different masses, you will demonstrate your ability to construct 
am interpret a graph displaying this infonnation. 
1. �on completion of this goal, you will demonstrate an understanding 
of the principle of conservation of mass by discussing the results 
of at least three experiments in which mass appears to be conserved. 
8. Upon canpletion of this goal, you will demonstrate an understanding 
of positive exponents (powers of ten) and scientific notation by 
adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing numbers expressed in 
exponential fonn. 1 6 1  
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EIGHTH GRADE SCIENCE continued 
F.arth Science 
In applying an understanding of the properties of matter to an investigation 
into the earth sciences, the eighth year science program incorporates four units 
of the Intennediate Science Curriculum Stuey, Probing the Natural World, Level 3 
(Silver Burdett) . Arty two of these units will entail one nine-week quarter and, 
as with the peysical science sequence, are heavily laboratory oriented. Each of 
the four units is an investigation into a specific field of the earth sciences 
and is in itself complete, as in contrast to the continuing sequence of the 
peysical science uni ts. Each unit is intended as a means for the student to 
both apply concepts discovered through inquiry to, and develop understanding 
and appreciation of his own natural world. 
F.arth Science Outline 
Crusty Problems 
This unit is about the geologic processes that shape the landscape. It 
introduces the students to both internal processes, such as earthqueke 
activity, volcanic and plutonic activity and metamorphism, and external 
processes, being weathering, running water, groundwater, glaciers, wind, 
ocean waves and currents. The use of a stream table in laboratory work is 
predominant throughout this unit. 
Winds � Weather 
The purpsoe of the unit is to develop a s:imple model for weather. In 
doing so, attention is focused on the agents that cause air to rise from one 
level to another. Them.al convection is investigated with the use of a 
smoke box. Students are introduced to systematic visual and instrumental 
weather observations and in the end methods of predicting the upward motion 
of air and the resulting weather conditions are studied. 
!!l Oebit 
As the student begins this unit, he is confronted with the questi m 11How 
do astronomers get accurate inf onnation about objects like the moon and the 
planets without actually going to them ?11 Since the sun is the mo st available 
stellar body for the student to observe he begins his stud;y of this question 
by t%7ing to make mea5UI'elllents of the sun. Measurements are made o-.f both 
dark-line and bi"ight-line spectra, wattage of a radiating source of heat, 
and distance to the sun. The unit concludes by summarizing the methods 
employed by the student to make · inferences about the sun. 
What 's !!I?.? 
In this unit, students study the factors involved in getting a rocket off the 
pad and to a high altitude . They begin by launching a water rocket and mea­
suring its perfonnance . After investigating the effect of a decreasing mass 
on change in speed and changing conditions as the rocket leaves the surface of 
the earth, the students attention is focused on conditions likely to be found on 
the moon. This section concludes with an analysis of the observations that an 
astronaut might make following a moon landing. A study is made of the relativ·e 
motions of the moon and the earth around the sun, and the length of a lunar day. 
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SEmm1 QJW)E LANGUAGE ARTS AND SOCIAL STUDIES 
CURRICULUM DEOORIPrIOH 
Social Studies 
Social studies are the school subjects concerned with human 
relationships.  The content is derived principally from the disciplines 
of geography, history, economics, political science, sociology, . 
anthropology and psychology. 
The social studies program in the elementary grades as indicated 
by the elementary curriculum guide is a conceptual approach encompassing 
all disciplines of social studies without separate distinction made 
among the different disciplines. The seventh grade program develops 
its scope and sequence around a study of each of the separate disci­
plines of social studies instead of an overview of all. 
In keeping with the philosophy of junior high school education, 
the camnittee strongly felt that throughout each unit the student 
should be ex;posed to a separate distinct discipline through study in 
a particular subject area. Through such exposure, students will be 
able to make wise deaisions in chartering their course of study as 
they continue trudr fo:nnal education. Leaming experiences and plarmed • 
activities in each of the disciplines will enable students to pursue 
different avenues of study in preparing for future vouationa.l decisions . 
Throughout this survey of the individual disciplines of social 
studies a primary emphasis is placed on decision making or problem 
solving. Students should becane aware of, inf'ormed. about and involved 
in finding solutions to problems which face them and other people in 
their comm'\llrl.ties, in the nation, and throughout the world. The primary 
understanding to be gained fran this is that decisions must be made 
with care because our decisions shape our future . This fact is not 
only true of individual decisions but also decisions we make through 
government and other institutions. 
It is also the belief of this conmdttee that an in-depth study of 
regional United States geography should be taught in the seventh grade . 
At no point in the elementary social studies curriculum is this area 
of study emphasized. Through such a study pupils will be encouraged 
to develop an understa.Jldjng and appreciation of the physical features, 
economic conditions, and cultural resources of their local community 
and their nation. Their understanding will enable the pupils to parti­
cipate more effectively as responsible citizens in a democratic soci�. 
The year ' s  curriculum is divided into two separate areas of study, 
and it is designed to provide the student with an adequate exposure to 
many new skills and concepts . The year' s  study is purposely designed 
to stand as two semesters of work. The order is not neceesarily 
important. Regional geograjily constitutes one semester of work while 
the study of the disciplines of social studies is encompassed by the 
other semester. It is hoped that this program will provide an 
opportunity for exploration for the students - discovering more about 
their community, their nation and new areas of study and research in 
the social studies. 
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Social studies Units 
A.. Regional United States Geography 
1. '!be. Community 
2 .  Northeastem United States 
3. Southem United States 
4. Westem United states (Great Plains & Rocky Mountains) 
5 .  Pacific Coast States 
B. The Disciplines of Social Studies 
1. Hlysical Geography 
2. Anthropology 
3. Economics 
4.  Political Science 
S .  Psychology 
6. Fbilosophy 
GENERAL OBJECTIVES FOR SEVm'l'H GRADE 
LANGUAGE ARTS AND SOCIAL STUDIES 
1. The �al in all areas of language communication should be the growth 
and improvement according to each pupil' s  ability to communicate 
effectively th.rough listening, observing, speaking, reading, writing 
and thinking. 
2. Each of the four fundamental areas of language communication - li&Um1ng1 
speakillg, reading, and writing - should be accompanied by clear· -.and 
orderly thinking . 
3. Each pupil, within the scope of his ability, should master the language­
commun:i.cation skills basic to vocational aWiquacy, social competence, _pnd 
the understanding and appreciating of � ·  s cultural heritage . 
4. Pupils should be encouraged to develop an understanding and appreciation 
of the physical features and econoi' c and cultural resources of his local 
area, world and universe. 
S .  And, as in any other course in the Qurriculum, pupils should be taught 
to develop good study habits, to have a sense of responsibility about 
their work, and to have respect f.o� all those with whom they cane into 
contact to enable them to participfte as a responsible citizen in a 
democratic society. 
6.  At all times every attempt is made to individualize instruction to meet 
a variety of student needs in every section. 





Seventh grade language arts classes at Charleston Junior High have .been 
planned for the teaching and :improvement of many kinda of skills needed not 
only in the language arts subject matter area, but also in other subject 
matter areas. 
They have been planned around the four major areas of Corranunicaticn -
listening, speaking, reading, and writing, with separate sections, "Using 
the Media Center" and "Language Fundamentals. "  
"Using the Media Center" is included on the premise that students need 
the skills to search out in£ormation as it is needed rather than attempting 
to teach facts and content not currently relevant to the s tudent and perhape 
not useful to him in his rapidly changing future . 
The "Language Fundamentals" section is included to review and introduce 
skills necessary in all the conmunication areas. 
The units are organized with the following topic s :  rationale, concepts, 
perfonnance goals, suggested learning activities and materials. 
Following is the sequence recommended for the seventh grade language 
arts program: 
1. Using the Media Center 
2. Writing Lab I 
). Speech 
4. Language Skills I 
5 .  Listening 
6.  Language Skills II 
7. Language Skills III 
8. Writing Lab II 
Complete inf'ormation concerning the seventh grade language arts program 
may be found in the Language Arts Curriculum Guide. 
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7th '?RADE READIH� 
·11e goals of the seventh grade reading program are as follows: 
1 .  ��o develop an appreciation of reading and encouraee its use 
as a leisure time activity. 
2 .  ·�o develop readine skills that can be used as a tool for 
learning. 
3 .  ·::o develop to the ereatest extent possible at this level 
the readine !:bility of each child. 
4. ·-::-o prevent ·!:he neeative self-concepts tha:: may develop for 
those people uho are ueak in reeding skills.  
In an ettemp·;: "!:o narro-.:-1 �:he range of student reading abilities and 
provide for individual di fferences , approximately seven·::y students of 
high reading ability are placed in nearly homogeneous classes. 'i?he 
program for these students attempts to broaden reading interests and 
improve vocabulary since basic skills are usually '!;·Tell established. 
·.Lhe program introduces the student to a wide variety of literature 
types and authors. Many Hicro Classics are used in addition to basic 
texts. 
·:.'he remainine students are divided into heterogeneous classes in an 
effort to· eliminate the stigma of being in a very low reading class and 
to eliminate the poor self-con(:epts attendant to being a member of such 
a class. �here is greater emphasis on individual and group reading skill 
wor!c in the heterogeneous eroup s .  Oral reading by the teacher may be 
userl as an activity to achieve appreciation of literature and as e tool 
for aiding comprehension. 
Materials used include tuo anthologies that ere the basis for skill 
·uork and development of comprehension. These are supplemented with ti'1o 
or more novels to be read and discussed by the class as a whole and with 
book reports to be completed on an individual basis. 
14 
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Sociel Studies is often described as that study which is concerned 
-:·1ith man, his activities and behavior, and his relatiori.ship ·uith other 
men and uith his enviromnent . In an attempt ·;;o develop ar: effective 
approach in meeting the scope of this definition in our proeram, the 
follo�1ine; rationale is presented . 
It is our ee!).eral belief that ':he ultimate function of the social 
s·i;udies curriculum is to help each s·::udent develop to the limit of his 
potential. '.�he prozram is desi3Ue:J to help him to become an independent 
1::hinker, capable of coping -.;nth and providing solutions to the problems of 
contemporary socie·::y •A throu3h encouraging and fa-:!ilitatine the development 
of knouled�e, inquiring skills� a·i:titudes ,  and values which will enable him 
to transform ideas into positive action. It is also recognized that there 
is need for correlations of language arts with social studies (particularly 
communication skills ) .  An e:rnmple of 'this correlation i s  the use of the 
American Presidents as topics for the language arts research unit.  
�be main objective i s  to develop a program that meets the needs of 
every student . ·:rhe curriculum emphasizes development of concepts and 
building of communication skill s .  It i s  not the intent of the program 
·::o cover all of American history. ':'he development and improvement of 
self concept is also an important objective of the pro�ram. Nothing in 
':his guide should be cons·::ructed as a limitation on future modification 
of ·::he program. �'11e key aim is ·;;o remain flexible and to present the 
best possible program ·to the s::udents .  It should also be recognized that 
it is ':he duty of tbe teacher to provide continuity betueen the individual 
uni·i:s and learnine; activities. 
In the eighth erade this ·i:ea�hing assir;nment is assumed by a team of 
�lassroom teachers. 11embers of ·the team have written uni�s using mult­
level mai:erials and a varie·::y of teaching techniC!ues. It is these units 
uhich comprise the backbone of this section of the curriculum. ·�he 
teachinz team meets ree;ularly for planninc and evaluation. Student 
teachers a.nd student participants from Eastern Illinois University are 
assigned to the tea.m each semester in accordance wi·::h current school 
distri�t policy. 
S·i:udents are assiened to a three-period block of time for languaee 
ar':s and social s·cudies. S�u<lents ere erouped for some units. �rouping 
may be on the basis of ability, need or interest. Groups are flexible 
so that e student can suitched if he is not functioning ·uhere first 
assiened. Some of the instruction is carried on in small groups of five 
·�o ten s'.:uden·1:s . 
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Langua�e i'_rts - S·::h C'.rede 
Gi.:udents are assigr:e·� ':o ::hree-period bloc�� of ·':ime for laneuae;e er::s 
ard socie.l s·tudies. !n ::he eie:bth �rade this �:eachin�� essis;nmer.t is 
a.ssmllecl by a ·;;eam of cll'.ssroor:1 teachers • 
.'he main obj ec·::ive i� to ::evelop an individualize•] program that meets 
!:�1e nee•Js of every si:u·�en:;. ·.�e curriculum emphasizes development of 
concepts and buildin� of  commm�icz.i:ior. skills. �he <levelopment end 
improveoen·:  of self con-:ep'!:. is also an important objective of the program. 
J:.�embers of the ·::earn have ·:rri·tte� inteerated units usir:g multi-level 
meteriels a:.·J a variety of '::eachin3 '.:echniques. 
8 i:u:len-::s are zroupe� for most kinds of activiti.es. -·rouping may be 01: 
:;he bes is  of ability, need or intere s t .  "roups are flexible s o  that a 
s·:.:u::len·t can be st·1itche.2 if  he is not functioning ...:·1here first assiened.  
: urriculum ur.its i·1hi�h �eel primarily wi::h communica::ion skills inclu-.:le 
�rri'.:in31 listening, spea�dne; , e..r.d research. p_ developmeni:al reading pro3ram 
is co�1rJu-:te.:l throughou·:: the year . J.s far es possible. content :for ·::he readil.1g 
proercm is chosen from li':ersture the:: correlates with social s'::udies units.  
See elso the I,angusze Arts �urriculUI:l �uice Hhich in:ludes ·;:he 
£0110-.:15.nz ur.its: 







l .  :he f:irs·:: objective is  ·::o 1evelop a prograre that mee·;;s the individual 
neetls of every stu·Jent in the program. 
2 .  A second goel is for the :i'.n·.livi:lual to learn to U!1Jerstand himself ar.d to 
Z.'.!'.!ept himself for �1ha': he 'f.s .  or i:o modify ·;:ha·:: which can be el":ered. 
3 .  L ·::hir:l eoal is fo?: ::he in·:1ividual i:o develop atv:! improve his communica··;io·c. 
s!�El s ,  ·L e . , skills per".:aining ::o speech. ":rritin�, listeninr: anti readin�. 
!� . ��.�o·;;her god is 'i:o help ·;:he si.:u�en:: i:o underste.::. � ho·:1 our socie·i:y 'i7e.s 
fou�.-:1e� and develope�1 in o:rder ::hat he may perticipa·:;e more effec'�ively 
�s £ citizen in that society. 
�ociel Studies Units 
A .  '"'ro�·r=:h of .!'..�e7ci:.:;: 
1 .  Frot:! ·::he /_·::!anti� to '-:he App:i.lachiano 
2. Prom ·:he !:.ppe.le�hians to the i'iississippi 
3. From ·:he i!.ississippi to ·::he Fe:ific 
L:.. ·�ea�·::ion, �.evolution ar�d J.ecoi:ls··:ruction 
5 .  ' "he .. 't·1er:·: ie·i:� �en·:ury 
6 .  You ard «:he I.z.u 
7. Uorl :'! of !or!: Illinois Unit 
SPE jI.AL EDUCA'':IOI-1 
E . 11! . II. Program 
:he ·".:harles !:on .Junior �:igh E.M. !-!. program provides instruction :for i;:s 
s·!:udents in Social S ::udies , S-;ience, Ha.th. 1eadir..e ,  and Ene;l ish . 'he s tudents 
are cilso mainstreamed into Husic,  Art , !·lome E-.:onomi-.:s, end Industrial Arts 
throushout the year and receive regular instructior. in !�ealth and P. E.  
Students are also mainstremne·1 i-.!to regular math and rea::'!ing clas ses depend­
ine upon their individual ii1tersts and abilities. 
Education procedures used "'.·Tith the educable mentally handicapped 
s i:udents a.re based upon their needs � interests and abilities. Our main 
obje��ives are to: 
1 .  Equip each s·i:udent uil:h the skills necessary to lead 
a full sc:tisfying l i f e .  
2 .  Help each student to develop a b e ::ter under standine of 
his /her o'tm capebilities and make a be·!:ter adjustment t o  them. 
3 .  Become more socially adequate . 
!.:.. Achieve c 3reater possibil ity for economic independenc e . 
(See 1973 Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education curriculwn guide . 
Individual Education Proe;rams are devel oped for each student in 
accordance with Public !..m·1 01.:.-11�2 �·1hich uent into effec·;; during the 
1977-78 school yeer. 
A .  Social s1:udies class inclurles topics which will acquaint students 
�·Tith information useful in everyday living. �·�opics include but 
are not limited to: 
1 .  Personelity and the Self 
2 .  The Femi ly 
3 .  Your School 
l�. Your jommunity 
5 .  Your State 
6. Map S!dlls 
7 .  Manners and Q·rooming 
C .  :::urrent Even·::s 
B • .  Science units deal uith practical information and experiments . 
·�opics include but are no� limited to :  
1 .  Plants 
2 .  Animals 
3 .  Metrics 
!.:. . ·Heather 
5 .  Electricity 
6 .  ';ar Eneines 
7 .  T ... ight and Sieht 
8 .  "rhe Body , Its Func tions , Care end Maintenance 
9. �he Plane t s ,  Sur: and Moon 
10. Love and the Facts o f  Life 
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EMH Program (cont ' d )  
r; .  Ha�h units provide students with practice o f  skills they will 
use il1 everyday living. ··�opics include but are not limited to: 
1 .  Countine 
2 .  A'.ldition and Subtraction 
3 .  Multiplication and Division 
l� . Decimals and Fractions 
5. ·�ime 
6 .  Measurement 
7 .  Money 
D .  I n  Reading class students �·10rk on necessary reading skills and 
practice them by readine: 
1 .  lfo.gazines 
2 .  Newspapers 
3 .  Paperback nooks 
l.:. . r;;v Sui des 
5. E�ucational Comic Books 
6 .  Reading Success Series> Scores 1-6 
E .  In English students work on phonics, spelline , individual 
work sheets and uni·i:s which include but are not limited to: 
1. Ce.pi�alization 
2 .  Punctuation 
3 .  Parts of Speech 
4. �ictionary Skills 
s. �ritine Skills 
6. Alphabetization 
EM<r.IOI!ALLY DIS'.:mlBED - BEHAVIORALLY DISORDERED 
�he Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education has one class> in 
11attoon, for the ei3ht county area. Students may be referred for this 
class. The counselor end school psychologist handle this referral . 
I f  placement cannot be made for a qualifying student , an Outreach �forker 
may be provided . �his per�on works uith the student in the junior high 
building during the school day. 
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LE.Aruunr DISABILITIES PROGRAM 
·.�he learning disabilities procram is for eny sever..th or eighth grade 
s·tudent uho is not achievinz to his/her potential , and whose ability is 
within the average range. 'i:'he reeson these children are not achieving 
·::o ·their potential mey be one or a combination of the :followine problems: 
1 .  Auditory perception 
e. blending 
b .  discrimination 
c .  memory 
2.  Visual perception 
a. discrimination 
b .  memory 
c .  figure - ground 
d .  visual motor coordination 
3 .  Language development 
a .  vocabulary 
b .  word attack 
c .  fluency 
d .  comprehension 
e .  writir"3 
£. spellin3 
l:. . r'iixed laterali·i:y or lateral confusion 
5 .  Conceptual skills 
a. general information 
b .  math skills 
For each student, an Individualized Educational Prosram is developed 
through ·i:he cooperation of the I. . D .  teacher , regular teachers involved , 
parent s ,  and the studen-::. :Jithin this proeram appropria·;::e reading, 
comprehension, 'l'.·Triting, spellir:es and math skills are s·::ressed. Social 
skills also become a very important part of the proeram. 
Studen1:s receive daily help, and are scheduled during the appropriate 
lan3ua3e arts or ma�h class. 
�oordination amonc clascroom teachers ,  the L . D .  teaGher. and parents 
i s  hiehly important for successful remediation. 
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DmUS'.l'RUL ARTS CURRICULUM 
Induatr:Lal Arts at the junior high school level, is an exploratory 
area tor boys and girls with emphasis on career awareness. I 
l:t is our pbilosopey that as an exploratory area 1 t is better to 
have a wide variety of curriculum as apposed to being more extensive in 
a few areas. Our areas are as follows: 
I 
f:H �s of Mechanical Drawiy,g - learning basic drafting 
skills involved in developing orthographic and isometric 
drawing. 
2. !h weeks of Woodw'orld.ng - leaming basic skills and uses 
of hand tool.s. 
8TH GRADE 
1 • 2 weeks of Electricity and Electronics· - lea.ming basic 
circuitry and house wiring. 
2. � weeks of Graphic Arts - learning the processes of 
letterpress; book binding; and rubber stamp making. 
J.  j.z weeks of Metals - learning about bench metal; sheet metal; 
forging; and heat treating. 
In each of the areas that we oover we spend a great deal of time 
relating these areas to fields of industry and job availability. 
Other goals students obtain from our program are as f oll<IWS: 
I 
I 
Safety - We place a very strong emphasis on safety rules and 
procedures at all times in all areas. With the high rate of accidents 





Leeder@hip and Reeponsibility - We also feel that our area is an 
excelJ ent opportunity to give each student a chance U> aooept the leadership 
and responsibility placed on him as shop foreman. In the seventh grade, we 
rotate clean up assignments and give each student the task of shop foreman 
in charge of clean-up and tool checks. 
Hobbies - Due to mdern technology1 society is faced with the problem of 
I 
excess leisure time. Our program gives students the background material 
necessary for hobbies which may be used for enjoyment or additional income . 
Quality - Today's mass production in industry is a steady deterioration 
of quail ty of American products for quantity. Our program encourages the 
student to take pride in quality. 
Attitude - Attitude is one of our main goals. It is through attitude 




HC!'1E EOJNCMICS CURRICULUM 
The purpose of the Home Economies program at Charleston Junior High 
is to give gvery student an opportunity to explore areas in Hone Economics 
that are part of the personal and fami]Jr life of each individual. 
Limited laboratory experiences are offered to de'lelop skills and to 
apply learning to realistic situations. 
The 7th grade boys and girls will be enrolled in co-educational 
classes for 43 minutee a day1 5 days a week for 9 weeks. The Bth grade 
boys and girls will be enrolled in segregated classes 43 minutes a day; 
5 days a week for 9 weeks. 
B<?ya and Girls Grade 7 'I 
1 .  � ise use of personal resources --- 1 week 
2. ·Babysitting ------------------------- � weeks 
3 . Personal appearance - ---------- 2 weeks 
4. Nutrition ----------- ----------- l week 
5 .  Adventures with foods ------- � weeks 
Girls Grade 8 
1 • Personal Relations - ---- - - 2 weeks 
2. Selection & care of personal clothing- 1 week 
3 .  Clothing Construction ------------ 4 weeks 
4.  ,Managing personal resources ------- 2 weeks 
. I 
Bachelor Suri:ival - Boys Grade 8 
1 • Personal Relations ------- --- 2 weeks 
2 .  Selection & care of personal clothing- 3 weeks 
3 .  Nutrition --------- ------------------ 1 week 
4. Adventures with foods - .3 weeks · 
References: 7th & 8th Grade 
Teen Horizons at Home & School Madtillan 1970 
,Lets Get It Together Series 
I Darsey Place 
Everybody Guesses Ginn & Co 1974 




�he aim of the junior hieh physical education proeram is the same as 
the eeneral objectives of any age physical education proerem. Among these 
are to develop organic vigor, strength, endurance and t:eam work. 9e try 
to offer a variety of activi·i:ies in which both indivi:lual and team sports 
are offered. Activities are included that are competitive and >:hat also 
have a carry-over value. 
Each student, unless medically excused is required to participate in 
physi�al education. Each student must have a standard uniform. During the 
school year , a student will be in physical education for twenty- seven weeks 
end rotate out for nine weeks for a health unit .  
UNITS '.':ime Alloted 
Fitness 1 week 
Flag Football 3 weeks 
Paddle ·ziennis 3 weeks 
Volleyball 3 weeks 
Badminton 3 weeks 
Ilasketbell 3 ueeks 
Deck tennis and rec games or 
wrestling & creative movements 3 ·ueeks 
Foll·.-Square & social dan�e 3 weeks 
Softball ') _, ueeks 
· �reek & Field 3 weeks 
Fitness 1 t·1eek 
Soccer 3 weeks 




Personality - Personal Hygiene & Sleep C .  3-5 (2-3 weeks) 
!-�ow personality evolves 
How emotions affei::t personality 
�oping with strone emotions 
How behavior affects personality 
�e·':ting along uith others 
Safety Ch . 9 (l:. weeks) 
Pedestrian safety 
Safety at school 
Safety at home 
Safety in sports 
Emergency procedures 
wa·i:er accident s ,  artificial respiration, SPR, bleeding, 








food & clothine shopping 
(1-3 r.·1eeks) 
Supplement : 
bu1eeting (basic personal) 
advertising in relation to consumer 
consumer protection services 
I I .  Drugs , Alcohol :-: ·�obacc.o ".:h. 8 (3-l� weeks) 
i:1rug use - abuoe 
kinds of drues taken 
drug dependency 
alcoholic effects on body 
alcohol & young people 
effects of smokin3 on the body 
III . mman Anatomy ( 2-3 weeks ) 
basic skeletal system 








Gh. 2 (1-3 weeks) 




consumer protection services 
Drugs, Alcohol ·Sc ' ·�obacco �h. G (3-5 weeks) 
drug use - abuse 
kinds of drugs taken 
drue dependency 
alcoholic effects on body 
alcohol �: accidents 
alcohol & young people 
effeci:s of smokir..e on the body 
why young people smoke 
supplement: 
C . L .A .  curriculum 
additional subjects to be covered (2 i:·1eeks) 







Si:ri.nming will be reouired for all boys and girls in the 7th and Gth 
e;ra-1es.  '.�e length of the course will be nine weeks or equivelent to one 
grading period in physical education. Students will be selected 'from their 
regular phusical education -:lasses; be pre-tested the first few days of 
class to de1:ermine their level of proficiency . Each si:·1imming class will 
be divided into ability groups from beginner to advance and junior lifesavin�. 
'"'·ENERAL OBJE'.::�IVES 
1 .  Be required of each ::r. High student - one nine week period each year. 
2 .  Provide each student with individual instTuc•:ion in both suimming and diving . 
3 .  Frovi<:le e. flexible course -'1:0 permit students �:o advance at their m:·m level . 
I:. . Provide a variety of team sports to compliment individual skills .  
5 .  Understand and exhibit healthful proof and water safety practices. 
'.::OURSE OBJEG'l'IVE 
1 .  r�o o�)rcome one ' s  fear o f  i·1ater . 
2 .  ��o acquire the ability to stay afloat as a life saving measure .  
3 .  '!:o b e  able to perform at least two out o f  the three major swimming strokes> 
cra�·1l , back, or breast. 
I:. . 7o be able ::o jump into ':he uater and dive, head first� into the water from 
the one meter sprir.g board . 
5 .  '?o be able L:o successfully offer single life savinc techniques .  
6 .  .:o increase muscle strength anc1 develop physical fj_tnes s .  





Philoeopey for the Fine Arts Dept. 
of the 
Charleston Conmmity Unit I Schools 
The Charleston Community Schools Fine Arts Dept. strives to 
provide each stment with the opportunity to acquire the very best 
education according to his or her needs and abilities. Upon leaving 
the Charleston school systan, each student should have had an 
opportunity for a well-rounded background in the Fine Arts and/or 
an adaquate preparation for further training or education within their 
chosen area of the Fine Arts. We also attempt to develop in each 
student an understanding of and an appreciation for our cultural 
heritage . 
, In accordance with these goals, boys and girls are guided toward 
�n understanding of and respect for the unique creative ability of the 
�vidual regardless of race, creed or economic stati:s. Fine Arts 
Dept. attempts to foster interest, participation and improvement of 
the aesthetic dimension of personal and community living. The dept . 
also attempts to foster interest in national and international programs. 
The development and utilization of creativity am appreciation 
in the arts are essent.ial to a deeper .falfillment of life. The Fine 
Arts Dept. attempts to expose the students to all possible aesthetic 
experiences. 
F.ach child is encouraged to develop eel.f-discipline based on a 
�aspect for the creative ability of others. The dept. asaists in 
�his dsvelop!oont by reinforcing and rewarding independent achievement 
ijy providing the necessary gu:trumce and direction to aid individual 
etudents as they become creative citizens. 
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Art Objectives for Community Unit School 
District # 1 
The :objectives of the art department of Conmtmity Unit #1, Charleston, 
Illinois El'Obraces the following developmental competencies: 
Creativity: 
To encourage the irxlividual to think, feel, and act creatively with visual 
materials in order to express oneself. 
To help the iIXlividual reach a form of sel.f-expression which reflects his 
own perception of the world. 
Preceptual Awareness: 
To be able to see and understand visual relationship in his environment 
according to the individual capacity. 
Art Skills and Knowledge: 
To develop the ability to organize according to the individuals capability 
the ideas, materials and time necessary to conplete an art performance . 
To develop the ability to manipulate the needed tools and materials. 
Self Evaluation: 
To develop standards for visual judgements so that the individual may 
evaluate his own work according to his experience and maturi cy. 
To carry over these standards in bis personal and community life . 
Esthetic Experience : 
To idevelop and maintain the individual ' s  natural capacity to respond 
strongly to visual stimuli. 
To ;offer experiences which make the individual aware of and responsive 
to .natural and man-made beauty. 
Art Heritage: 
To develop an awareness of man's artistic endeavor .from pre-historic 
ti.mG to the present, in relation to his cultural heritage. 
Social Considerations: 
ART - SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES 
Art at the seventh and eighth level is considered an exploritory area, which 
meets for nine weeks . 
Th� course is designed where students will be introduced to many different 
kinds of materials and projects. 
Films and slides are used to help students learn an appreciation for art. 
The following lists some of the activitie s  that are developed during the 
nine weeks in the seventh grade: Sketch books that are handed in by the end of 
the nir.e weeks, lettering, pencil drawing, painting, crayon work, Christmas 
decorations, stained glass windows, chalk pictures, sculpture, figure drawing, 
leather, murals, paper mache, line designB with pencil, cut paper pictures, 
aluminum foil tooling, coll.ages, clay, stitchery, paper weaving, and appreciation 
lessons . 28 
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contd ART - SEVEN1'H AND EIGHrH GRADES 
The eighth grade is also required to hand in a sketch book by the end 
of the nine weeks . Their other activities are monograms, decorated letters, 
chalk and charcoal, collages, mosaic, jewelry makjng, printing, sculpture, 
watercolor, stained glass windows, india ink drawings, reed construction, 
pencil drawings and designs, opposites, stitchery, poster making, copper 
tooling in relief, painting, cut outs, and appreciation. 
Career education in Architecture Interior Decoration, Cartooning, 
Fashion Designing and Advertising Design will also be included in the 
Art Curriculum 
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MUSI� PHILOSOPHY FOR �011MUNI� UNIT S ��-IOOL DIS'rRICT 41 1 
·:.:be philosophy of the Music Department of :onmuni·t Unit 4/: 1 ,  






Performanc e :  
:o provide musical activities that are 
esthetically stimula-r.:ing s enjoyable, 
and satisfyine experiences. 
To offer oppor�unities to develop 
more discrimina'::ing listener s .  
�o use and understand the notational 
symbols of the musical score. 
To develop skills uhich make possible 
evaluation o f  and sensitivity to 
various musical e:tperiences . 
'<:'o provide opportunities for children 
with special musical interests and 
abilities to par ti�ipate in academic 
offerin3s as t:1ell es performance 
croups. 
�·:o develop si�nificant musical 
�ompetence :· musical understanding 





·:;:he seventh and eighth erede students of Charleston Junior High 
have nine weeks o f  music each year. The music periods are forty-three 
(L}3) minute s  in lenzth, so in essence each student receives 33 1 /3 
hours of formal music study yearly. 
Philosophy 
Students of this age are consumers and often producers o f  music 
and it is the aim of the eeneral music class t o  inform ':hese younesters 
abou·:: all musi c ,  not jus·.: the music heard on the current mass media. 
As in all ednca'tional fields we take the youn3sters 't·1here they are and 
teach music understandines and appreciation and , to a certain extent, 
history, from their music and from the classics as 't·1el l .  We firmly 
bel ieve that throueh actually eh.rperiencing and doine you begin to 
understand , so our seventh end eighth graders ado;i music with drums , 
bel l s �  xylophones, zuitars ,  ukeleles and other instrument s either 
bought , borroued or mad e .  .�hey sins, play, perform, create, arrange, 
listen: move: and study for better understanding. -:;:o round out their 
experienc e s ,  during the lasi: two ueeks of the quarter, each student 
selects a project which relates to and involves music in any way, and 
develops that chosen project alone or in a sma l l  eroup to the best of 
his ab ilities. 
Objectives 
1 .  ::o provide esd1etic and emotional acceptance o f ,  appreciation 
for, and enjoyment of all music . 
2 .  '"':o encourar;e ::he free unselfconscious use o f  the singing 
voic e :  to help the boys go from treble to bass singine sounds 
with ease) so they will accept the changes in their singine 
voices uith minimum of frustration. 
3 .  -:'o continue ·;:o ::level--: p their abi lities to read musical anrl 
rhythmic score an-:1 become more independen·;; in their participa':::ion. 
L�. (o increase the ebility to hear changes in pitch and harmony and 
b e  able to perform on informal instrumen·!::s , such as autoharps ,  
ukuleles, bel l s ,  xylophones , for their ovm entertainment . 
S .  To understar.d how music is produced through many different media­
voic e s ,  conventional and electronic instruments ,  etc. 
6. �o create sound pieces, simple sonBs, and to develop simple 
harmonies by ear. 
7 .  :·�o get a preview of T:That lies ahead in the music world for both 
consumers and producers .  
8 .  To encourage »:be innate musical abil ities , however laree or 
sma l l ,  developed or underdeveloped , of each student. 
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9 .  To open horizons for each student , offering new kinds of music 
for his consumption and understanding. 
10. .o develop understanding and tolerance of others" abilities and 
to feel responsible through group activities and performances 
to work with others. 
1 1 .  ?o encourace each student to seek opportunities for varied musical 
experiences outside the classroom - in school , church, communitys 
and university. 
CHORUS i s . not offered at present because of the distric t ' s  financial difficulties. 
SUPPLEMENTARY MA�ERIALS 
::horal Music in files - - stressing different periods in vocal music 
Discovering Musk - .�ogehter Book 7 Follett 
Discoverine Music ·�ogether -- Book 3 Follett 
Recordings for this series 
Ha.king Music Your O't'm - - Book !3 Silver Burdett 
�lecordings for this series 
H!S �iltn1E1f.lS 
lG Baritone Uk.es 
Drums - Conga and J3ongo, l:. classroom tympani 
2 Metallaphones - Sop. and Alto 
3 Xylophones - Soph and Alto, B ss 
Some rhythm band instruments 
6 sets tonebells 
n recorders 
5 euitars 
1 piano and 1 electronic piano 
1 set resonator bells 
2 autoharps 
Records and Filmstrips 
Schehrazade - Rimsky-Korsakof f 
Tite Sorceres Apprentice - DuRas 
Pictures at an Exhibition - �avel-Moussorgsky 
Rhapsody in Blue - Gershwin 
American in Paris - '}ershuin 
:::hil �ren "�orner - Dubussy 
Billy the Kid - �oplanc 
Rodeo - Copland 
�rand :anyon Suite - r-rofe 
- �he Sleepine; Beauty - �chaikovsky 
Firebird Suite - Stravinsky 
Carnival of the Animals ·· Seint Saens 
�ie�·1 '.forld Symphony - Dvorak 
Peter and the �Tolf - Prokofiev 
I:Jutcracker Suite - �·�chaikovsky 
�omnuni·=:y Resourcee-
Eastern Illinois University 
:::oncert Series - Lyceum 
Local Musicians 





The phUosophy of the CharlestPn Junior High School Band is to provide 
students with an opportunity to experience playing in an 1Jl8trumenta1 organization. 
The objectives within the prou.am through playing for experience ares 
1 .  To further devel.op the mechani.ca1 skills learned earlier. ' 2 .  To further develop a �uali ty in pl.ayiDg which is pleasing to 
the more di.scrimina�. ear. 
3. To increase the fiuency in using and 1.Dlderstanding written music. 4. To increase the awareness, of di.1'ferent styles or kinds o£ music. 
S. To further develop the ability to evaluate an appreciation of 
good music. : 
6. To introduce standard band literature appropriate to the student's 
leYel. . 
7. To develop creative skills for the enjoyable use of the student' s  
leiS'1re. 
General Informations 
.Varied experiences are used to develop individual skUls. These skills 
are th�n applied in the mum.cal organizations within the school. 
The band is offered to all 7th and 8th grade students with axv �ast 
experience in instrumental music . A class for the beglnn1ng student is provided 
within the w� sectional system. 
In the fall the students are together in one group for marching band 
experience. The band does perform special perfonnances. 
After marching season is over, the march1.ng band becomes a concert group. 
Every student is tested on a selected band ?Ullber then placed in a section 
st� group w1 th students of silllilar ability. Each section is scheduled to meet 
one period everry week. 
In this sectional rehearsal, music for individual adnmcement is used along 
with the music of the concert arganization. Solos and ensembles are given to 
� to  be used either as instructional music am/or as contest work. 
�ithin the concert band smeller organizations are fomed. The pep barn 
is one 'organization selected by the students as a club . Clubs are scheduled to 
school ;spj.rit and to provide some entertainment for athletic events. A prime 
objective of the pep band clli> is to give the students an opportunity to play 
m1afc of the popular nature for their enjoyment.. 
The stage band is another group chosen from the concert band. This group 
meets on a voluntary basis after first lunch each day. This is an opportunity 




JUNlDR lllGH ORCHESTRA 
The orchestra program at Charleston Jr. High School provides the opportunity 
for the string student to experience string literature in four specific ways; 
String orchestra-string orchestra consists of violins, cellos, dr1ng 
basses and piano. This group meets one period every day. 
Full orchestra - full orchestra is a large organization consisting of 
the string orchestra plus a small select wind and percussion ensemble. Tlti.G 
orchestra meets once a week. 
I 
Small enseni:>les - groups of two to five students. These mnall groups 
are made up of individuals of the full orchestra . The groups practice outside 
of the school day and are assisted by the director. 
Solos - Each et.udent is given a solo in bis/her lesson. 
General Information: 
Students of similar ability and instrument are placed in emall lesson 
groups at the beginning of the year. In these lessons the students study 
etudes and solos to best further their individual progress. Skills practiced 
are three octave scales; vibrato; first through fifth position etudes; bowing 
techriiques which deal with the execution of notes: staccato, legato, detache, 
martel.e, bouncing bow, baroque bow; left and .finger exercises; phrasing of 
musical sentences; basic theory needed in playing an instrument. 
Music studied in orchestra comes from a wide variety of styles includiiig 
Baroque, Classical, Romantic, !Dpressionistic and Contanporary. 
The orchestra participates each year in a number of concerts, contests, 
clinics and festivals. 
Method books used in lessons . Other books may supplement this list. 
Sevcik school of violin technique 
Sevcik school of bowing technique 
Learn to Play a String Instrument 
'Thirty-Six Studies for the violin - Kayser Book I 
!Third and Fifth position string builder - S. Applebaum 
:Orchestral Bowing Etudes - S .  Applebaum 
Carl Flesch Scale System 
T\me a Day - Herfurth 
A practical method for violin - N. Laoureux 
Kreutzer violin etudes 
Wohlf'ahrt-Isaac-Lewis Foundation Studies for the viola 
Simandl - New Method for Double Bass Book I 
Simandl - Thirty Etudes for string bass 
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OBJE::-.nVES OF THE f';Ul!>AMCE PROCRAM 
l .  ·�o help students learn to make effective decisions for themselves> weighing 
the alternatives ,  trying to forsee the consequences of their decisions. 
2 .  · :o help students achieve success in their developmental tasks . 
3 .  '.fo help students recognize their strengths and ueaknesses > to make the 
most of their potentiali�ies. 
I.� . ;o work toward achieving these objectives by ..;·10rkine; not only with 
student s ,  but with teachers ,  peers, parent s )  other adults and agencies. 
5 .  ·.�o assist in the development o f  a career education proeram which 
includes each student and t.:hich integrates career education concepts 
into all areas of the junior high curriculum. 
SUHMARY OF GUIDANCE SERVICES 
I .  ::ounseling is seen as the heart o f  the guidance program at :Tharleston 
Junior High School > and is provided to studen t s ,  teachers and parents 
either individually and/or in small group s .  Personal ) social, 
educational and vocational concerns are areas o f  counseling for students. 
A cooperative approach to school and home problems is the main focus 
for parent and teacher counseling. Referrals are also made to other 
agencies for more specialized assistance. 
I I .  '.The more general term :•guidance1' provides services in the areas of 
orientation, registration, testing , and information. �his too maybe 
provided individually and in small or large eroup s .  Information is 
generally on educational , occupational and personal- social topic s .  
III. ' .. :here is much clerical Hor!c to be done in connection with guidance 
services. �bis responsibility is done by the counselor and , as 
appropriate, by the teachers' aide. 
IV. '�be guidance department cooperates with other agencies in the community 
and coordinates services to junior nigh students, staff and parent s .  
r�bese aeencies are: 
Eas�ern Illinois Area of Special Education 
Coles County Mental Health '::enter 
Department of Public Aid 
Inter-Agency :ouncil 
Off ice of Economic Opportunity 
Eas;;ern Illinois University 
Probation Officers 
Adler Zone Center> Charleston 
Branch 
Illinois Youth �ommission 
Law Enforcement Agencies 
Charleston Civic Assoc. 
Dept. o f  Children & Family Services 
V .  ::he counselor cooperates wi·=:h the staff in plannine and providine 
materials and activities in the classroom which are relevsnt to the 
development of the career education program. In connection with this , 
the Kuder Interest Inventory is given to the Gth graders . 
1 87 
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Directions - 1 
Directions - 2 
Adventures for Readers Bk. 1 
Adventures for Readers Bk. 2 
Poetry & Prose 
Frontiers to Explore 
Reeding with Purpose 
�eading for Sienificance 
Adventures for .foday 
Parades 
Hore rarades 
LAN0UA�E OR ENGLISH 
English 0ramnar & Composition 
Enelish 2200 











American Book Co. 
American Book Go . 























Science is Explaining (Supplement)Scott Foresman 196l} 
Modern Science (Supplement) P.olt ,  Rinehart-T-Jinston 1967 
Li vine '0:hings Holt. Rinehart-�·7insl:on 1970 
Life, A Bioloeical Sr.ience Harcourt ,  Brace, Jovanovick 1975 
Birds of North America (Field Guide) 1966 
A Field Suide to Insects 1970 
A Field Guide to 'Jildflouers 1960 
'�rees - A 0uide to Familiar American Trees 1956 
··That is an Insect 1970 
Current Science (bimonthly publication) 
SOCIAL STIJDIES - Multitext Approach 
.-:-oode' s Horld Atlas Rand McNally 
Your ".::ountry and the �forld 
Man in Groups 
Man ' s  Economic �forld 
Hen ' s  Attitudes 
Man ' s  "lovernment 
Man ' s  ".::hanging jultures 
Man' s  Settlements 
Me.n as Individual 
Man as 'tolicy Maker 
Han as Producer 
Man in Culture 
Nan in His Environment 
lfan as �roup Member 
A Horld 'Jiew 
�'Te are I.faking Decisions 
E�onomics for Everyone 
Haking Value Judgements 
!forld ';eography 










�ra1e Seven - (cont ' d) 
l1A�El1A�IGS 
Mathematics 7 
Holt School Mathematics 
Mathematics for Ind . Achievements 
Modern lfai:h through Discovery 
ROHE E� (for 7th ·Y. <3th) 
Laidlaw 
Holt. Rinehart , '.Jinston 
Houghton-Mifflin 
Silver-Burdett 
�een 0uide to Homemaking (2nd . ed) Mcnraw-Hill 
�een Horizons Macmillan 
l?EHERAL MUSI� 
Discovering Music ' .�oeether 
HEAL·::� 
Health f.� �rowth (Book 7) 
RFADING 
Adventures for !leaders Bk. 2 
Mul·i:iteJtt , paperbacks , kit� 
J..ANGUAGE OR EUGLISH 
English Grammar ·� :omp. 
t;uide to Modern English G 
S:iIEHCE 
Modern Science (supplement) 
Introducing Physical Science 
In Orbit 









Hol t ,  Rinehart >  '.7inston 
Prentice-Hall 
IS·::s 
SOCIAL B�'.'.'UDIES � Multitext Approach 
Story of the American Nation Harcourt-Brace 
.�he �hallenge of America Holt ,  Rinehar !: , :nnston 
!Ustory of our U . s .  Laidlaw 
I llinois (History-0ovt . & (e;eo) Follett 
Exploring American History 
(Rem. 7th 7 8th) 
History of Your America 
Discovering American History 
The Free and the Brave 
Quest for Liberty 
Impact of our Past 
Study t.esson in our Nations 
History 
Building the American Nation 
Pagea.n�: of American History 
America! America! 
America: Its People and Values 
�lobe 
U . S .  History Society 
I!ol t ,  Rinehart �Unston 
Rand Mdlal ly 






























1967 & 197l:, 







' :ID.[ :BOOKS - rrade Eight (con�' d)  
MATHEMA-.:rcs 
Mathematics � 
Holt School Mathematics 




Experience with Electrons 
Power Mechanics 
�foodworking for Ind. Ar�s 
Am. ·�ech. Society Draftine; 
Electricity 
Exploring �areers in Industry 
':'raphic Arts 
?·!USI� 
Discovering Music �ogether 
Haking Music Your Oi;-m 
A..�7. 
Art for Young America 
Early .Adolescent Art Education 
Laidlaw 
Holt >  Rineharts �·Jins'i:on 
Rouehton-Mifflin 
r,oodheart-�'1illcm� 
McKnight & McKnight 
Goodheart-HU lcoJt 
C.oodheart-Hil lcox 



















CHARLESTON COMM UN ITY SCHOOLS 
COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 
OFFICE OF ASS'T. SUPT. BUSINESS 
•IO WEST POLK AVENUE 
Dear Parent or Guard i a n :  
CHARLESTON. ILLINOIS 
61920 
August 8 ,  1978 
PHONE c2m 345-2106 
The Corrmunity Uni t  School D i strict Number 1 ,  Coles and Cumberland Counti es , 
I l l i no i s  serves nutritious meal s  every school day. Students may buy l unch for 
60 cents at a l l  el ementary schoo l s  and 65 cents at Charleston Junior High School 
and Charleston Senior High School . Chil dren from fami l i es whose gross i ncome 
i s  at or below the l evel s shown on the attached sca l e  are el i gi b l e  for free mi l k  
and free mea l s  or for reduced price mea l s  a t  20 cents for l unch . An extra one­
hal f  pint of free m i l k  i s  ava i l able to those who are el i g i b l e  for free mea l s .  
I f  your i ncome i s  greater than those shown but. you have unusua l l y  high medical 
bi l l s ,  shelter costs i n  excess of 30 percent of your income, special education 
expenses due to the mental or physical cond i t i on of a chi l d ,  or d i saster or 
casualty l osse s ,  your chi l dren may sti l l  be el egi bl e .  
To apply a t  any time during the year for free mea l s  and free mi l k ,  or re­
duced price mea l s  for your chil dren complete the attached application and re­
turn i t  to the school . Wi thin 10 days of recei v i ng your appl ication , the school 
wi l l  let you know whether or not your chi l dren are e l i g i bl e .  I f  you do not 
agree wi th the school ' s  deci s i o n ,  you have a right to a fai r  hear i n g .  T h i s  can 
be done by cal l i ng or writing Mr. Wi l l iam E .  Hi l l , Superintendent, 410 West Pol k  
Avenue , Charleston, I l l i noi s ,  phone 345-2106. 
The i n formation you g i ve on the appl i cation i s  confidential and wi l l  be 
used only for the purpose of determining e l i g i bi l i ty for free meal s  and mi l k  or 
reduced price meal s .  In certain cases foster c h i l dren are al so el i g i b l e  for 
these benefi ts .  I f  you have foster chil dren l i ving with you and wish to app�y 
for such mea l s  and mi l k  for them , please noti fy us or i nd i cate i t  on the 
appl icati o n .  ( See Attachment E for e l i gi bi l i ty scal e . ) 
In the operation of chi l d  feeding programs , no chi l d  wi l l  be di scrimated 
against because of race , sex, col o r ,  or national ori g i n .  
I f  there i s  a change i n  your fami l y ' s i ncome due to reasons such a s  un­
empl oyment or i f  there i s  a change in your fam i l y ' s  s i ze , pl ease contact u s .  
Thi s change may make your c h i l dren e l i g i b l e  fo•A reduced price meal s ,  or for 
additional benefi ts such as free meal s and mi l k .  
I f  we can be of any further assi stance, p l ease contact u s .  
ATTACHMENT B 
APPLICATION FORM 
RENTS: To apply for free meals, free milk, or reduced price meals for your children, complete this form and retum it to the school 
office. 
!AMES ANO GRADES OF CHILDREN FOR WHOM APPLICATION IS MADE: 
khoo1 Students Name 
ADD .. ESS OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN 
Total Number in Family 
TOTAL FAMILY INCOME BEFORE DEDUCTIONS 









�.of the above is Family Income and must be declared. ADC does not automatically qualify your children for free or reduced price lunches. 
If your gross family income exceeds the amount indicated in the attached family income scale and you wish to apply under an y  of the special hardship con· 
ditionscited in the attached letter. pleaSA complete this application form and also describe the nature and dollar amount of your hardship here: 
lnctrtain cases foster children are eligible for free or reduced priced lunches regardless of y .1ur family income. 
0 Check .here if YO!J have foster children living with you and wish to apply for free or reduced price lunches for them. 
s State the ami:>unt provided annually to you for the care of the faster child. 
llwrtby cartify that all of the above information is tr1Jt1 and co"ect to the best of my krowledqe. This application is being made in connt'h:tion with the 
IDipt of federal funds. School officials may for cauS/8 verify information on this application. Deliberate misrepresantation of information may subject 
t.lpplicant to proS«:ution under appliCAble stattt andfederal criminal statutes. 
Da re 
- FOR SCHOOL USE ONLY -
D Awoved Free 
- - - - - - -
0 Approved Reduced 
- - - - - -
0 DenMd Reason for deniP' 
- - - - - - - - - -
Your application for free and reduced rrice meals and free milk has been: 
0 Approved for free meals and frM milk. 
- - -
Q Approved for reduced price meals at --- cents for lunch end cants for b:eakfast. 
0 Denied for the following reason(sl: 
D.Jte 
1 92 
Signature of Adult Family Mem/1er 
- - - - - - - - -













1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
Each Additional 
Family Member 
I LLINOIS I NCOME G U I D E LINES 
July 1, 1 978 - June 30, 1979 
LEVEL FOR 
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CHARLESroN JUNIOR KIDH SCHOOL 
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This information has been compiled for the 
sole purpose of guiding the staf"f of the 
Char1-eston Jr. High School.. 
This should be placed in your notebook and 
kept there so it can be ref erred to at any 
time. There will be changes and additions 
which will be desirable as the year pro­
gresses. As these changes become necessary 
we can replace an entire page or add as 
needed. · 
It is impossible to include a rul.e to cover 
everything which goes on in our school. 
This is probably not desirable either. These 
are sane general rul.es and policies to assist 
new teachers and to help establish more con­
sistency in our school. 
Changes or additions, other than administrative 
procedures, to the following regulations should 
be brought before our entire staff for dis­
cussion and acceptance or rejection. 
CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH S�HOOL 
PHILOSOPHY 
·the basic philosophy of Charleston .i"unior High School 
is to rpovide the opportunity for each youngster to acquire 
the very best possible education accordine to his or her 
ability. �is involve£: the development o f  the fundamental 
skills of learning needed for becoming an educated person. 
As these students progre s s >  they are encoura::i;ed to explore. 
the various areas of knowledge in order to fulfill their 
o�m needs and interests. ?his involves the mental , social, 
emotional and physical development o f  each youngster. 
The staff of ·�harleston Junior High School is dedicated 
to helping youngsters acquire the knowledge and under­
standinz needed in our democratic society. Special 
recognition i s  given to the fact that the early adolescent 
stage of development i s  unique. The staff places emphasis 
on individualized instruction in an attempt to meet the 
individual student ' s needs .  '.�he staff is further cognizant 
of the fact tha·:: there are various effective teaching methods .  
•,ite nurturing o f  the l7hole child as he progresses through 
the school is supplemented by discipline and enricbment. 
It is hoped that the ac�uisition of knowledge and 
understandir.2 uill develop productive citizens, capable 
of makine; uise decisions and desirable contributions 
when they enter our hi3hly complex uorld .  
�he s·i:aff believes that the world i s  a living classroom 
and attempts to provide a total educa·>;ional program by 




�11ARL JWTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
�EHERAL OBJEC' . .:IVES 
1 .  ·.�o promote the developmen! o f  proper a:»:ti·cudes , knowledge and 
behavior that uill provide for good mentel and physical health. 
2. ..:o promote the development of a set o f  moral values to aid 
the individual in livin3 in a changing society and to under­
stand the importance of "the family in that society. 
3 .  ·:;.·o promote experiences that provide an individualized 
learnine situation. 
l�. '·:o promote the development of learning and communicative skill s .  
5 .  To promote the development of a firm conviction� based on all 
available knoi:·7ledee, that a self-governine free society is 
the beet way of life. 
6 .  ·:.:o promo'::e the development o f  aestetic appreciation and creative 
expression. 
7 .  ·:�o promote the development of and understandine o f  the problems 
fac.ine society today end willingness to participate in their 
solutioc. 
C .  ·. :o promote the development of an understanding of the problems 
facins society today and willingness to participate in their 
solution. 
9.  ' :o promote experiences relatine to the various exploratory areas. 
10. ·.�o promote the development of worthy use of leisure time. 
11.  ·:.�o promote the educational atmosphere that is responsive to the 
problems and points-of-view of early adolescence. 
1 2 .  �o promote experiences which aid students in developing personal 




Act::ident a.eport Forms • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • •  18 
After School Policy 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
9 & 10 
Announcements • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  18 
Assembly Procedure • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10 
Assembly Program Seating • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  11 
Attendance Procedure • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 
AoJ'' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13 
Bomb Scare Policy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 17 
Book Rental 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
12 
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Conmendat ion 
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30 
:Corporal Punishment • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  21 
'J:urricul'lDD. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  6 
Discipline 
• • • • • • • . •  , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  22 
Dismissal Form • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  ll� 
Drop-out Procedure • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  32 
Eastern Illinois University Personnel Use 
• • • • • • • • • • • •  
32 
Excused Absences • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  fl 
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41 & 42 
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General Objectives 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • •  2 
�rading • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  25-29 
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3 
ruidance & �ounseline • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  47-49 
Hal 1 Passes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •  50) 
I<eys 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3B 
Long Distance Calls • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 19 
Lou r:rades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  9 
Make-Up Hork n 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  o 
Map 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  • • • •  • • • • • • •  70 
Mid ·:�erm 
• • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
31 
Pernianen·t :\ecords • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  52 
Phi 1 osophy 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
1 
Preparation Period • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  19 
Public Re la·:: ion • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  22 
Repair of 11iedia • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  10 
Registration • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  6 
51 
Retention 
• • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
33-37 
Scheduling Events 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
6l� 
Student 
a .  attendance • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • •  53 
b .  athletics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •  53.  
c . p . e .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •  20 , 
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f .  entrance and exi � s  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • •  54 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  Sl:. 
h .  bicycleo • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  55 
i .  before school 




j .  after school • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  54 
k.. rest rooms • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  55 
1 .  safety • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  55 
m .  excused absence • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 57 
n .  courtesy • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  56 
o .  office use • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  56 
p .  telephone . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 
q .  closed campus • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  56 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  v 
·.�e)�tbook • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  , • •  13 
'.�ornado 
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RmISTRATION .ANR CURRICULtM 
SEVENTH GRADE 
Sixth graders will be aided in registration for 7th grade 
classes by the junior high counselors. Seventh graders 
take the £ollowing subjeots: 
1 • language Arts) 
2. Social Studies) 
3 .  Math 
4. Science 
5. PE, Health, SWimming 
6.  Homeroom 
7. Shop & Fi>me Ee. - 9 weeks 
8. Art - 9 weeks 
9. General Music - 9 weeks 
10. Band - taken during homeroom 
11. Chorus - taken during homeroom 
12. Orchestra - taken tJwi ng homeroom 
EIGHTH GRADE 
Seventh graders will be registered for eighth grade classes 
by the junior high counselors. Course oi'ferings will be the 
same as for upcoming seventh graders. 
6 
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STUDENT ATTENDANCE IH>CEOORE - JUNIOR HIGH SClmL TlACHPlBS 
1. Attendance is to be taken each period throughout the achool 
day. This includes the haneroom period. 
2.  Teachers are to pit an absence slip in the clip outside their 
door at the beginning�f first period and sent to the office 
second period. If thep is no one absent, write the word 
"none" on the absence slip. 
3. At the beginning of third period, a list of students absent 
will be distriruted to the teachers from the office. 
4. Following second period, only list those absent that are not 
on the list sent from the office. 
5 .  If students are in class but are on the absent list, that 
student should be sent to the office to explain why he was 
not in class the previous period. This should eliminate 
classroom interruption from the off'ice. 
6.  At the errl of the day, the list will include students that 
missed only a partial day. 
7 .  For those students who have been absent or who are tardy, 
the office will issue an admit slip to the student. 1'be 
ldrl.te admit slip denotes an excused absence or tardiness. 
The blue admit slip denotes an unexcused absenoe or tar­
diness. The stndent is to present the admit slip to each 
of his teachers for that teacher to initial.. It should 
be returned to the student for presentation to the next 
teacher, etc. The last teacher to sign the admit slip 
should keep the slip and tum 1 t in to the office at the 
end of the school day • 
. . � • Teas;he.pl! will not allow StwjftPts to enter clasS the day 
followipg an abarns;e witbout an. adm1 t slip. 
9. Homeroan teachers needing attendance figures for report 
cards can obtain this infonnation from a daily attendance 
sheet which is posted in the office and teachers ' workroau. 
10. PLEASE STRESS THAT ANY TIME A STUDEm ENTERS OR LEAVES SCHOOL 




Students absent as a result of ac%.'dlpuqing their parents while 
on vacation, for fann work, and other instances deemed legitimate 
by the prlnclpal, will be claseitied as "exet&.Sed absences'' providing 
the student make arrangements in advance of actually being absent 
with the building principal and instructors in:volved. All work is 
to be made up in the time designated by the priDcipal or instructor. 
STUDENT MAKE-UP WORK 
1 .  It is the responsbilicy of each teacher to see that in­
conplete grades are made up after such grades are sent 
home on report ·�. They must also report this to the 
guidance office so the students records can be brought up 
to date. If the work is not made up in a reasonable 
length of time am as the teacher dea:Lres, a failing 
grade should be recorded and sent to the parent. 
2. Students who are absent may be askad to llake up work 
at noon it the teacher so desires. 
3 .  F,ach student i.a responaible for making contact with 
each teacher the first day back in school. 
4. Since students have several subjects they will be given 
one week to finish make-up work. In cases where the 
student has been out for a great length ot time, the 
teachers will need to extend the time. 
5. students who are going to be out for reasons other then 
sickness or death will be responsible for getting work 
made up prior to leaving. If this is not done, the 
teacher will decide what work may be made up. 
6. Students are minded to have dental and doctor appointments 
on time other than school time. 
7.  Students failing to bring excuses the day they return may 
be asked to return bane for one, and the class time missed 
will be made up after school. 
Tart\Y Policy 
If a student is tardy coming to school, then he should have an 
admit alip from the office. If a teacher bolds a student after class 
am causes the stment to be tardy to his next class then the teacher 
who caused him to be tar<;\Y should write a tardy excuse. It a student 
is tarcV for no apparent reason, then each individual teacher should 
handle the disciplil'le for this type o£ tardiness. Se!2ding a student 
to the office for a tarey slip will o� make the student more tardy. 
If a st'lrient is cona:Lstantl:y tardy for no apparent reason and the 
teacher' a method o£ discipline does not seem to work, then notify 
the assistant prillcipal, who will notify the parents of the students 
tardiness and the efforts we have made to improve the situation. 
The office wants to assist the teachers in this area, but the pr!mart 
responsibility for aey dillCi� is with the t.eacher. 
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PROCEDURE FOR HELPING STUDEN"I'S 'WITH LOH GRADES 
PHILOSOPHY: 
��he junior high staff is willing to help those students who 
are making low grades. «�e staff is also committed to applying some 
pressure on those students who are doing unsatisfactory work and who 
display very little responsibility for school work. 
1 .  7he primary objective o f  this procedure is provide the 
teacher and student an opportunity for remediation of 
unsatisfactory academic uork. 
2 .  Any student who is doine; unsatisfactory -i:10rk should be 
kept after school for extra help. 
3 .  'l'he teacher assigning remedial work will supervise the students .  
t.�. At mid-term, anyone makine an unsatisfactory grade will work 
with the teacher at least one time. A teacher may ask a 
student to come in for extra help as many times as the 
teacher feels is necessary . 
5 .  'The teacher may use other forms or times of remediation 
if he or she so desires. 
6 .  '_;�eachers are asked t o  fill out a form indicating that extra 
t·1ork bas been completed and leave forms in the office. 
7 .  At the end of each grading period those students receiving 
unsatisfactory grades will be required to: 
a. take books to homeroom and study 
b .  receive no ball passes o r  library passes 
unless they have special teacher permission 
c .  continue this until the student provides the 
homeroom teacher with evidence the t·10rk is 
made up or passing 
0 .  A copy of grdes by homeroom will be provided the homeroom teachers. 
PRO�EDURES FOR KEEPING S'.WDE.lf.i:'S AF�ER SGHOOL 
If a student is to be kept after school for any disciplinary reason or for 
extra classroom help the student should be notified 2l:. hours in advance 
so he �an arrange for �ransportation. 
A note shall be sent to the parents with the student stating the reason, 
date �nd approximate time that the student will need to be picked up. 
·the teacher must receive a signed note from the parents stating that 




ASSmmLY PROGRAM PROCEDURES 
l. Students will go to lockers, get books & coats, report 
to baneroom, leave books & coats and proceed to gym with 
homeroom teacher. 
2. Homeroom teachers are to sit with �s or at least in 
the general vicinity and heiP with_rvision. 
3. All teachers are expected to attend aseerri>� programs since 
these are considered a part of the school program. 
4. An assigned seating chart will be provided. 
STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO MAlNTJ.:m PROPER RFSProT AND BEHAVIOR 
AT ALL TlMF.S. 
ANY DISRBSPECT SHCX'IN TO ANY GUEST IN OUR SC1l>OL WILL RESULT 
m REMJVAL OF THE STtlDENT FRCM THE PROGRAM! 
POLICY ON KEEPING STtJDENTS AFTER SCHOOL 
If a student is to be kept after school for 8.l\V disciplinary 
reason the student should be notified 24 hours in advance so 
he can arrange for transportation. 
A letter should be sent to the parents stating the reason, 
date, am approximate time that the student will. need to 
be picked up. 
GUIDELINI!5 FOR REPAIR OF MEDIA IN C. U. #1 
Media shall refer to all software (filmstrips, lo�s, cassettes, 
etc) am all bar?pre (eqUipme?it, projectors, etc.) 
Where possible all minor repairs to include bulb replacement, 
tape splicing fillll splicing, general cleaning, and preventive 
maintenance smuld be done at the individual building by 
teachers, students, secretary', principals or assl.stants, 
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POT.J:CY AND PROCEDURE 
Circulating Teacher ABsences 
Special teachers will notify superintendent ' s  office that they are 
going to be absent. Superintendent 1 s office will notify the various 
schools of this 'fact. Principals should likewise notify superinten 
dent ' s  office if special teachers • schedules are disrupted so that 
they cannot meet with their class according to schedule . 
Beek Rental Payment 
1. Children whose parents are unable to pay book rental by blBlhgg on 
ADC or other t;ypes of public . aid, or as confirmed by school 
authorities, will be issued textbooks without question· or .:-1 
comment; but · a·  record will be· kept of· the amount of tinpud 
book' re'btal·, and' wey pqment was· waived·�· . . 
2. Children whose parents can pay book rental will be required to do 
so, or must purchase the textbooks outright at the school' s  cost. 
We will allow pa1'ents one yeats delinquent book rental before we 
take the drastic action of refusing to issue textbooks • 
.) • Principals may make arrangements with the parents to pay book 
rental on an installment plan. 
4. Parents who have delinquent book rental of more than one year must 
pay their delinquent book rental at the superintendent's office 
before textbooks are issued to th&ir children. 
5 .  Principals should make every effort to collect book rental from 
parents who can pay during the school year. 
6 .  Principals will turn in a record on foma provided for del 1 nquent 
book rental at the end of the year. 
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Each teacher has the reaponsibility- for keeping his or her 
roan in a neat, orderly manner a?Xl for the safe keeping of 
all equipment inclllding books ih the room. Serious damage 
must be reported to the principal. UNSATISFACTORY JANITORIAL 
SERVICE Sll>ULD BE REPORTED. 
Teachers should report aey malfunct1on of equipment and needed 
repairs to equipment or building to the principal. Your coop­
eration in this matter will be greatly appreciated. 
Rating textbooks has been greatly confused. Please see that 
we do this and all follow the same plan-A,B, c--according to 
condition. List all books or inventories. 
Care of Books s All teachers are to see that books receive 
proper care. Have marks erased, no more wr1 ting 
in books, see that students do not use books for 
f1ling papers. Many new books have broken backs 
early because of papers being placed in them. 
Homeroan teachers and classroom teachers should 
have a book check periodically to see that books 
are receiving normal treatment and care. There 
will be locker cleantJp called periodically from 
the office. This is another time for teachers 
to check books. Any book which is misused or 
misplaced shall be paid for by the students.  
AUDIO VISUAL Alm 
Audio-visual aide can make learning more interesting, more 
precise and more meaningtul. They should be used for the 
purpose of spanning periods of time aoo bridging space, ex­
ploring processes and events not readily available to direct 
observation, assisting etudent motLvation toward stuey and 
inqui.ry, assisting with the focus o:r discussion an:l with 
mald.ng culmination activ.l.ties more meanl.n�ul. Adequate 
pl.amrlng, preparation; and timing is of the utmost importance 
to enhance the learning process. All the audio-visual 
material should be previared prior to its use. 
Audio-visual machines are available in the Instructional 
Materials Center. 




1. Teachers will be assigmd alpbabet.1call1' tor all events. 
A list of teachers will be posted 1n the office in the 
order that they will be assigned. 
2. If a teacher has a conflict, it is his or her responsibility 
to get a substitute . The assistant pringipal is to be not:l.tied 
of am chepge. 
). All teachers will be e:JCpeCted to serve at least one time 
during the year. 
4. The assistant ptincipal will decide when other assignments 
or duties will exenpt teachers f'ran these duties. 
5. Coaches will not be atisigned extra duties while their sport 
is in season. 
6. J£ an event or pep bus is cancelJ ed then the teachers 
assigned to that event or pep bus will be rescheduled 
to the next event or pep bus that has not yet been 
assigned to teachers. 
DISMISSAL FORMS 
When a student is dismissed from a class because of 
d1.ac1pl.:ina17 action a dismissal form must be sent with the 
student to the office. The dismissal form should be � 
completed with a clescr1.pt1on of the students behavior thiit 
caused h1mAier to be sent to the office. This form will be 






RQU; <p!!iPffPR �AADXIJ PM§!!a 
l. If a atudimt v.1ehea to lean the cl.uaroca tre azv reaecm. 
i. awrt ha• a ba.U paaa signed b7 hie teacher. 
2 .  t.chen ebolld not rel.a .. G� to go to aiv other 
teacher • •  roca wit.boat a paae ""FOd b7 tmt teaober. 
). Ro et11dant eboul..1 � in the oorridcr � eobool wit.boat 
a pses Ed.pd bJ a tea�»r. 
1'. .All st�.Mta have �le ti:.fle t.o U.ft4t the rest read d� U. 
lunch � so it slY.J\lld be a nre case wbe.o a et1ldent mec:b to 
ue the reet ro<n du...-1.ne elu�. 
S. An o.xa..�le of bow to till out a paa 1• ebcMD below. The ._ 
pa.,a oan be uod to request a student to ca. to 10u:r roca and 
to Ii.,. psraiea1cn tor a •twdent to 1-Te TOtJr cl 1M . 
HAU. PASS 
o.. /-L- 75 
r.. . . ..... . . . _Z._K..N. __ J)�·�·-
� .. .. ... _LU _ 
_ _  L;_LQ_ 
"n.. •..-.. � 
Kc ' ,- Jfoo,.. 
� • ....._,,."' oH:e.c. 
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WORKROOM SECRETARY 
All supplies are to be passed out by the workroom secretary. �eachers 
are not to go into storeroom for supplies. reachers are not to send 
students to the office for supplies. 
We are limited in the supplies we receive for the year such as kleenex, 
manilla folders> masking tape , pencils,  etc. Please do not waste these 
or let students use them unnecessarily. 
All material is to be duplicated by the workroom secretary because 
there are 28 teachers in the building which would cause many conflicts. 
Also the workroom secretary is familiar t-1ith the machines and different 
people using the machines get them out of ·adjustment . 
Material to be duplicated is to be placed in the work basket in the 
workroom. You must write your name, number o f  copies and clear 
instructions - either with a red pencil on the original, on the back, 
or on a separate sheet of paper - the workroom secretary has 28 
teachers and cannot remember all oral instructions or read your minds . 
Material to be typed must be in the basket 2 days before it is needed . 
Material to just be run off must be in 24 hours in advance.  Tue workroom 
secretary works from 8 : 00 - 11: 30. Bringing work in at 1 1 : 30 and wanting 
it the next morning by 9: 00 is not 24 hours. Material to be duplicated 
on the mimeograph should be in 1 week in advance. Do not send students 
or student teachers expecting York to be duplicated immediately. 
'.fo make a spirit duplicator master, type or write firmly with a ball 
point pen. ·:;:oo make a copy to be run through the thermo fax machine, 
either type on regular duplication paper or tbe lined examination 
paper (do not use bond paper) .  
Allow a margin of at least � inch on all sides of 8� x 11 paper for 
thermo fax masters to insure getting everything on your copy. Material 
is copied as you bring it, including spelling, punctuation, etc • .....!! 
your original isn't clear. don' t expect a clear copy. 
·fo make a transparency , type or write with a Ho. 2 pencil on regular 
duplicating paper or lined examination paper. ·i:iransparencies can also 
be made from black printed material. 
The thermo fax machine which we have will only copy black and material 
must be removed from book or magazine. �he central office has a machine 
which will copy from books or magazines or c olored material and will 
make a master from which multiple copies can be made. 
We cannot reproduce any material or type any letters unless cleared 
with Mr. Dively that are not official school business. 
�he workroom secretary has some quipment such as paper punches ,  long 
stapler, staplers> staple pull and scissors which can be checked out. 




Boni:> Scare Policy 
Upon receiving a call that a bani> is planted in the 
bu'1d1ng1 the procedure is as follows: 
A. Evacuate the building. 
B. Notify the Fire Department and the Police Department. 
c. The Police Department notifies the FBI in Urb&na. 
D. The entire bni l.d:1ng will be searched by a team of two 
policemen, or two firemen, along with the person in 
charge of the area being searched. (Example: The 
teacher in charge of a particular classroom will be a 
member ot the team for searching that particular 
classroom, or a custodian in charge of a storeroom will 
be a member ct the team in searching that st.oreroom. 
E. The FBI will come am conduct a thorough investigation 
ot the �rt and the find:1Ilgs of the searching party 
and will make a complete report to the FBI in Washington, n.c. 
F. Temporary procedures for Boni> Scare - for inclement weather 
o!lb'• 
All Teachers s Temporaey procedures in case of a bani:> scare 
during extreme cold weather is as follows: 
1 .  All those classes in rooms 1011 104, 1051 1091 126, 132, 
Qvm classes and cafeteria will go to tlle bus garage 
and enter the bus garage as directed. · 
2. All the rest of the rooms will go to the bus garage 
area and load on school buses. One class per bus. 
3. Each teacher will be responsible for his or her class 
going to the bus garage, during the time they are 
there and during the return t.o the bu1 l ding. 
1 7  
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Acci�nt �i;:t,Fpl"lltl 
1 . !Mee rer>orte are to b• c<mpleted b7 tho �eher and eent to t.be 
pri�.cip� oo tt.-. RM d::r th6t •oci� occara. 
a. fte 1rhit.e 0<1p1 18 to be retained b7 the pri.neipal. 
b. The gnren C'1f11 1• to be torward�d to the achool rairee. 
5:>tet U30 J'OUl" j\u!�'lt 1n fill.inc out t.t.c"!o to�. U the · 
acc1c!cmt 1o • 8'!1"t1-dt C>!'I the mo. u.td r�.!'!.:'-�·"B or.l;Jr a b�nd-dcl, 
no report til?d..i b� llGC'eltfMd:."7· A:l acciacr� mich ae a h6!ld 
1n.1\l!Y, whtch a!:.',rt be en' an unknown M�� as\d re'}u.ire --. 
U.tant ot.1ar t:.ian til'·.:i.t a.id would req�� a report. 
In!Qp11C! Cl.a.� 
1 .  Complete vba� intorJMtion JOU cao and the office vill f,.,iwrct the 
cl�.b to the pJ"'OJ)9r agant,. Be wre to att.ach the puent' • �r 
pard1ati' • a*!..._. and telephone nuaber. 
a. '1'!ae 1ntomat1ae tor W. tors eoald c-. frca tbl accident 
nport. tom. 
b .  It no accident N?Ort. tona U. been ocaplet«t, the WoruUoa 
"111 hl•e to be ob�neid tom tbe �emsing teach.r. 
c .  for pl'illf!ip.l '• f'Ueea ?Jlace a ca1'\'on and pl.a1n •heet ot paper 
behi..� the cl..'1Jl tom. Thi• carbon �..,.th the date aarkod on it 
aboulci ba your reocrd of the clata sumd.tt«d to the agent. 
ill anDO\a:iCW'iOllte •hall be vr1 tten or t)'pi9d OD an 1lm0unt"81*Dt fora. 'M'lia 10ust be 1n the o!'f'ic-11 by 6 i1JO a.a. An,}� ��une�t. Mitt to the 
ottiee after lbia t.iJne vUl be road the !olloviu� da.1 ·  
S�!.O !'riP.M 
D..\ TIJ:' ;Ci: �'G�\:.::"t mtrS 
Date _____________ .n.ta to be read ______ _ 





SUBS .. i:ITU�E TEACHER POLI 'JY 
There will be times lo1hen a member of the staff will be unable to be 
present at school .  Please notify the assistant principal as soon as 
possible so he can make arrangements for a substitute teacher. At the 
end of each day teachers must have the following information up-to-date 
and in the top drawer of their desk for the substitute teacher ' s  use: 
1 .  Lesson plan books 
2 .  Seating charts 
3 .  Grade book 
4 .  Any other pertinent information that will provide better 
professional articulation between substitutes and the 
educational program of the school. 
All substitutes are to be cleared through the assistant principal. 
(3l:.S-l�506) If the assistant is unavailable, teachers are requested to 
call Mrs. McGlanahan or Mr .  Dively. 
Upon the first day of attendance after being absent the regular teacher 
is to stop in the office and fill out an absence report. The purpose of 
this report is to avoid any misunderstanding in regard to days left for 
future use. Mrs .  M-::Clanahan is keeping a complete up-to-date record of 
personal business and sick leave. 't'his record will also show accumulated 
days left. Teachers should feel free to check this record with Mrs. 
Mc ";lanahan . 
PREPARATION PERIODS 
Although this time is designed to give the teacher some time away 
from the students, its primary purpose is for preparation for future 
school days. Lesson plannine , general plannine, paper grading, typine , 
and working on records are just a few things that should be done during 
preparation periods .  Relaxation i s  certainly important during this time, 
but it is not the primary purpose of preparation periods .  Let ' s  also 
be courteous to those who are working in the workroom. 
This time is also hot designed for running errand s .  There are times 
when teachers need to b·e away from school during school hour s ,  but these 
times should be confined to mainly emergency situations. Teachers who 
need to leave the building during school hours should check out in the 
office before leaving the building. 
LON� DIS'rANCE TELEPROME CALLS 
Each school should maintain a list of all lonr. distance telephone 
calls including the follouing information - date of call, made by whom 
an·:i to whom. (�he philosophy to follow in making long distance calls 
is "If a letter will do as well , do not make the call.'')  
PE �ULES AND REr.:ut.A!IONS 
1 .  Physical Education is required by state law. 
2 .  A stui:lent who i s  physically unable to participate 1n regular classes 
must present a written excuse from the student ' s physician. 
3. Student required to: 
a. wear the complete regulation gym suit > labeled with their 
first initial and last name. 
b .  wear gym shoes with their name marked inside. 
c .  wear white socks. 
l:. . A deodorant is recommended. 
5 .  Five minutes after the tardy bell rings > class should b e  lined up 
for roll call. 
6 .  Big lockers in which clothes and valuables are placed should be locked 
with assigned combination lock. 
7 .  A clean gym suit and socks or a clean bathing suit are required at 
the first meeting of each week. 
3 .  Students may not use the locker room except during gym class. 
9 .  Students are not to. leave the gym, after dressing, until the last bell. 
10.  Double check your lock before you leave clas s .  The lock assigned to 
you is for your protection. ':there should be no excuse for lost or 
stolen articles. 
1 1 .  Parents are asked t o  please not write a note asking that their 
child be excused from PE, except in case of an emereency. 
1 2 .  Girls should enter the girl ' s locker room through the main corridor 
door only. Boys should enter the gym through the southwest door. 
20 
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T:·rn RESFONSIBILI·:IES OF S'�UiJEl"!?S 
Stu:len·:: s ,  as citizens o f  the United States, are guaran·i:ee::J �ertain 
in1ividual rights and heve corresponding inJivi3uel responsibilities. 
Farents � teachers ,  end e<lminis·�rators have responsibili·;:y , in.ieed a 
duty, to protect the ri:;.hts of stu1ents l-7hi l e  tr.aintairiing an 
edu�ational atmosphere conducive to the teaching end learning proc e s s .  
·"�he concept o f  balancin:: ·::he rir;hts o f  the indivi�ual -:;·1ith the 
rights o f  socie'l:y i s  as vali,j in the e::lucat!onal commun:l.ty as in the 
larger community. �here are certain special responsibilities required 
o f  a citizen who is a stujent in school : 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
6 .  
7 .  
I"\ 
..., . 
To be�ome informe·:l of and adhere to reasonable rules and 
reguletions es'teblished by local boards o f  e:lu�ation and 
implemented by school s.dministrators and teecher s .  
'":'o respect the rizhts and individuality of other students 
end school administrators and teachers. 
·�o refrain from libel, slanderous remarks s and unnecessary 
obscenity in verbal and written expression. 
�o dress and groom in e manner that meets reasonable standards 
of health, cl e�nliness and safety. 
;o be punctuel an� present in the regular or ess ienecl school 
program to ·the bes·:.: of one ' s  abil i'!::y .  
·ro refrain from �ross disobedience or miscon3uct or behavior 
that materially cn1 cubstantially disrupts the educational 
proc ess. 
�o maintein the best possible level of a::ajemic echievement . 
· �o respect the rec.so1-:able exercise of authority by school 
administrators and tet.chers in maintainir"g discipline in 
the school end et school sponsored activitiec. 
C011FORAL Fur ISHI·1El!� 
.:::orpou.l punishment is defined as the infliction o f  physical pain 
as a penalty for misbehavior. ".::orporal punishment under I l l inois 
l�m may be used by teachers an:l other certifica'.:ed educational 
personnel to maintain :�iscipline unless the local board l)f education 
or ·::he paren·t s of a studen:: heve prohibited such use . School 
personnel should not inflic� corporal punishment when angry due 
to the probabil ity of e:�ces sivene s s .  In order t o  protect all 
per·::ies > a witness shoul:\ be present during the administration 
of �orporal punishment . :he punishment: shoul<l be adminis·::rated 
·;:o the student ' s  buttoc:•n i:-. s reasonable manner dependen·:: upon 
::he stucen:: ' s  aee ard �-reir:h�.: . S�hool personr.el should become 
inforr,'!.e�1 o f  profession�.l l i·::era.':ure regarding the potentially 
�arcazir.:::; effects of co:rporel pu!iishmenl:. 
·�orport.l punisbmen:: shoul.:} o·.-,.ly be used for s::u::',ents uho sho-;:1 
flac:ran·.: and continuin;:: mis�or��uc·::. �lagre:li: miscon�uct i s  described 
in �:he ::School Behavior·= pa."'!lphle:: published by ·:::herle sto1: Community 
Ur..i: \�'· 1 .  lhis p�phle:: ':·:rill be read to all s':u�etr:.:s i:he first ".lay 
of s�hoo l .  
DISCIPLINE 
The ultimate in discl#iJ>e is self disclpjdne. The entire staff 
is urged to promote self diseijD1:flQ among students. Teachers 
should take c are of small discipline problems, any minor first 
aid cases, and other little problems which mlght arise. However, 
all teachers are encouraged to contact the principal and assistant 
principal if they may in aey way be of assistance. Teachers are 
always welcome in the office. 
SUPERVISION 
Students are to be supervised at all times. Teachers should not 
be out of the rooms except in case of emergencies. v1hen teachers 
accompaey students to the playground, the supervision of these 
students should consist of moving around throughout the play area 
instead of standing in one place. Students are not to be Ieft in the 
gymnaeium. without supervision £or any reason. The entire staff is 
also responsible for corrilltor supervision. 
Students cannot be used to run errands off the school premises. 
Students are not to leave the school grounds during the school day 
without the office being no:tlfied. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Maintaining a good public relations program in today' s  8chools is 
extremely important. The alert school staff can help tremendously by 
making it possible for the people of the school district to see the 
results from the satisfaction, understanding and success achieved with 
individual students. Demonstrated accornplishmsnts of individual 
and group activities is one of the schaca. 1 s  best public relations 
tools. The good school public relations program needs the cooperation 
and team work of all personnel in the school district. The honor roll 
and routine stories will be released from the principal 's office. If 
you have information you believe may make a news feature, please 
contact the principal ' s office . Necessary arrangements will be made 
for the use of this material by office personnel. Teachers should be 
prepared tp furnish all facts needed in the news release. 
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SOSPENSION 
Snr>k1ng and figbtillg are serious offenses and will result in 
suspension as outlimd in the followi.ng policy. (For other 
8U8peDdable offenses check the student behavior poliey} 
A. First S\1epeDBtDn 
1 • Parent is not:Lt!ed 1mmed1atel1' or as soon as 
possible. 
2 .  Student and parent is told the specific reason for 
the suspension. 
3 .  Student is sent bcme or arrangements will be made 
for an 1n-ecbool. suspension. 
4. A conference must be arranged w:l. th the parents as 
soon as possible. 
S. Student will not be readmitted until a conference with 
the parent or parents is held. 
6. A letter is sent to the parents. 
7. SUperintendent of achools will be notified. 
B.  Seeond Suspension 
1 .  Same as the first suspension. 
2.  StUdent will be suspended for 3 dqs .  
c .  Third SUspension 
1 • Student will be suspended from school and can gain 
readmission only vi th the consent of the superintendent 
of schools. 
2. Copies of the notification of suspension will be sent 
to attendance officer and to local. authorities. 
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TRUANCY POLICY 
First Time 
1 • A report is sent to the superintendent of the Educational 
Service Region with the recommendation that if the student is 
truant again the states attorney' s  office will be not.ified. 
2. Parents are notified of the truancy and of the report as soon 
as possible . 
3 .  Students may be asked to make up missed time by the principal 
or assistant principal. 
4. Superintendent of schools informed. 
Second Time 
1. Send a report to the superlntendent of the Educational Service 
Region indicating this is the second time, with the reconnen­
dation that the states attorney's office send a letter to 
the parents. 
� .  Notify the parents as soon as possible. 
3 .  Parent conference held. 
4. Superintendent of schools informed. 
Third Time 
1 .  Send a report to the superintendent of the Educational .Service 
Region indicating this is the third time with the recol!lnendation 
that the truant officer make a home visit. 
2. Notify parents. 
3 .  Parent conference held. 
4. Superintendent of schools informed. 
Fourth Time 
1 .  Send a report to the superintendent of the Educational Servi.ce 
Region indicating this is the fourth time . 
2 .  School officials may request legal action against student or 
parents. 
3 .  Student is suspended from school for truancy vi th recomnendation 
that if the student is truant again, the student will be con­
sidered for expulsion. 
Fifth Time 
1 .  Ask board of eduaation for expulsio.n. 




The following plan of rating students may be used as a basis 
for determining students' gr�es. 
An TIAtt rating represents the superior student and is not frequently 
earned except by the most earnest student . It should be only 
given to a student when: 
The student constantly does more work than is required. 
Has a wide vm::abulary at his command. 
Is always alert and takes an active part in all class 
discussion. 
Is prompt; neat; and thorough in all work. 
Knows how to use books advantageousiy. 
Is a rapid reader. 
Has initiative and originality in attacking new problems. 
Has ability to associate and re-think the problems and 
can adapt. 
Has enthusiasm for his work. 
Has ability to apply ideas gained from study to 
everyday life. 
A "B" rating indicates above average and is justifiable if the 
student frequently does more than is required. 
Has a good vocabulary and ability to speak with conviction. 
Usually alive to the situation at hand . 
Uses care in complying with assigrunents. 
Prompt, thorough, neat and usually accurate in his work. 
Eager to attack new problems and profits by criticism. 
Has ability to apply the general principles of the course . 
A 11C11 rating shows an average piece of work and is the most 
frequently given. Such a student is one who: 
Does what is required. 
Is willing to apply himself during the class priod. 
Does daily preparation with comparative freedom from 
carelessness; but preparation sometimes limited 
by personal interests. 
Is attentive to assigrunents. 
Has ability and willingnevs to comply with instructions 
and cheerful response to corrections . 
Is reasonable, thorough and prompt in all work. 
Is average in neatness and accuracy. 
Has the ability to retain collectively the general 
principles of the course. 
A "D" rating is below average and represents the danger line. It 
shows that a student: 
Usually does what is required . 
Is frequently irregular in attendance. 
Often lacks tools and equipment for the work. 
Frequently "misunderstands" the assignmsnt. 
Lacks thoroughness and sometimes tardy with work. 
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An 11E11 rating may be used when the student: 
Is willing> but finds difficulty in following instructions. 
Seldom contributes anything "outside11 the lesson. 
Retains only fraements of the general principles of the course. 
Lacks in the qualities of the first three groups to the extent 
that he cannot do the work. 
In short> this ratine is only justifiable when the student has 
done the best he can and has been cheerful and cooperative 
about it. Teachers also fill out a separate slip on the student. 
· �his slip is sent with the grade card. 
An 11F:i rating should be given when the student: 
Seldom does what is required . 
Is frequently irregular in attendance .  
Often lacks tools and equipment for the work. 
Is very careless in preparation of assignments .  
I n  general, has the ability t o  d o  satisfactory work> but does not. 
The 11Et1 grade is to be used in erades 7 and 8 .  It i s  a grade to 
differentiate between the capable student who chooses to do no more 
than just get by and thus receive a D grade when he should be makine 
an A >  B >  or � grade and the student who works up to his ability; but, 
his best performance is below any desirable standard of performanc e .  
The c1E11 student is the hard-working, cooperative, low- ability student 
who does his work daily and does benefit from the educational experiences 
he receives by attending school. ·.The uE" grade is a respectable grade 
and counts full credit toward graduation. 
�L'he ;1D11 grade is a grade given to students whose achievements ,  according 
to a pre-determined s·::andard ,  is at the "D11 level regardless of the 
student ' s  ability so long as he can come up to the pre-determined 
standard . 
c�he Basic Philosophy of passing a student in erades 7 and C ,  if he is 
�·1orking up to his ability, cooperating, turning in his work, and 
contributine to the class according to his ability, MUST be understood 
and practiced by all teachers in grades 7 and 8 if the 11E11 erade and 
;'ELIGIBILI'l'Y RULE:i is to function properly .  Every student should have 
the opportunity to experience success in school if his mental ability 
'\·1arrants his attendance in a public school . The highest standard of 
performance is the standard ·which would st imulate students to maximum 




At the end of each grading period, grade collection sheets will be 
distributed to each teacher. 
I .  Teachers should verify the accuracy of the class list. 
1.  If a student is listed who should not be, mark a wavy RED line 
through that name, bit LEAVE THE NAME AND NUMBER LFnIBLE. 
2. . If a student is not listed who should be, enter that name and 
(if known) student number in RED at the bottom of the list. 
II .  For each student 
1. Enter grade in the green box labeled "current grade", (for your 
own records, enter the ssme grade in the box at the left of the 
perforation.) 
'2 .  Enter semester grade in blax labeled 11.final grade" at the end 
of each eEmester. 
3 .  If you wish to give a student an E grade, you should pit � 
instead of E in the box. E will be printed on the grade card. 
4. FOR HOMEROOM SJOOTIONS ONtY, rec..ord the number of absences for 
each student (for current nine weeks)  in the box labeled 
"comment 1, absent" .  Record the number of absences as follows: 
A.  If a student bas no absences, enter zero. (0) 
B. If a student has been absent from one to nine times, 
enter the appropriate munber. 
C. If a student has been absent ten or more times, enter 
the letter z ( so it does not look like a 2 or 3 . )  
D. If a student is absent for any �  days, round the number 
up: for example, � days to 9 days .  
5 . For any class, in the box labeled "Comment 2, tardies", record 
(if desired) any �  of the camnents listed below. 
A.  Cooperative and enthusiastic 
B. · Good attitude 
c .  Not working up to capacity (parental conference urged) 
D .  Wast0f time and is often unprepared (parental conference urged) 
E. Does not complete required work (PJl"e?ltal conference urgecl) 
F. Improper behavior, disrupts classroom activity (parental 
conference urged) 
NOTE: If either the absent or the comment box is left blaBk, the 
blank will appear on the grade rep>rt. 
Ill. Remove the le:ft tab at the perforation, tile the tab for yrur 
future refarence, and turn in the grade sheet to the office. 
'":'ES'Ut11".'· AND EVAULATIO?l OF S' :?tIDENTS 
Because of the elimination of semester tests each principal is being 
required to develop a structural plan of si:udent evaluation. Junior 
High teachers are required to do the following: 
1 .  Those teachers uho choose not to continue semester tests 
must submit their plans for student evaluation to the 
principal during the 'first week of schoo l .  
2 .  Plans submitted must include daily grading plus , nine week plans , 
semester plans and yearly plans. Both objective and subjective 
methods should be included . 
3 .  All plans are subject to the approval o f  the principal and may be 
rejected if he feels they are not satisfactory. 
!:. . If you plan to eo the semester route you still have to turn in 
your plan to the office. 
5 .  Also a copy of every plan must be sent t o  the superintendent ' s  
office. Please have these typ�d so they can be easily reproduced. 
HONOR ROLL 
1 .  PE will be counted on the honor rol l ,  but the grade carries 
.!z; the weight of a. regular class. 
2. Home Ee • •  shop, art. and music will carry the same value of a 
regular class in computing the honor roll. 
3 .  Students receiving an F in any subject will be excluded from 
honor roll. 
l:. . Hours credit: 7th a.n::1 Cth grade Language Arts - Social Studies -
8 hours. Regular class - 4 hours .  PE - 1 hour. 
A = l} points 
B = 3 points 
: 2 points 
D/E - 1 point 
F = 0 points 
I s INC - 0 points 
Grade Points 
G . P .  • (letter value) (hours credit) 
GP.ADE POIN':':' AVERAGE 
G . P . A .  
Number hours Total C. . P .  
Low Honors = 3 . 20 High Honors == 3 . 60 
· .:he G . P �'A .  need not be computed for each student . '.!."'he low honors 
or high honors mB.Y be found by the table and point total . 




I .  .:eachers should verify the accuracy of the class list. 
!I . 
A .  If a student i s  listed Hho should not be,  mark a r:1avy !lED LINE 
through that neme, bu·t LEAVE ?HE NA.HE AND NUMBEil LEGIBLE. 
B. If a student is not listed who should be> enter that name and 
(if knol-m) student number in RED at the bottom of the list . 




J .  
!) • 
E.  
Enter the gra1e for the nine weeks in the ereen box labeled "current 
grade" , (for your o-.;m records,  enter the same crade in the box ai: 
the left of the perforation) . 
At end of semester enter semester erade in box labeled "final grade11• 
If you wish to r;ive a student an E grade, you should put N . C  • 
instead of E in the box. E will be printed on the grade card however. 
Do not use A+ nor F-:-> neither wil 1 be printed. 
FOR HOMEROOM SEC'::'IONS ONLY , record the number of absences for each 
student (for current nine weeks) in the box labeled ttconnnent 1 >  
absent:r. Record the mnnber of absence s  es follows: 
1 .  If a student has no absences, enter zero. (0) 
2 .  If a student has been absent from oue to nine times . 
enter the appropriate number. 
3 .  I f  a student has been absent ten or more times,  enter 
the letter z so it does not look like a 2 or 3 ) .  
l�. If e student is absent fo,r ar..y � days, round the number 
up. for example, n� days to 9 days. 
F .  For any i:lass, in the box labeled 11�omment 2 ,  tardies" record (if 
desired) any one of the connnent codes listed belo�. 
llO��E: I f  either the absent or the comment box is left blank, 
the blank l:ri.l l appear on the grade report . 
III. �eek each entry for accuracy and sign your name . 
IV. ztemove the lef� teb at the perforation, file the tab for your future 
reference,  and turn in the grade sheet t o  ·;:he office. 
�0MMEN'l' C:ODES 
1 .  �ooperative and enthusiastic 
2 .  Good attitude 
3 .  Hot working up to capacity (Parental conference urged) 
4 .  �Tastes time and is often unprepared (Parental conference ureed) 
5. Does not complete required work (Parental conference urged) 
E .  Improper behavior , disrupts classroom activity (Parental 
conference urged) 
072 Social Studies 
073 Language Arts 
'J7l!. Reading 
002 Social Studies 




1 • TeaCMr piclcs up in the office, 2 commendation report tonns 
!or each stment tbef wish to commend. 
2. Teacher makes 2 copies of the report • 
.3 .  Tescher hands l cow of report to student - folded am stapled. 
4. Teacher gives 2nd caw to office secreta.ry. 
5. 2nd cow is read by principal and is passed on to the stUdent' s 
counselor. 
6.  counselor makes uae of report during year a s  is appropriate. 
7. Cmmnendation Report becomes a part of student's cumulative 
!older· 
8 .  It is reoo•nmended that students of all levels of ability be 
J;"6COgn:l.zed. 
Dear Parent, 
�TON JR. HIGH SCHOOL 
Ccmnendation Report 
Date 
It is .a policy of the junior high school to recognize students 
who deserve commen:fation. I am pleased to report to you that 
in A ) class, _______ ,...... ____ _ Ciass no. name of stuient 
--- d1eplays an excellent att:i:tude 
--- is attentive and participates active]¥ in «lass 
--- is unusally creative 
___ shows consistently good effort 
--- c011pletes asaigmenta regularly­





MID-'.�ER1  REPOllT PRO:EDURE 
Hid-t erm report cards are to be used for students making 
unsatisfactory progress .  '"':hese reports are to be filled out 
and turned in to the office on �uesday of the 5th week (usually) 
of all four quarters. Unsatisfactory progress does not necessarily 
mean failing grades. I f  a potential 1'A;1 student i s  making 
11G1' s , a mid-term report might be of great value . All grades 
and �uch reports should be used for motivation for better 
learning. 
Procedure: 
1 .  A note u!.11 b e  in your mailbox a s  a 
reminder. You mey pick up the number 
o f  mid- terms needed in the office. 
2. Students should have a mid-term report 
for each subject in which he mieht be 
doing unsatisfact:ory work . 
3 .  Return to office by time designated� 
l�. �'leports will be mailed by the office. 
See OPENING OF �8HOOL BUIJ..ETIN for mailing dat e s ,  
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CHARLESTON JUNIOR HICJH SCHOOL 
Procedure for Drop-Outs - Age l.6 
1 • Parent accompanies student to sclx>ol for a conference with 
a counselor and a conference with the principal. 
2. Parent must present a verification of birthdate. 
3 .  Drop-Out slip must be signed by parent, student, principal and 
counselor. 
Reason for dropping and future plans must be completed. Each 
teacher and the librarian will initial slip, indicating clearance 
and return of all materials. 
4. Completed Drop-Out Slip· is to be ttn"ned in to one of the 
secretaries before release of' aey funds or cumulative records. 
5. Homel"OOJll teacher brings cumulative record up to date, returns 
it to counselor who checks it and turns it in to office. 
6. Secret.ar,y will insert photocopy of Drop-Out Slip in cumulative 
record be.fore sending it on to Central Office. Original copy 
will be retumed to the Guidance Office. 
Eastern DHnois Universi'o/ CoOEeration 
1 • ill requests from university personnel to emiduct 
test.:1.ng, special projects, visit.at.ions, etc., are 
ini tj al Jy to be requested through the superintendent's 
office. 
a. Superintendent's office will inform principals 
in writing of approval for university personnel 
to contact principals for the purpose of setting 
up cooperative projects and requests for testing 
visit.ations, etc. 
b .  Principals should report aey major deviation 
from requests approved by superintendent's office. 
2 .  All requests for service, program development, etc., 
from the university Should be initially requested 
through the superintendent's  office. 
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.:he following is an outline of the retention process. 
I .  Objectives of the 1.etention Process 
A .  ':\'.o let parents and students know where the student is in 
terms of proeress toward the next grade. 
B .  �o have a urii:ten record t o  support decisions made 
reearding promotion-retention, 
c .  '.:o ea.tber and share information objectively. 
D. ·--:o avoid large staf fings. 
I!: . Descriptions of Reten·i.:ion Forms 
A. ·�EA:HER ':;HE-".:l'-SLIP �is form is almost identical to the 
previous checl�lis·:: � the most important feature is that the 
committee member will not transfer any numbers to a master 
checklist. The parent is shown 'the original siened ·i:EACHER 
0HECKSLIP from ea�h teacher. It is designed so that parents 
can easily trans:Cer numbers to the PAREN·� JllECKLIS'.� . 
B .  PAREN·� CHEJ!CLIG:� FOR 'LEACHERS' 1�011 ·1ElT�S - · 1 1e parent is 
able to see in uhat areas the student is doing poorly. 
!'he paren-1: transfers the numbers from each �FACHER '::HE:K­
SLIP if he/she wishes to have a copy of the teachers' 
cotlElents .  ·.'he parent is able to see if a student is in 
Below �re�e Level (B'}L) course s 1  Learning Disabilities (LD) 
courses, or �verage courses. 
C .  :0:EACHZil FIUAL CHECKSLIP AND VO':;E - ';�he only difference with 
this checl:slip is tha'c there is a box for a Pass-r..etain vote 
frorii each teacher plus the student ' s  name and teacher ' s  name . 
::::'he votinc section will be removed from the checkslip before 
the parents are sholm each teacher ' s  comments; the vote will 
be considered confidential informa·t:ion. 
D .  l".'UIDELINE[; FOR PA::lEl'lT-1.'EA�H� :Jat:rFEREHCES �Chis form is  
used by the committee members durine paren·!: conference s .  
�':'he guideline insures that each parent has similar information 
given «:o him/her during the twenty-minute conference .  
E. Il\lFOR11A'nON FOR PARE1'1':(S OH HOW 7.0 CON"·�A--::·.� A 'CF.ACHER A'l. ')�E 
JUNIOR HIGH S jHOOL I f  a parent has concerns about a 
particular subject, the committee member recommends that 
he/she contact the teacher . ':'his form is given to each 
paren·:  and explains the correct 'procedure in making an 
appointment with a teacher. 
III. Procedure from April 1 to the End of the School Year 
14 . �'he !letention :onmittee screens grade cards for stu1ents who 
have received a to·;; al of nine or more D ' s :  F ' s ,  or J:ncompletes 
during the three grading periods. Any stu:�ent who receives no 
F ' s for the semester grade or on the third nine-weeks grade 
is eliminated from ·the retention process. !�ny student who has 
three or more D ' s ,  F ' s ,  or Inc:ompletes for the third nineweek 
erading period is added to the list of students considered for 
retention. Any transfer student who receives grades from the 
�harleston :unior Hieb at the end of a nine�week session is 
also checked for three or more D ' s ,  !r ' s ,  or Incompletes. 
E .  Each l:ea�ber comple·i:es a ' '�EACHER t�HECI<SLIP on ea�h student 
he/she has or has had during the year. I f  a teacher has e 
student for less than nine weeks, the checkslip is filled out 
as a cumulative de�ision with other teachers having the student 
in that subject during the quarter. 
�. A letter is sent to the pa.rents from the :tetention Committee 
notifying them thet the student is beine considered for 
retention. ·�he parent is asked to call the school and ma�te 
an appointment to talk to one of ·the 1.etention Committee 
members about the progress of his /her child. 
D .  ·:be principal and the euidance counselor meet with students being 
�onsidered for retention. 
E .  A folder i s  prepared for each studen·!: by the Iletention -'�ormnittee. 
The information is lcept in the counselor ' s office. 
F .  A 7EAi:HER FU1AL CHE8KSLIP AND VOTE i s  given t o  the teachers for 
each student being considered for retention tl-10 weeks before 
the end of school. 
1 .  One poir.t is given for each nine-weeks session that a 
teacher has e student . 
2 .  I f  a teacher had the student '<;luring the previous nine-week 
session (First , Second � or 'l"hird Quarters) ,  he/she does 
not fill out the section on comnents .  ' .. �he teacher does 
vvte in the Pass-Retain box. 
3 .  I f  n teacher has a student for less 'than nine weeks, the 
vote is a cumulative vote o f  the teachers who have had 




SUBJE.� QUARTERS (NINE-�JEEK SESSIONS) AMOUNT OF POIN'�S 
S'l'UDEN'.� HAS . �HE SUBJ EC'� 
Language Arts �-
Social Studies 4 
Readine 4 
Science 4 
Physical Education 3 
Art 1 
Music 1 
Home Economics 1 
















1 .  I f  a student receives fifteen or more PASS votes ,  he/she is 
vo�m 
to be allowed to enter the next grade. Fifteen or more RE"l'_AIN 
votes indicate that the student is to be ' retained in his/her 
present grade. 
2 .  If there i s  a tie of fourteen PASS votes and fourteen RE·:lAil'l 
vote s ,  the counselor and the principal each receive one-half 
vote. ·�ey must both aeree either to pass or retain in order 
to break the tie of the teachers ' votes. 
R. �·Then the counselor knows the final vote, a staffing is called if 
she and the principal feel it is needed . 
I .  A parent conference ".Tith two teachers, the counselor and an 
administrator is held if the student is recommended for retention. 
J .  '.-:'be parents of students recommended t o  pass receive notice by 
letter. 
K .  ':he final re�ommendation i s  sent t o  the superintendent by the 
principal . 
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IV. Recommendations by the Retention -:ommittee 
A .  Students '  grade cards should be screened after each nine-week 
grading period. Those who have three or more D ' s ,  F ' s ,  or 
Incompletes after the first nine-week grading period will be 
considered in the retention process. If a student ' s  grades 
improve , he/she will be eliminated from ::he retention process. 
B .  Because o f  the ereat amount o f  time needed for screening grades,  
compiling information in students'  folders,  etc . ,  the Retention 
Comnittee reconmiends t:hat after each nine-week grading period, 
the first Early Dismissal Day be used by the committee for 
any necessary work. 
� .  ··:be !1.etention �ommi·i::tee suegests that en Early Dismissal Day 
be used not only for conferences between parents and cou:mittee 
members, but also for conferences between teachers and parents . 
D .  A positive approach i s  urged for those students working up to 
their own abilities; the students who receive E grades or grades 
other than D ' s ,  F ' s ,  or Incompletes. 
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Promotion am Retention 
In geDel'81, children shall be kept with their own chrono­
logical age group. However, a student sbalJ be retained or 
double promoted when it appears be wW. profit. While 
tbe teacher am princ1pal may confer with the parent re­
garding these matters, the final decision for grade 
placement shall rest with the school bu1 l dj ng prlnc:1pal. 
S� calendar for Principal To !J!J>Janent Rentention Polieys 
App te Dates 
February lst Have teachers discuss with you (using as much 
documentation as possible) 81\1 possible retainees 
in .th eir care. 
Febraar;r Call or write parents to request first conference 
2nd week and suggest date and t:lme. . 
February Comuct conferences 
3rd week 
Mq lst Have teachers report to you possible retainees, 
di8CUS8 case, share dedsion to promote or retain. 
May 8th Conduct conferences. 
2nd week 
Septed>er Conter with each retainee. Review his pl"Oblem, 
1st week display positive interest. 
September Begin weekJ¥ group guidame sessions. 
2nd week 
Novanber 1st Request ret.a1me•s progress report. 
Febl"U8J'¥ lst Start C,,cle over 
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CHARIBSTON JUNIOR HIGH PERSONNEL FLGlBR FUND 
The flower fnnd is open to aey anployee in our building. 
It should be understood by all the personnel that this is not 
conpulsory in &l\V' way. However, to be fair to those who do give, 
ve will send flowers enq to the famUies of th:>se participating. 
All teachers are asked to report to Mrs. McCJanahan, Mr. Divel¥, or 
the assistant principal of aey death which should be recognized. 
This should be e� true during the SllDIJl9l' months eo no one 
will be missed. 
Donations of $1.00 per person shall be asked for as Eapenditures 
dictate the need. 
The above mentioned people are authorized to order flowers if 
the person involved is covered by our fl.over fund. 
Flowers shall be sent for the fol.loving: 
1. Enployees, spouses, am children 
2 .  Parents of �loyees 
3 .  Members of household 
4. Fathers and Mother-in-law 
5. Grandparents are not covered by our flower fund, 
but are by the unit fund. 
6. D.lnesses are not included 
7. Parents o.t Pupils - af'ter the students of a class have 
contributed, the balance o£ the cost of flowers is to be 
taken from our flower fund. These shall be sent o� during 
the nine months of school. 
ms (SCHOOL OOORS} 
ill necessar;r keys v1ll be checked out to individual staff 
med:>ers in the principal' s  of!ioe. The entire staff is urged 
to amrcise extreme care am caution with these keys. Students 
are not to use these keys. In case of a key being lost, notify 
the pr1.ncipal1s office itmnediatel.T so that the lock may be 
altered and new key& issued. Master keys are not issued. 
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CHRISTMAS TREES AND DECORATIONS 
The Fi.re Marshall strongly recommends the following fire safety practices 
to be exercised in every school throughout the State of Illi.Dois during 
the holiday season: 
1 
• NATURAL TR.EE:S 
Natural Christmas trees ahve always constituted a seasonal fire 
hazard and should be used in CLASSROOMS ONLY. Extreme care 
should be taken to be sure tree does not block any exit from the 
room. It is recommended that small trees should be used for 
classroom projects. U.L. approved spotlights or floodlights may 
used. Electric lights or caa!les on trees, or wreaths or similar 
decorations, are PROHIBITED in classrooms. 
2. METAL TREES 
For artr location in the school building, other than classrooms, 
it is essential that metal trees, with an approved spotlight or 
floodlight, be used. Extreme care should be taken to insure all 
exits are kept clear. Electric lights are NEVER to be placed 
on metal trees as they create the possibility of electric shock 
if the cord becomes !"rayed or the interior of socket comes in 
contact with the tree. 
3. ORNAMENTS AND DECORATIONS 
Holiday onmments and decorations should be made �;f tire­
resistant materials only. Those permitted are sheet alumin\ml, . 
copper or stovepipe wire, metal BDRJjnings, foam glass, firebrick, 
brass or copper rods, and plaster of paris. Art processes of 
copper enamel, ceramics and tile mosaics are also pennitted. 
Materials prohibited are cloth, felt, buckram, "1-inoline, wood 
acetate, untreated cotton batting, cellophane, and all types of 
paper. Foamed plastic, which has become very popular for 
decorating, is combustib�e and should not be used in displays . 
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ll.)()N HOtE LUNCH ROCM PROCEDURE 
All bot lUDCh Sfudents WI1l enter ca.f'eteria thru the east doors, 
move down center aisle beW9en sack lunch and hot plate tables 
to cash register, then into d1n1llg area, then to tables to be 
seated by sq>erv.tsor. 
All sack lunch studeD't.s will enter cafeteria thru the north half 
of the east door to sac.k lunch tables. 
All ala carte students will enter cafeteria thru the north doors 
by shop, purchase their meals and be seated on the north side of 
cafeteria. 
LUNCH HOUR REGULATIONS 
l. The north corridor should be quiet arxl orderly at all times. 
2 .  Students in the cafeteria during lunch hour must be quiet and 
order�. 
3. When being eeat.ed by the lunch roan supervisors slide all the 
way down to the far end of the table. 
4. All students must be dismiBsed by a supervisor. 
· 5.  Absolutely no food i s  to be taken out of the cafeteria. 
6 .  All milk cartons, straws, napkins and food not eaten should be 
on the tray am not left on the table. 
7 .  Sack lunch students are to put all material.s and paper in their 
sac.k: and throw the sack away after being di sni ssed. 
8.  Absolutely no permission to go to lockers will be given. Bring 
any material you might need with you to lunch • 
. 9. No student will be al.lowed to go to a classroan w1 thout presenting 
a pass to one of the supervisors. 
10. The drinking fountain and rest rooms should be used before goillg 
outside or to the rec :room. 
11. On days when we go outside, wrestling, fighti!lg or other rough 
plq will not be permitted. 
·12. Abso1utely no scuffl.ing will be allowed in the rec room. 
13. When students are outside, they are not to be leaning on the 
building or talking to students in class. At no tllne, unless 
instructed by the supervisor, should students be sitting or 
talking near the claseroaa. 
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FIRE DRILL PROCEDURES 
1.. Teachers please go over these rules with all classes. 
2 .  Students should be instructed aa t o  what exit t o  use for 
every room they uae. 
3 .  There will b e  several fire drills at different times so see 
that your group know the procedures. 
a.  Teachers are t o  follow groups out of the building. 
b .  Each group i s  to wait and follow the right group out. 
Stay in line even though you may have to wait .  
c .  Each teacher should have one dependable child t o  lead 
the group out. 
d .  All windows and doors should be closed. 
e .  There should be no teacher or student in the building 
after or during a fire drill . 
f.  All lights should he turned out. 
g.  Always walk during a fire drill. 
h .  Wait for a signal to return to the building. 
i .  Do not attempt to get valuables before leaving the 
building. 
j .  Everyone should stand at least 100 feet from the building. 
k .  Leave the room in single file. 
1 .  THERE IS TO BE ABSOLUTELY NO TALKING DURING A FIRE DRILL. 
m. In all cases of emergency teachers are expected to alter 
routes according to necessity. This should be done in a 
calm way so there is no panic . Just good judgment and 
leadership are needed. 
Southwest Exit 
Band Room 
Weat li of gym 
West Gym Exit11 
Locker Rooms 
East li of gym 
Heat Kitchen Exit 
Kitchen 
North Door of Room #142 
Room 142 
Room 143 
North Door of Room #144B 
Room 144A 
Room 144B 









































1. .  
2 .  
All junioo high students should be brought to the main 
floor corridors. WitY the number of students we have 
it will be difficult �t students ebould stay near the 
walls and away from giass door s .  
I 
There should never be stu�ents in the instructional materials 
center, gym or cafeteria. · Big rooms should be avoided. 
-, 
3 .  These drills will have to be done with absolutely no talking 
so students may hear teacher directions. Students should 
be kept in orderly lines so . teachers can control each group 
at all times. 
4. Students should face wal l .  
5 .  Turn off all lights. 
6 .  No door of corridor should be op�. 
SOME THINGS TO REMEMBER 
1 .  Tornados almost always come from the west or southwest. 
\ 
2 .  The southwest corner o f  a room should be the safest if 
students should have to remain in rooms . 
3 .  If students have to be kept in rooms ; keep them in tbe 
southwest corner of the room, as far from the glue windows 
as possible, and have them cover their heads (under tables 
i f  possible ) .  Basement rooms are more desirable if thia is 
necessary. 
4 .· Windows on the north and east should be left open. 
5 .  There will be no bells. If a tornado ahould occur or if 
drills are conducted, there will be an announcement made 
over the p . a .  
PLEASE NOTE 
All teachers are to' read these , keep them in mind , and be prepared . 
We are aware that these procedures are probably ve-ry inadequate 
but no better solution has been suggested at this time. We will 
try this and any suggested changes should be mentioned. 
In any emergency set rules may be completely wrong so a great 
deal of self initiative on the part of teachers is imperative. 
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T0mWX> lEILL PROCEDURES 
l. Students in. ?Oana··. 154, 155, 1561 162, 163, 187, am 188 should 
stay in rom& � line up along walls, PREPERABLY S0t11'H AND WE.ST 
SIDBS. 
2. Stay ant· flim � &Di glass doors! 
3 .  Bo7s PE, baml room, chorus roan should go to the boyis locker roores. 
Girls PE- f.o ·recreation roan. 
4. Students in eatete� kitchen, industrial arts and bane ec-. 
should go t:o -the recreation room. 
5. Those studente in the l:il>r&17 should go to the girls locker room. 
6. If your clasa is 1n an �uteide cl.aBsroom-101, 104, 105,, 109,, 110,, 
lll, ll.2, UJ, ll.4, 145, 148.A, lliBB, 149, 1.$0, and lSl- should 
go out � the ball . and line q> against the walls and stay low. 
" 
7 .  KEEP QUiJT AND CAIM AT .& T� SO IOU CAN BEAR INSTROOTIO�. 
a .  The so-st corridor should not be used. 
9. If you are to stay in a room 1 t will help to get under a sturd;y 
table or desk. 
10. Arq student w!x> has trouble, walkf ng rapidly should go last to 
avoid being .pustied. · 
ll. Clnses mq be given il:xli� iDstructions to go to either the 
boys or girls locker roan8 or the recreation room. 
12. Pool, inmde ve.ll in locker room or hallway between locker room 
ard iDside pool. 
TORNADO DRILL 
If all lights go o£f, everyone should immediately, go to tornado 
drill procedures. 
We will have p�pal, ass • t principal and secretaries around 
building giviJlg ·verbal instructions. 
Every teac!ler m�t have complete control of hi.is or her groq>. 
The responsibility for keeping down panic, etc., rests entirely 
with individual t.98cbers. 
Keep st\Xlents quiet alld in tornado drill stations until all 
clear is given from one of the above mentioned people .  
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TORNADO SAFETY RULES 
TO KNOW WHAT TO DO WHEN A TORNADO IS APPROACHING MAY MEAN THE DIFFERENCE 
·BETWEEN LIFE OR DF.ATH I 
1 .  
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5 .  
6. 
I 
IF YOU ARE NEAR A TORNADO C�: 
When time permits, go to a tOrnado cellar, cave or underground 
excavation which baa an air dutlet to help equalize the air preseur� . 
It should be lkept fit for us�, .free from water , gas or debris, and preferably equipped with a p ckhand shovel. THERE IS NO UNIVERl.AL 
PROTECTION AGAINST TORNADOES EXlEPT UNDERGROUND EXCAVATIONS. 
IF YOU ARE IN OPEN COUNTRY: \ a .  Move at right angles to t e tornado' s  path. Tornadoes usually 
move ahead at about 25 to 4J miles per hour . 
b .  I f  there is no tj.me to e s  a�e ,  lie flat in the nearest depression 
such as a ditch br ravine.I i 
IF IN A CITY OR TOWN: � a.  Seek inside shelter , prefe �bly in strongly reinforced buildings, and ST�Y AWAY M WINDOWS:  
b .  In homes: The corner of the basement toward the tornado 
usually offers th� greates� safety , particularly in frame 
houses without basements c�n sometimes be protected by taking 
cover under heavy �urnitur against inside walls. Doors and 
windows on the sid;s of th house away from the tornado may 
be opened to help educe d ge to the building. 
c .  Standing against t e inside wall on a lower floor of an 
office building of �rs some rotection. 
IF IN SCHOOLS: I \ 
a.  In city areas: If �he schoof. building is of strongly reinforced 
construction, stay inside, away from windows and remain near 
an inside wall on t�e lower floors when possible. AVOID 
AUDITORIUMS AND GYMttAsIUMS with large poorly supported roofs ! 
b .  In rural schools th�t do not have strongly reinforced constructed 
remove children and �eacbers to ravine or ditch if storm 
shelter is not avai�able. 
KEEP CAI.Mi i l  It will not jhelp to get excited. People have been 
killed by running out iqto the streets and by turning back into 
the path of  a tornado.  : Even though a warning is issued, chances 
of a tornado striking ot:e ' s  home or location are very slight . 
Tornadoes cover such a 11 zone , as a rule , that relatively 
few places in a warned rea are directly affected . However ,  you 
should know about torru¥1oes -- "just in case . "  
Keep tuned .to your radio station for latest tornado advisory 
information. Do not c.11 the Warning Center, except to report 
a tornado, as your individual request may tie up telephone lines 
urgently needed to receive special reports or to relay advisories 
to radio stations for dissemination to thousands in the critical 
area. 
Format taken from a bulletin published by the U . S .  Department of 
Coumerce, Weather Bureau . 
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For national disasters, enenv attacks, or a.rq other emergencies, a warni.Dg 
signal called an "ALERT" is a 3 to 5 minute steady blast on the civil 
defense warning system. This means to turn on your radio as danger is 
possible. The other signal is ''TAKE COVER" - a 3 minute wai veri.ng or 
intermittent b.last on the oivil defense warning signal. This means an 





TURN ON YOUR RADIO 
Danger Possible 
3-? Mimr.ri STEADY BLAST 
\ 
ENEMY ATTACK 
GO TO NEAREST FALLOUT 
SHELTER 





3 MINUTE WAn"ERIOO OR 
nm;RMITTE� BLAST ' 
I , 
·--
SIREN SOUNDS EXPLAINED-Thia dtawing explains the two types of alert si@nal.a 
now in use for civil defense l,.nd disaster notifications throughout Illinois. 
The top signal, a steady blast for at least three minutes, is to be used as a 
tornado warning or an alert i:b case of impending atomic attack . When it is 
sounded residents should turn 'on their radios to the nearest local station 
for further instructions. The second signal will be used only for an 
impending atomic attack and means to take cover. The signals will be sounded 
at 10:35 a.m. Thursday in Charleston to a..cquaint residents with the sounds. 
They also will be explained oh the air at that time over Radio Station WEIC. 
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Referrals 
·:�eachers are requested to contact the counselor regarding any 
student who might qualify for referral to Special Education and 
placement in the El�1, L . D. , or E . D . - B . D .  class. Referrals for 
psychological reasons should follow the same procedure .  
Teache�-Parent Conferences 
The counselor is available, on request, for participation in 
teacher-parent conferences. 
Occupational Information 
·�he counselor is responsible for the dissemination to the students 
of information about the world of work. The purpose of this is to 
broaden the horizons of these students and thus improve their 
likelihood of wise career planning at a later date. Students with 
requests for specific ' iriformation should be referred to the counselor. 
Educational Information 
.-·�he opportunities for end purpose of education beyond grade 12 are 
information which is important to junior high students. 7.he 
guidance office is responsible for information of this nature . 
Mid-�:�erm Reports 
Gopies of Mid-term repor'.:s for students doing unsatisfactory work 
are forwarded to the counselor. The counselor may confer with 
these students for the purpose of assistin3 the students to analyze 
and remedy their difficulties in these classes. 
Failing Students 
Many students �-1hose names appear on the failure list will be seen 
by the guidance �ouneelor following publication of this list. 
Students whose names appear repeatedly on this list shall be 
referred to the principal . 
Orientation 
":he counselor is responsible for the plannine and conductine of the 
orientation of 6th graders in Unit f} 1 to the junior high school . 
This will be done late in the spring. 
:;ounseline 
The counselor is available to students during hOt_lleroom, before and 
after school and betHeen classes for individual counseline. Students 
ere encouraged to seek assistance with problems whenever the need arises. 
Group iuidance sessions are planned durine homeroom period . 
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�UE>AJ.1�E .::� ".:OUNSELING (t:ont 1 d) 
S·cudent Problems 
'':eache:rs are encourar;ed to confer with the counselors regarding 
s::udent problems such as adjustment , attitude� behavior or 
achievement . 
Unit Development 
Ascistance with the development of a Ul.'li't relatin:;. to g;uidance 
is available to i:eachers .  Such units are occupations and 
i:areers , s·i:udy hebi·cs )  educa·l:ional plannine .  
�ommunity Programs 
'.,:he guidance personnel serve as coordinators between community 
service organizations and the school . 
Counseling 
--�eachers are encouraged to contact the guidance personnel or to 
direct students to them concerning students whose performance or 
behavior in class indicate the possible need for attention from them. 




HOME�OOM OBJE'j :IVES : 
1 .  �::o provide a means to handle administra·tive routines efficiently. 
2 .  ·�o provide a plece for informal :?;roup discussion o f  innnedia!:e 
problems. 
3 .  \o provide practice in democratic government . 
I� . �·�o provide a school home for each pupil where he can be known 
well as an individual and where be can come for advice end 
assistance with his personal problems anc! difficulties. 
5 .  '.�o provide an opportunity for groups of pupils t o  carry on 
worthwhile activities for the school and/or the connnunity. 
SU8GES7-ED AC· �!VITI ES: 
1 .  Development of eood study habits. 
hm·1 to study ho�·T to take notes 
hm:·r to memorize 
budeeting of time 
how to prepare for ·i:ests 
how ·;:o take tests 
2 .  Impress upon the students the importance of certain desirable 
character trai::s and point out ways in which they can be 
developed . 













If help is desired in developine your homeroom proeram> consult 
with the school counselor. 
3 .  Improvement of eeneral appearance of students .  �.�is time can be 
used to discuss standards of appearanc e which are desirable so 
that students knm:·r what is expected of them; for example: 
cleanliness> neatness and appropriateness of clothing, hair styles 
and grooming for �irls and boys. 
l�. Improvement of general behavior - discussion or desirable behavior: 
in corridors at games (home & at·1ay) on buses 
in lucnh line at school parties in public 
at home in groups 
� .  Discussion of junior hieh school as a. time for decisions regarding: 
a.  smol�ing 
b .  "lrinkine; ·�: drugs 
c .  desired reputation 
d .  behavior in general 
e .  emphasis on school - maximum or minimum ef!fort 
f.  future plans 
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OOTROOTIONAL MATERIAIB CENTER SERVICES 
1 .  A suitable collection of materials 
The library attempts to have available for use an adequate collection 
Qf printed materials (books, magazines am pamphlets) and audio­
rlsual materials (including slides, filmstrips ,  recordings, traDB­
parencies and flat pictures) .  All materials are indexed in the 
.card catalog. We welcome suggestions and/or requests for material 
to be purchased. 
2.  Classroom collections 
Materials may be checked out in a teacher' s  name for claaeroom use 
!or as long as they are needed. The teacher siq>'.cy' signs his name 
on the card and places a 11T" on the date due slip ff1r printed materials. 
Audio-visual materials and equipment are aJ.eo � out from the 
library and returned there imnediately after use. Cards for these 
�re �:cy- placed in the staff file at the circulation desk. Please 
check with the librarian or her assistant if you are in doubt about 
this procedure. 
3 .  Professional materials 
I 
!The letter "P11above a call number indicates material.a of special 
prof'essianal interest. These are shelved separate'.cy' in the southwest 
corner of the library. Please feel .free to browse through them or 
to check them out. Also the library- has maey prof'essional magazine 
subscriptions, and these appear either in the magazine section on 
the east wall of the library or in a rack in the teacher 's workroom. 
4. $-bliographiee 
t 
:The library staff, given anple tilDe, will prepare. for you lists of 
materials available on aey speci.fic sli>ject. Upon request, we will 
also check any lists (such as supplementary lists in textbooks, 
.standard bibliographies, etc. )  to see what the library has. Period­
:ical.:cy-, as the materials are made availab1e for circulation, amiotated 
lists of the latest acquisitions are placed in the teacherc ' ma:i.lboxee. 
5. Teaching the use of the Instructional Materials Center 
The librarian will schedule a visit to each language arts section 
early in the year in order to explain rules and regulations in the 
, library and to acquaint students with procedures in the use of' 
, audio-visual equipment. 
In addi. tion, when a unit on library skills is being taught, the 
library staf'f will be glad to provide infonnation and/or materials 
.or assistance to such a unit or vill, upon request, teach 8IG'" 
:portion of such a unit. 
so 
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6 • Book talks 
�on request in actvance, the librarian is happy to give book 
talks in an individual classroom. The pw:pose ot these talks 
is t.o stimulate int.erest in current publications or in a 
specific type ot book. 
7 .  The IMC schedule 
a .  The library is open to students at 8:00 a.m. Students may 
come direc� to the library when entering the building or 
may come to the library from the cafeteria. No student is 
pennitted to go to his locker until the first bell rings. · 
A student who comas to the library artV time before classes 
begin is to remain there until the first bell rings. 
b. An entire class will be scheduled into the IMC onJJr at the 
request, made at least 24 hours in advance, by a classroom 
teacher. Students may be sent to the library on an individual 
basis by a teacher for brief visits at 8.1'\Y hour of the day. 
8. Policies 
The library exists only to serve the sta.f'f and stUdents of 
the school. We hope yol.l will find the materials and services 
you reqUire. We pre.fer to have as few rules ·as possible. 
Please let us knO".f if you have anv suggestions for changes 
in rules or policies of the library. 
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PERl.·1!.NEHT �E�ORDS - mm OF YEAR 
Only up to date cumulative records are useful ·to us. At the end of 
i:he year the records for each homeroom eroup are returned to the 
homeroom teacher who is responsible for seeing that eech one is  
brought up to date with current information. 
Each record should have the following inf111rma�:ion added or up-dated 
in black pen. 
Educatiom\l Record - '"�eacher' s Estimate of Progress 
1 .  Date entered 
2 .  Date left 
3 .  �rade (year in school) 
4 .  School attended (::llarleston Junior High) 
5 .  �eacher ' s  name 
6 • .  Days present 
7 .  Days absent 
G .  Promoted to (grade next year or retained) 
9 .  I n  spot for grades enter, Qrade Card Enclosed 
10. �rade card �·rill be added !by the secretaries . 
1 1 .  School picture: put on outside of folder (upper right 
corner on sienature side of envelope) 
Personal-Social Record � Check with student on all ·; hese items . 
Address and ·telephone (enter in pencil) 
Birthdate and place (enter in ink) 
Sex (first names are always a clue to se:�) 
Item I - Parental information (note separation, iivorce,  
death or remarriage) 
Item 2 - Occupational information (add current date to 
show when information was entered) 
Item 3 - omi t 
Item l:. - 0'.:her children (additions to family) 
Item 5 ,  6 �  & 7 - Entry in these items will be made by the 
school counselor. 
Cumulative Envelope - On outside enter in ink school year� 
(ex. 1974-75) school , grade (7th or 8th) , 
and signature . 
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,TlJI!IOR 1-!.IGE S '.:I-IOOL S .'U"DEH.� !llFO�HA:�IOF 
J.;.: ��1!>!$:;E: 
1 .  Tte�ular at·i:enJance is necessery if you expe.:t to succeed 
in schoo! . 
2 .  '.:he I l l inoi.s School J,aw requires that a child at·!:end school 
unti l  he or she is 1 6  years old. 
3. Illness, death in �he family, end emereency s i ::uations are 
the only reasons for excused absenc e s .  · �ra'!el , shoppine� 
Jen·i:al ar-� me:::li�al appointments should be confined to after 
school hours whenever possib l e .  
l:. . An excuse, si:zne<l by parent or guardian. , is to be presented 
to the office :1hen a chil d returns to school after any ebsenc e .  
p_· �'I--II., E :· ! ·:: S 
l .  •1e have bas!�e·::bell ard track ac.::! girl 1 s volleyball. 
2 .  I f  students :1ant t o  participate in �r;:hletic s )  be or she must 
have paren·;;s 1 �onsent end he or she mus·!: be examined by a 
doctor . -:here is a special form for this which may be obtained 
in the principal ' s office. 
EITC!CAL EDU'::A�IOI! 
1 .  :he Il linois s�hool :'.jode requires ea�h chil1 to take 
physical educa·::ion. 
2 .  H e  recounnend '�h�r;; ea�h boy ar.� girl wear a uniform outfit 
for physical educa'dor..  ·.�his 't·1il l b e  :lescribed to the 
stu'1ents by their :'2 . E .  teache r .  :he sho e s ,  ::,:ym clothes, 
e t c .  ca1"!. be purchase".'! at the local s·i:ores .  
3 .  A shm1er i c  requirei a� the end o f  P . E .  c lass unless you 
have a skin disorder 'such as e.thletes foot. 
!:. . If you have been ill or injured and should no'i: parti�ipate 
in P . E .  c less a�'tivi d e s ,  your family doc·i:or should �·1rite 
e note to the teecher of this '!lass . 
5 .  Afl:er en illr1ess or injury, e permit from your doctor i s  
neces sary before cless part icipation. 
� .  Hark your � shoes ar!d sui ·;: with your nC!.I!'le. 
7 .  J3e sure to eL1ays loc!� your loc!<.er . 
�:.�Ii f!-.Il!� �OU1:1'�A Ii:1S 
1 .  l.ine up and 1;'7C�.i·:; your ::urn �.uietly ":'Ii thou·': pushing. 
2 .  Don 1 t  take �oo lone to drink. 
2 .  l�ever play :7i·::h the four..::ein or -:1a·:.:er. 
!:. • Keep -:1ater off ·::he floor. 
5 .  Fever spL: c:.ny·::hinz h.to the foun::s.i� boul s .  
: • Becz.use of ·::he small number of fountei:�s in ::he junior high 
building ,_ all '!? . E .  scu<lents should ge'.: e drinl-:. in the gym 
before re ·:ur�!in� l:o the mail.1 buildinz. 
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EXITS AND EN'1'RANCES 
1. All students are raninded to use sidewalks and stay off 
the grass. 
2. Jmrl.or High students are encoUl"Elged to use the nortbNest 
door when entering school in the mornings. 
3. Stuients should go directly to the cafeteria and be seated 
\ll'ltil released to go to lockers. 
4. There should be no one in tm halls before 8:35 a.m. unless 
they have a note from a teacher. 
STtIDENT U>CKERS AND LOCKS 
ill students Will be assigned a ha11 locker and a gym locker. 
The office will provide baneroan teachers with a locker 
assignment list. 
Students are not to change lockers. All changes will be made 
through the office. 
Students are to be reminded that all io.kers are new and are 
to be treated in a proper manner. There is to be no pictures 
pasted in them or no rough treatment. Teachers are to check 
lockers periodically for damage. If there is damage it is to 
be reported to the office and appropriate charges will be 
made . Teachers as well as students will be responsible for 
proper treatment o£ all new equipment. 
BICYCLE RIDERS 
1. Bicycles are to be parked in the designated area . 
2. The school is not responsible for bicycle saf"ety so if 
you park bikes at school it is at your own risk. 
3. Arry violators of good bicycle safety will be asked to 
leave bikes at homet 
BEFORE SCHOOL 
l. Students should mt be at school before 8:30 other than 
bus riders. 
2 .  Bus pupils who arrive before 8:30 are to go directly to 
the north play area or the cai'eteria in bad weather. 
3. The buses will unload west of the building. All students 
are to enter the btri ldi ng only in the designated doors. 
STUDENT PROCEDURE - AFTER SCHOOL 
Grades 7-8 
.All students are to leave the building at d.i.smiseal time . 
Bus students go directly to and enter the proper bus. other 
students will proceed directly toward home • Only the 
students who are under direct supervision of a teacher 




'.fhe're is no need for a long list of "do's" and "don' ts" if everyone 
'�11 remember these few things: 
1 .  Respect the property and rights o f  others. 
2 .  Salk at all times in the corridors .  
3 .  Help keep the building and grounds neat and clean at all times.  
4. Keep to the right in corridors .  
S .  Please be as quiet as possible and keep voices down while in 
the building. 
· 6 .  Help keep our buildings clean by: 
a.  avoid writing on walls or f*rniture 
b .  picking up loose papers 
c .  cleaning muddy shoes 
7 .  Enter the building only after bell time. 
8 .  Students must clear the halls a�er schoo l .  
USE OF THE REST ROOMS 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
!}I CYCLES 
I 
Rest rooms are fpr all to use - please avoid unnecessary 
noise, visitation or horseplay. 
Use lavatories, towels, soap dispen•ers, and toilets properly. 
Use towels only as needed . 
Help keep lavatories clean. Spitting in lavatories is unclean 
and unhealthy . 
If toilets do not work properly , notify the janitor, your 
teacher , or the principal at once. 
1 .  You may ride bikes to school ·if you live several blocks 
from school.  We recOt11Dend locking your bikes as the 
school cannot be responsible for damaged or lost bikes. 
2 .  Park bikes west of the building . (No exceptions) 
3 .  Ride only your own bike and ride it only to and from school . 
4. Always obey traffic rules. Watch for pedestrians and cars . 
5. You are to walk bikes while on the school grounds . 
SAFETY PRECAtrrlONS 
1 .  Cross only at designated points , Route 16,  130 and Smith Drive. 
2 .  Look both ways before crossing the streets.  
3.  Avoid throwing balls into the street.  
4 .  Obey all rules of safety that should be known by 7th�8th • 
-
5.  Students are not to leave the school grounds during school 
hours unless the office grants permission. 
6 .  Do not play in any street. 
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BUILDING ROOULATIONS(cont . )  
Courtesy 
1 • I.earning good mnners is just as important as learning many 
other things in school. Good manners make things run mot'e 
smoothly. They help people to work together more happily. 
Make them a part of your habits. 
2. Students are to address their teachers properly. Calling teachers 
by their first or last name shows poor :ma.nnaes. 
J .  Using "please" and 11thank you" and "pardon me", when needed, is 
one of the marks of a courteous person. 
4. Be thoughtful of others. 
5. Remenber--11 GOOD MANNERS ARE CONTAGIOUS� 11 
6 .  Proper respect for our flag and national anthem are expected 
not only at school but also at football games, etc. 
THE OFFICE 
1. The principal ' s  office is not a place to congregate. Oo there 
only if you have a purpose for being there. 
2. Unnecessary phone ·calls will not be pennitted. Written pennission 
from your teacher is required before coming to the office for calls. 
J. Come to the office alone. Do not bring a buddy along. 
4. If you find lost articles, bring them to the office .  If you lose 
articles, check with the secretary. 
Student Use of Telephone 
A public telephone Is located in the main hall next to the principal 1 a 
office. Students are to use this telephone for their personal calls . 
Junior High Closed Qampus 
The only students who will be pennitted to leave school at noon are theee 
who live close enough to school to go home and who have written 
parental consent in the office. 
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Excused Absences 
Students absent as a result of accompanying their parents while on 
vacation, for farm work, and other instances deemed legitimate by 
the principal, will be classified as 11excu.sed absences "  providing 
the student makes arrangements in advance of actually being aqsent 
with the building principal and instructors involved. All work is 
to be made up in the time designated by the principal or instructor. 
Students please follow these procedures2 
1. See each teacher about maka up work. 
2. When work is cornpleted, have the teacher sign· this fonn and 
return to the office. 
Anticipated Absence 
I 
Teacher I Work made up Approval (yes or no) (yes or no) I. ! 





i I I 




CHARLESTON JUNlOR HIGH CHEERLEADlllG SELECTION 
1. Two squads are selected: one consisting of 5 eighth graders 
am the squad made up of 5 seventh graders . 
2. Cheerleaders will be selected at a time designated by the sponsor. 
3. A group of twelve or more teachers are asked by the cheerl eading 
sponsor to help in the selection of the tileerleaders. 
4. E:ach teacher ra tee each tey-out on a 1 to 5 scale on the 
!ollowing: 
, • pep 
2 .  voice 
J .  jl.lllp 
4. movements 
5. personality (let inpreesion if yoµ don 't know girl) 
5. Girls receiving the most points are the cheerleaders. 
6.  All tryouts must have a parent consent slip turned in before 
tryouts. 
7. Tryouts must turn in parent slip one week before · teyout date and 
also the candidate will be told then what is expected of them 
and how they will be judged. (Usually required to do one cheer 
before the teachers .) 
8. All cheerleaders must attend all games for which transportation 
will be furnished by the school. 
9. All cheerleaders must attend all practice sessions ucless cl68%'Gd 
ahead of t:ime with cheer leading sponsor. 
10. Parents must provide transportation home after games and practices. 
11. Cheerleaders must maintain passing grades. (at least a C average 
and not more than l D.) 
12. Cheerleaders must pay for their own skirt, shoes, and knee socks 
and the school will pay for the sweater . 
13. Often money is made from sock hops to pay for the skirts, one pan 
pom, and the name for the sweater. If money is not made6 then 
each cheerleader must encounter the expense. 
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JUHIOR I-IIt;H ArmLE'.tICS 
Basketball 
Seventh and Eighth '?rade 
1 .  All students participating in basketball will be required 
to have a physical examination by a doctor and a parent slip 
turned in to the principal ' s office before the first practice. 
2 .  Practice will start no later than the first l·Teek o f  November. 
Rules for 7th and 3th grade Basketball Players 
All basketball players must be home by 10: 00 during the 
school week. 
��hey are to be home by 9 :  00 on nights before a game. 
Any player receiving a grade of F or 2 D 1 s  will be suspended 
from the team until the grade or grades are brought up. 
Seventh and Eighth �rade �rack 
1 .  Students participating in track will be required t o  have a 
physical examination by a doctor and a parent permit slip 
turned in to the principal ' s office before che first practice. 





A monogram letter 11C11 and a metal insert for that sport will be given to a 
student who successi'ully completes a season in good standing. 
Additional Award 
A metal insert will be given in that sport to a.cy student who again completes 
a good season in good standing. · · · 
Seventh Grade Academic Award 
Any seventh grade boy who successfully completes any one sport in good 
standing, and earns a letter is eligible for this award. The boy who 
possesses the above qualifications and maintains the highest grade point 
average after just three nine week periods will receive this award. Our 
coaching staff leels that an athlete should also be a scholar. We feel: 
that a ebholarship award for seventh graders will help demonstrate the 
importance of scholarship for junior high athletics . 
Outstanding Eighth Grade Athlete 
This award will be given to the most outstanding athlete who maintains 
and possesses high scholastic achievements . This award is determined by 
coaches . 
John Dively Award--8th Grade Award 
Two awards will be given, one in basketball and one in track. Each 
student will receive a trophy and his name will be placed on the John 
Dively Plaque . F.ach boy must be an outstanding athlete, a leader on and 
off the competitive field and also maintain an average scholastic standing. 
A student may only receive only one of these awards . This award will be 
detennined by the 8th grade athletes and coaches .  
CITIZENSHIP AWARD 
1. One boy and one girl will be selected by the teachers . 
2. Their names will be placed on the plaque that was presented by the 
student council. 
3 .  Qualifications: 
a .  Good attitude toward scholarship 
b .  A student must attend CJHS at least a major part of the 2 years 
4. Characteristics that are desirable :  
a .  Leadership and 11dlollowship" 
b .  Citizenship 
c .  Service 
d. Friendly and courteous to students and faculty 
e. Accepts responsibility 
Citizenship Award - cont ' d  
·�eachers agreed that students need to have been in attendance three of 
the four quarters of 7th and 8th grade in order to be eligible .  
Voting: 
(1) List names 
(2) 'i:eachers vote for 2 students (2 boys s 2 girls) 
(3) Four students with highest number of votes are finalists 
(4) Discussion 
(S) ·\eachers vote for 1 boy> l girl 
(6) Results confidential 
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PEP BUS BEHAVIOR 
1 .  Remain seated at all times • .  
2 .  Cirls are to be aeated in the bac� o f  the bus and the boys at the 
front of the bus . 
3 .  No cheering or yelling will be allowed . Save ; it for the game. 
4 .  
5 .  
Al� must be silent when the bus i s  stopped for crossings, stop 
signs , or while passing through towns . 
I 
I 'Che bus will leave school at the time indicated , so all riders 
must be on time. 
6 .  All students will be expe.Cted t o  follow directions o f  the teachers 
on duty and bus drivers You should remember that the drivers 
have the same authorit as your teacher and proper respect 
should be phown them all time s .  
' 
7 .  Remember the other re 
your parents signed. 
were on the consent slip 
Misbehavior on th� · part of the students will result in that 
student being fo�bidden to ride a Pep Bus for the remainder of 
the school year pithout fefund of bus transportation costs. 
0 .  Remember that wl1en you are at another school , that you should 
show proper rpspect and display good manners and sportsmanship 
at all times; You are not just John Doe. You are John Doe 
I 
from Charle/ton Junior High School and we want to be proud o f  
our school.. / 
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BASl<E" �BALL 1?.AI1ES 
ADirrssION -- Studeu;s -- . 50 
Adults ··- 1 . 00 
1 .  All students e::cep·t: players and cheerleaders who ettend our games 
Hill be expecte�1 to find a seat, and leave i.:bis seat only at half­
times or between games. :11is inclucles the pep squad , student 
council and any other group. 
2 .  i.To pop or candy is peniitted in the gym. 
3 .  �ake care of bleachers use them in the proper manner. 
l;.. Booing bas never been done in our junior high and we would like 
for this to continue to be the policy. Let ' s  display good 
sportsmanship at all time s .  
5 .  All spectators must buy tickets from the office. �he dressing 
room doors are to be used only by the players . 
6 .  · .. �here i s  to b e  no loitering outside. 
7 .  -�hese rules are necessary because o f  safety factors. 
8 .  Please remember ·;bat our gym and restrooms are new. Let ' s  
help keep everythin� in good condition. 
9 .  tlo student will be allm:·rnd to be in the locker rooms without i:he 
consent of all coacbec. �he restrooms in the corridors are to 
be used by all spectators. 
10. Anyone who does not follow these rules will not be pennitted to 
attend any night function for the remainder of the school year. 
1 1 .  .�11 school employees and their families uill be admitted free. 
12. CJHS students uill sit on the northeast side of ·the gym. 
13. ·iisitine students will sit on the sou·theast side of t.he gym. 
ll:..  :)aul ::s -- sea tine; southwest and northwest sides of the gym. 
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BEGINNING BAND PROGRAM RECRUITING 
In keeping with the philosophy of the 6ommunity Unit School Board 
policy, B.Izy" child interested in the beginning of instrumental music 
tnll be given an opportunity. 
However, there are some guidelines which should be followed: 
1 • All students are to be given the music aptitude test. 
2. After checking scor89 parents are given a notice of a meeting 
to be held. 
J.  At this meeting a demonstration of the basic band instruments 
will be given. This should provide the parents an opportunity 
�f hearing these instruments alone. 
4. F.ach interested parent is to be given an appointment so that 
each individual student might be consulted about the proper 
instrument. 
5.  At the appointed time, the student is to be told the instruments 
best suited for him. F.ach parent thus will better understand the 
need for control and balance within each section. 
6 .  Parents now are free to purchase or rent one of the instruments 
as directed by the director. The director is to detennine the 
quality of each instrument and approve the final purchase. THE 
PA!ENT IS FREE TO PURCHASE AN INSTRUMENT Fru:M ANY SOURCE. HOWEVER, 
THE INSTRUMENT MUST MEET ALL STANDARDS OF TOP QUALITY. 
lJUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL BAND 
An active band program is maintained for all instrumental students. The 
band will be considered as class B by the Illinois Grade School Band and 
Orchestra Association. In addition to contests, the band is active in 
other events such as: parades, concerts, and festivals. 
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To aB8iSt at open � or at ai:w event requested b7 the 
�-
To act as gmdes for seating at basketball games, as 
needed· 
To mmN ·the ci t.i:r.emhlp plaque and have it engraved. 
To hsW cbsrge of ChriBtD.3 decorations tor the sehool. 
To a.ct 14'0'1 or take acticm on aey" policq placed be.fore 
them by the stta:Jent b<><V'1 teachers or administration. 
As to med;>eu1bip1 we belong to the Ill 1 nois Student Council 
and the Natinr>al Association of Student Councils. We hope 
t.o obBerVe National Stmeat Council Week in sane intereBt1ng 
way. 
At the end d the year the student eouncil will. have a dllmer 
paid for by each :lnd:l.v:t.dual and select one teacher to attend 
other than student oouncil sponsors . 
Fmxl raising will be &me one time each year. The money will 
accumulate until the amount is great enough for a donatial to 
the school for a wortizy- cause .  
All school sponsored events are to be scheduled through the 
prJ.ncipal's office. All major e'V81lte must be scheduled by 
tbe end of the eecom tuU week ot scbool. 
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RecommendationB from Studen Council 
Concerning Dance Behavior 
Proposals by Student Council: 
A. All Future Dances: 
1 • 7th and 8th grade only (party-oriented) 
2. 8th grade spring dances (dress-up) 
3 .  All dances in cafeteria with a minimum of the 7 rotating 
Christmas tree lights belonging to student council 
B. Behavior 
1 • Strong discouragement of the 11hugf¥ -bear" and encouragement of 
a more acceptable form of 112-step" slow dance . 
2. Infonn the students in an all school asmambly that couples doing 
the buggy-bear will be asked to eepa:bate and if they persist, those 
people will be asked to leave the dance and will be prohibited froJll 
attending future night functions. 
J .  A minimum of from 4 to 6 teacher chaperones at each dance. 
More chaperones would be needed at parties where recreation games 
will be used. 
4. Arzy" couples found behaving ilnproperly at aey junior high 
function by kissing or hugging, etc . ,  will be asked to leave 
and will be disciplined accordingly the next day. 
5.  People that are found to have misbehaved will be removed fonn 
other extra-curricular activities such as athletics, student 
council, spirit-seekers, cheerleaders, etc. 
STUDENT COUNCIL DANCE POLICY ( suggested dates and dances) 
Requests by: Student council, Cheerleaders, Majorettes 
1 .  End of September--Cheerleaders--Sockhop 
�. End of October for Halloween--approximately 23rd 
J .  Mid N<Olember--Student Council 
4. Mid January--SOckhop--Cheerleaders 
5. February--Valentine Dance--8th grade only--Student Council 
6 .  Mid March--Sockhop--Student Council 
7. May-- 2nd or 3rd week--Graduation Dance--8th grade only-S. Council 
General Policies for Students 
School Dances (Valentine and Promotional.) 
1 .  No formals 
2 .  No flowers of aey kind 
3 .  No intermission 
4. No outsiders 
5.  No blue jeans 
6. Wear �dress-up11 clothes 
7. Conduct shouldxbe as young ladies and young men 
8. Student may not leave the dance and return 
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THE CONSTITUTION OF THE CHARI&STON JUNIOR KI:GH STUDENT COUNCIL 
Name: A.rticle I 
Section 1. The name of this orgaaization will be the Charleston Junior 
High Student Council • 
. Purposes :  
Section 1. 
Activities :  
Section 1. 
Article II 
The purposes of the Student Council are : to develop attitudes 
of and practice in good citizenship ; promote hamonious rela­
tionships throughout the school; improve school morale; to 
promote responsibility and dependability in the student body; 
to represent the student body and promote the general welfare 
of the school. 
Article Ill 
The activities of the Student Council are: to sponsor one 
major and one minor money making project; to sponsor two 
eighth grade dances each year and to provide servides such 
as sock hops to the junior high as needed. 
Power and Authority: Article IV 
Section 1. All powers of the Student Council are delegated by the school 
administration. 
Section 2 .  The principal has the right to veto aey act of the Student 
Council and to revoke abt powers held by it. 
Election of Members: Article V 
Section 1. 
A. Election of 8th grade members 
1 • Four students who served on Student Council in 7th grade will 
serve in 8th grade. These will be the following elected 
officers: president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer 
2 .  All 7th grade members' names will b e  cleared for grades and 
citizenship before the election of officers. 
3. Current members of Student Council will elect officers in 
May for the following year. 
B. Six {6} 8th grade members will be elected at large during the 
fourth week of school. 
1 .  Each 8th grade homeroom will nominate two students from that 
homeroom. Former council members are eligible. 
2 .  These names will be submitted to a screening committee. 
a. The screening coJll1llittee will consist of teachers, principals, 
and counselors. 
b .  The purpose of the committee will be to establish that 
students have a 11C" average and have good citizenship. 
c. A list of the nominees will be given to each staff member. 
A total of 3 negative votes regarding citizenship will 
be sufficient for removal from the list. 
J. The approved list of nominees will be returned to homerooms 
for voting. 
a. Each student will vote for ten. 
�g3 
Student Council Constitution (cont . )  
b .  Voti.ng will be written ballot. 
c. The officers will count the ballots. 
d. Those 10 students receiving the most votes w;f.ll' be declared 
the final nominees. 
e� lhrnrs abuden:ba mus:b have written parental perlliseion tp 
remain on the fianl list. 
4. The nominees will prepare a one minute speech to be given before 
the eighth grade students. ·. · ·  
a .  Immediately following the speeches, each student wil1 vote 
on a printed ballot :for 6 students. 
b .  Votes will be collected and coumnM bythe officers • 
. ·�· 
c. Those 6 students receiving the greatest number of votes 
will be declared the 8th grade student council members 
at large. 
d. A tie will be broken by a secret ballot of the vice­
president, secretary and treasurer. 
e. The ldnners will be announced by the principal. 
5.  Campaigning 
a.i No campaign posters, buttons, or such will be pennitted. 
Section 2 .  EBiection of 7th grade members 
A. Election of 7th grade student council members will be held during 
the 6th week of school (October) 
B .  Ten 7th graders willlbe elected at large. 
1 • F.ach homeroom will nominate three students from that homeroom. 
2. These names will be submitted to a screening committee. 
a. The screening committee w:Ll.l consist o:f teachers, principals, 
and counselors. 
b. The purpose of the committee will be to establish that 
st1lldents have a 11C11 average and have good citizenship . 
c. A list of the nominees will be given to each staff member. 
A total of three (3) negative votes regarding citizenship 
will be considered sufficient for removal from the list. 
3. The approved list of nominees will be returned to the homeroom 
for voting. 
a. F.ach student will vote for 16 in his own grade. 
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICE REGION SCHOOL CALENDAR, 1978 - 1979 
Office of Boh Miner, Regional Superintendent, P.O. Box 340, Charleston, II. (217) 348-0151 
CHARLESTON I MATTOON I OAKLAND 
August 24 Faculty Workshop August 24 Faculty Workshop August 24 Faculty Workshop 
(No Students) (No Students) (No Students) 
August 25 School Opens August 25 School Opens August 25 School Opens 
September 4 Labor Day 
(No School) 
September 4 Labor Day September 4 Labor Day 
(No School) (No School) 
October 6 Regional Institute 
(No Students) 
October 6 Regional Institute 
(No Students) 
October 6 Regional Institute 
(No Students) 
October 9 Columbus Day October 9 Columbus Day October 9 Columbus Day 
(No School) (No School) (No School) 
November 23-24 Thanksgiving Vacation November 23-24 Thanksgiving Vacation November 23-24 Thanksgiving Vacation 
(No School) (No School) (No School) 
December 22 Christmas Vacation December 22 Christmas Vacation December 22 Christmas Vacation 
(Begins at Close of 
School Day) 
(Begins at Close of 
School Day) 
(Begins at Close of 
School Day) 
January 8 School Resumes January 2 School Resumes January 2 School Resumes 
January 19 Faculty Workshop Januar.y 1 2  Faculty Workshop January 1 2  Faculty Workshop 
(No Students) (No Students) (No Students) 
February 1 2  Lincoln's Birthday February 1 2  Loncoln's Birthday February 1 2  Lincoln's Birthday 
(No School) (No School) (No School) 
•March 26 thru 30 Spring Vacation 
(�o School) 
April 1 3  Good Friday •April 9 thru 1 2  Emergency Days 
(No School) (No School) 
April 1 3  Good Friday "April 9,10,11,12,16 Vacation Days April 1 3  Good Friday 
(No School) (No School! (No School) 
May 28 Memorial Day May 24 Faculty Workshop •April 1 6  Emergency Day 
(No School) (No Students) (No School) 
May 3 1  Faculty Workshop "Mey 25 Graduation Day May 24 Faculty Workshop 
(No Students) (No Students) 
May 28 
June 1 Last Day of School 
Memorial Day 
(No School) May 25 Last Dav of School 
"May 29,30,31 Emergency Days 
(No School) 
•vacation days may be adjusted because of the 11119ather situation. 
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COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 
Charleston Junior High School 
Charleston , Illinois 
1 978-79 Budget Information 
Account Number 









1 -502-91 0  
1 -51 4- 3 1 0  
1 -51 9-330 
Account Title 
Textbooks ( SUpp. ) 
Library & Audiovisual 
(cataloged) 





E. M. H. 
Travel 





·1 ' 1 6 5.00 







1 ,  ooo. oo 
5 , 520.00 
(fees collected) 2,�00. 00 
117, 90.00 






Social Stud ies 
P.  E. 
Health 
Guidance 






1 00 . 00 
340.00 






450 . 00 
1 50.00 
400. 00 $5,000.00 
The following items will be purchased and warehoused by 









Thermo Copy Paper 
Audiovisual Subpl1es 






Transparency Pens & Pencils 
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APPENDIX QQ 
THE RETENTION PROCESS AT CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH 
THE RETENTION PROCESS 
AT 
CHARLESTON JUNIOR HIGH 
Prepared for 
Dr. Donald Smitley 
:Educational Administration 5630 
Eastern Illinois University 
Spring Semester 1978 
Prepared by 
Annette Reis Lynch 
�70 
This report consists of two parts :  a .  the first part is an 
explanation of the form.er Retention Process at the Charleston Juni0r 
High School; b. the second part is an explanation vf the develop­
ment of the Retention Process 1978, which was accepted by the 
Charleston Junior High faculty on April 11, 1978. 
�. 'pies of this report will be given to each Retention Ccrmuiti:.•:b 
cember, Mr .  John Dively, Princ:i.pal of Charleston Junior High School, 
and Mr. William Hill, Superintendent of Schools in Community Unit #1. 
This report , plus additional comments regarding the principal ' s  
positTon i n  the Charleston Junior High Retention Process, will also 
be given to Dr. Donald Smitley as nn"ti?.l fulfillment of the course 




THE FORMER RETENTION PROCESS 
1. A preliminary form (Appendix 1, page 1) was sent from the counselor 
to each teacher in order to identify possible candidates for 
retention . 
2 .  The forms were checked by the counselor and a second sheet con­
taining the names of the students was sent to each of the teachers. 
On the second sheet (Appendix I, page 2),  teachers indicated whether 
or not the recamnendation should be undertaken. 
J .  If a student received half or more of his/her teachers reconunending 
consideration for retention, then the counselor notified the parents 
by letter (Appendix I ,  page J ) .  
4.  If the parents did not reply, a second letter (Appendix I ,  page 4)  
was sent by the counselor. 
5. If a student was being considered for retention, the parents were 
asked to attend a staffing on the student . A staffing consisted 
of the student 's teachers, counselor, administrators and the 
parents .  
6 .  At the staffing the teachers explained how the student was doing 
in the various classes. Parents and teachers would try to develop 
a plan to help the student do better in class.  The coWlselor 
would take notes of the staffing and copies were later given to the 
teachers. A copy was also put in the student 's cumulative folder. 
7 .  The counselor would have weekly conferences with the students being 
considered for retention . 
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8. At the end of the school year , a final staffing for each student 
would be held without parents . At that ti.me each student ' s  progress 
would be reviewed and a final vote taken. 
9. Parents would be notified by letter. 
10. If a student was to be retained, a personal conference would be 
held. 
11. The approximate dates of the former Retention Process were listed 
on page 33 of the Charleston Junior High Handbook (Appendix I, 




THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RETENTION PROCESS-1978 
Because of dissatisfaction in the results of two staffings on 
March 21, 1978, and March 22, 1978, three teachers approached the 
counselor With the following concerns about the retention process:  
1.  Parents are required to have a conference with seven to 
eleven teachers in a 30-45 minute session. 
2 .  Teachers are expected to explain to parents in a very short 
amount of time how a student performs in class. 
J .  Because a teacher may have a child for more than one subject, 
the parent may not realize that the teacher is reporting on 
different subjects. 
4. Some teachers only have a student for short mini-courses; the 
parents may not realize that other teachers have the student 
throughout the entire year. 
5 .  Some teachers report that a student has "no problems--doing 
fine " when there is very little or no written work assigned 
for evaluation. Some teachers feel that parents may not 
realize that various courses require different skills and 
that the students hav:i.tlg difficulties with WRrrTEN and 
READING assignments are most often the students being con­
sidered for retention. 
6 .  A student who is in the Learning Disabilities class receives 
nine-weeks grades with an academic teache r ' s  name shown on 




7. The parents sometimes manipulate the teachers at the staffing 
by telling about health problems , home problems, etc . ;  teachers 
are reluctant to tell of other problems the student is having 
at school. 
8. If a teacher is unable to attend a staffing, the parent does 
not learn about the student ' s  progress in that subject. 
9. The recommendations of students for retention are often not 
turned in to the counselor on ti.me after a notice is sent 
to the teachers. 
10. At the end of the school year, every teacher is given an equal 
vote on the student being considered for retention even though 
some teachers have the student only a few weeks . 
11. At the final staffing, the voting on a student for retention 
is verbal; some teachers feel uncomfortable with this method. 
12. Sometimes teachers in the past have wanted to change their 
votes after a final staffing and vote is held. 
13. The chronological order in which a final staffing is held for 
a student may result in a student being retained. If the 
teachers vote not to retain several students , some might 
decide that someone possibly should be retained; the next 
student would probably be retained. 
The three teachers having the above concerns were : 
Eloise Barger Language Arts-Social Studies Eighth Grade 
Marsha Strader 
Annette Lynch 
Language Arts-Social Studies Seventh Grade 
Science Seventh and Eighth Grades 
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On March 22, 1978, those teachers offered to help Mrs . McCabe, 
Charleston Junior High counselor, devise a checklist which would 
possibly eliminate some of the problems which arose at the staffings . 
Over a period of several days a checklist (Appendix II, page 1) 
was developed for the teachers to fill out . The checklist was used 
for eleven students. Each teacher evaluated the students on skills, 
maturity and responsibility, and performance. 
At a faculty meeting on April 5, 197S, Mrs . McCabe presented the 
checklist to the faculty and asked for any suggestions for improvement. 
The faculty offered minor changes and voted to accept the proposed 
checklist. At that time two teachers, Betty Simon, Music (Seventh and 
Eighth Grades) and Renny Garshelis , Health (Seventh and Eighth Grades) 
were asked to help the Retention Committee . 
The Retention Committee met each day until final decisions were 
developed and accepted by the committee. On April 10, 1978, Mr. 
Dively was asked to attend the committee meeting and accept the proposal. 
He approved the proposal; it was then presented to the faculty for a 
vote on April 11, 1978, and was accepted. 
With the new process in effect , an additional 43 student� who had 
been screened because of low grades� were added to the retention process. 
A letter (Appendix II, page 2) was sent to the parents and on April 20, 
19?S, conferences were held by the Retention Committee members with 
the parents who had made appointments. 
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The following is the Retention Process�l978,which is presently 
in effect for the remainder of the 1977-1978 school year at Charleston 
Junior High: 
I .  Purpose of the Retention Committee 
A .  T o  revise the present retention process 
B. To assist the counselor in implementing the revision 
II.  Objectives of the Retention Process--1978 
A .  T o  let parents and students know where the student is 
in terms of progress toward the next grade 
B. To have a written record to support decisions made regarding 
promotion-retention 
C .  To gather and share information objectively 
D .  To avojd large staffings 
III. Descriptions of New Forms Developed by the Retention Committee 
A .  TEACHER CHECKSLIP--(Appendix II� page 3 )  
This form is almost identical to the previous checklist 
(Appendix II, page l ) ;  the most important feature is that the 
committee member will not transfer any numbers to a master 
checklist. The parent is shown the original signed TEACHER 
CHECKSLIP from each teacher. It is designed so that parents 
can easily transfer numbers to the PARENT CHECKLIST . 
B. PARENT CHECKLIST FOR TEACHERS ' COMM.ENTS--(Appendix II, page 4) 
The parent is able to see in what areas the student is doing 
poorly. The parent transfers the numbers from each TEACHER 
CHECKSLIP if he/she wishes to have a copy of the teachers' 
comments.  The parent is also able to see if a student is in 
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Below Grade Level (BGL) courses, Learning Disabilities {LD) 
courses, or Average courses. 
C .  TEACHER FINAL CHECKSLIP AND VOTE--(Appendix II, page 5)  
The only difference with this checkslip is that there is a 
box for a Pass-Retain vote from each teacher plus the student 's  
name and teacher 's name . The voting section will be removed 
from the checkslip before the parents are shown each teacher ' s  
comments; the vote will be considered confidential information. 
D .  GUIDELINES FOR PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCES--{Appendix II,  
pages 6 and 7) 
This form is used by the canmittee members during parent 
conferences. The guideline insures that each parent has 
similar information given to him/her during the twenty-minute 
conference. 
E. INFORMATION FOR PARENTS ON HOW TO CONTACT A TEACHER AT THE 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL-{Appendix II,  page 8)  
If a parent has concerns about a particular subject, the 
committee member recamnends that he/she contact the teacher. 
This form is given to each parent and explains the correct 
procedure in making an appointment with a teacher. 
IV. Procedure from April 11, 1978, to the End of the School Year 
A .  The Retention Committee screens grade cards for students who 
have received a total of nine or more D 's ,  F ' s ,  or Incompletes 
during the three grading periods . Any student who receives no 
F ' s  for the semester grade or on the third nine-weeks grade 
is eliminated from the retention process. Any student who 
has three or more D 's ,  F ' s ,  or Incompletes for the third nine-
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week grading period is added to the list of students considered 
for retention. Any transfer student �o receives grades from 
the Charleston Junior High at the end of a nine-weeks session 
is also checked for three or more D ' s ,  F ' s ,  or Incompletes. 
B. Each teacher completes a TEACHER CHECKSLIP on each student he/she 
has or has had during the year. If a teacher has a student for 
less thap nine weeks, the checkslip is filled out as a cumula­
tive decision with other teachers having the student in that 
subject during the quarter. 
C .  A letter {Appendix II, page 5)  is sent to the parents from 
the Retention Committee notifying them that the student is being 
considered for retention. The parent is asked to call the 
school and make an appointment to talk to one of the Retention 
Committee members about the progress of his/her child. 
D. Mr. Dively and Mrs. McCabe meet with students being considered 
for retention. 
E. A folder is prepared for each student by the Retention Committee.  
The information is kept in the counselor ' s  office . 
F .  A TEACHER FINAL CHECKSLIP AND varE is given to the teachers 
for each student being considered for retention .two weeks before 
the end of school. 
1. One point is given for each nine-weeks session that a 
teacher has a student . 
2 .  If a teacher had the student during a previous nine-week 
session (First, Second, or Third Quarters ) ,  he/she does 
not fill out the section on comments. The teacher does 
vote in the Pass-Retain box. 
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3 .  If a teacher has a student for less than nine weeks, 
the vote is a cumulative vote of the teachers who have 
had the student during a nine-week period. 
G. Breakdown of Votes--Retention Process--Charleston Junior High 
SUBJECT QUARTERS (NINE-WEEK SE.5SIONS) AMOUNI' OF POINI'S 
STUDENT HAS THE SUBJECT PER TEACHER varE 
Language Arts 4 




Physical Education 3 
Art 1 
Music 1 
Home Economics 1 
Industrial Arts 1 
Health 1 
TarAL VarES 













is to be allowed to enter the next grade. Fifteen on more 
REl'AIN votes indicate that the student is to be retained 
in his/her present. grade. 
2. If there is a tie of fourteen PASS votes and fourteen 
RErAIN votes,  the counselor and the principal each receive 
one-half vote . They must both agree either to pass, .or retain 
in order to break the tie of the teachers'� votes .  
H. When the counselor knows the final vote, a staffing is called 
if she and the principal feel it is needed. 
I. A parent conference with two teachers, the counselor and 
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an administrator is held if the student is recommended for 
retention. 
J. The parents of students recommended to pass receive notice 
by letter. 
K.  The final recommendation is sent to the superintendent by the 
principal. 
V .  Recommendations by the Retention Committee for 1978-1979 
A .  Students ' grade cards should be screened after each nine-
week grading period. Those who have three or more D ' s ,  F ' s ,  
or Incompletes after the first nine--week grading period 
will be considered in the retention process. If a student 's 
grades improve, he/she will be e liminated from the retention 
process . 
B. Because of the great amount of time needed for screening 
grades, compiling information in students ' folders , etc . , the 
Retention Committee recommends that after each nine-week 
grading period, the first Early Dismissal DaY* be used by 
the committee for any necessary work. 
C .  The Retention Committee suggests that an Early Dismissal Day 
be used not only for conferences between parents and committee 
members . but also for conferences between teachers and parents. 
D. A positive approach is urged for those students working up 
to their own abilities� the students who receive E grades** or 
- -
*Early Dismissal Day--students are dismissed l! hours early on the first 
Tuesday of each month. 
**E Grade-a grade given to ahy student who is working up to his/her own 
ability but below grade level. 
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grades other than D ' s ,  F ' s  or Incompletes. Suggestions 
might include a "Student in Good Standing" card which would 
be given to each student who is not in the Retention Process 
or is eliminated from the Retention Process. Any student 
who has a card might be pennitted to attend school events at 
the Charleston Junior High at half-price. 
Most members of the Retention Committee were able to work an 
average of one to three hours each day from March 22, 1978, to April 20, 
1978. Several members of the committee had student teachers which 
allowed extra time to be spent on developing forms , letters ,  and 
checklists ,  screening grades , preparing folders, and checking that all 
checkslips were filled out and returned. 
At the conferences on April 20, 197S, each parent was interested 
to know why his/her child was getting low grades in particular subjects . 
The committee feels that a better Retention Process has been developed 
and hopes that it will be beneficial to students, parents, and teachers 
in future years . 
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Armet. te Lynch 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
AS A PRINCIPAL 
The writer would definitely prefer a system such as the 
Retention Process--1978 • for the following reasons : 
1 .  At least four teachers would have to vote to 
retain a student before the recommendation 
is made to the principal. 
2 .  The principal would be able to see why a student 
should be retained by looking at the teacher 
checks lips. 
3 .  The principal would have documentation from the 
teachers to back his recommendation for retention 
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To:  All teachers 
From: Ellie McCabe 
Re : Recommendations for possible retention 
STEP 1 
According to the handbook, consideration of retention of students 
must start early in February. Would you please give some consideration 
to the students whan you ha.ve in class and list below the names of 
any students who should be considered for possible retention1 
Quote from the Handbook - "In general, children shall be kept 
with their Olfll chronological age group. However, a student 
shall be retained or double promoted when it appears he will 
profit . "  
Each student who is ref erred by you at this time will be included on 
a list which will be distributed to all teachers. Each teacher will 
be asked to check if he/she thinks the student should be considered 
for retention. These responses will be tabulated a.nd a.ny student who 
has "yes" votes from more than half his/her teachers will be included 
on the final list as being under consideration for retention. Parents 
of these students will be contacted to request a conference. Conferences 
will be held and plans made with the parents for assisting the student 
to pass .  The purpose of starting this early is to get i.ntervention 
started and hopefully to prevent retention from taking place . 
Student Grade 7 or 8 Subject Documentation if possible 
(Grades earned. absences. abilitv. 
Please return to me by ----- --�-----
Teacher 's Name 




T o :  All Teachers 
From: Ellie McCabe 
Re : Second step in consideration for retention 
STEP 2 
Listed below are the names of the students which were turned in to 
me as being recommended for consideration for retention. Would you 
please indicate your recommendation as to whether or not this consider­
ation should be undertaken? Any student who has half or more of his 
teachers recommending consideration will then be included in the 
next step. This step involves parent notification, student notifica­
tion and a parent-teacher conference. 
Please indicate "yes" -- consider for retention - or "no'' -- do 
not consider for retention. Check the subject in which you have 
the student and sign your name . 
Please return to me by --����������-
NAME GRADE 
Math Sci. L.A. S . S .  





Te cher a 
Exploratory 
CHARLESTON COMMUNITY SCHOOLS 
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL 
Charleston Junior High School 
920 Smith Driw 





PHONE (217) 345-2194 
teachers are concerned over the progress that 
he/sh_e...,i�s-maki--r�.-n-g...,t�hi...-s year in junior high.· If a student is to be 
considered for repeating a grade because of lack of progress, it is 
important that this consideration be done early in the second semester. 
A parent-teacher conference is then held in an effort to ident� 
problem areas and to develop a plan which will help the student to 
pass to the next grade. 
More than half of teachers beli�e that 
should be considered for retention, i.e. repeating _th gra ... de-.---­
Teachers prefer not to hold students back but they must consider 
whether or not a student might be more ready for the next grade if 
the present grade were repeated. 
�1oul.d you please call me at 345-21 93 as soon as poseible so that 
we can make arrangements for a conference with you and 
teachers? At this conference we will all work together-i ..... n__,d,_.ev_e_,,l.-op-....in-g 
a plan for the rest of the year. 
rj 
Sincerely, 
Eleanor McCabe, Counselor 
(Mrs. irm. J.)  
Appendix I ,  page 3 
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CHARLESTON COMMUN ITV SCHOOLS 
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL 
Charleston Junior High School 
920 Smith Drive 




PHONE (217) 345-2194 
The parent-teacher conference regarding ---
---
---- has 
been scheduled for at • 
As you were notified earlier, is beiiig con_si_d_e_re_d�f�o-r-
retention in grade • The puzpose of this meeting is for the 
parents and teacher"S"'tO get together and review • s  
progress in school this year. At this time, plans wi.11 be msde for 
the home and school to work together in order to help him/her benefit 
from school experiences as much as possible. The long range goal of 
this planning will be to make promotion to the next grade possible 
for the student. 
The meeting will be held in the Guidance Conference Room. We 
hope you will be able to be there . Please che".'lc one of the boxes 
below and return the bottom part of this page to me at school. 
rj 
Sincerely, 
Eleanor McCabe, Couns . 
(Mrs. Wm. J , )  
Please Tear Off and Return to Counselor 
t:J I plan to attend this parent-teacher conference . 
c:l I do not plan to attend this parent-teacher conference. 
Parent ' s  Signature 
Appendix I ,  page 4 
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Promoyon and Retention 
In general, ch:J 1 dren shall be kept with their own ehrooo­
logical age group. However, a student shall be rstained or 
doli>le pro!!l.Cted when it appears he will pro!it. While 
the teacher and pr.incl.pa]. may- oonfer with tbs parent re­
gard:ing these matters, the final deci!Ji.on for gr:ade 
placement shall rest with the school building prineipal. 
















Have teachers discuss with you {using as much 
document.a tion as poeeible) aey pos8i.b1e retainees 
in their carer 
ea: .1 or write parents to request first conference 
and suggest date and time. 
Comuct conferences 
Have teachers report to you possible retainees, 
discuss case, share dec1.sion to promte or retain� 
Conduct conterences. 
Canter with each retainee. Reviar his problem, 
displ.q positive interest. 
Begin week:cy groq> guidance sessions. 
Request retainee 1 s  progress report. 
Start C.Vcle over 
.3.3 
Appendix I, page 5 
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Charleston Junior High School 
TEACHERS ' CHECKLIST 





Evaluate on a scale of 1-5 
Weeks in Class ----
(If less than 1 qtr . ,  
do not complete this 
checklist) Return to 
counselor by -----
Excellent Very Good Average Fair Poor Never Date 






Completion of Assignments 
Brings Necessary Materials to Class 











Turns Work in on Time 
Gets to Class on Time 
PERFORMANCE Circle One 
Works up to his own ability 0 1 
Ability to use grade level materials 
0 1 
Works up to grade level 0 1 















CHARLESTON COMMUNITY SCHOOLS 
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL 
Charleston Junior High School 
920 Smith Drive 
IJeaJc. Pa1r.e.zm i 
COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 
61920 
A1?1ri.l 1 3  � 197 8 
PHONE (217) 345-2194 
Yowr. c.fi.U.d' 1> :tea.c!telth Me. c.o11ceJtne.d becau6e. o� the. J!.oll) oil �aU.lng 
g1tadu qowr. chil.t!. fta.h 1c.e.ce.lvec� du1Li.s1.[J tfte. �.vu,;� &ee. gltttlU.ng pelLi.ocl..6 06 
tf1i..& 1>clwot ljeAJL. 
A/; a. Jte.&a.U.1 youJt cJiil.d. .i.J, being C.OM.6..i.d.ell.ed uOlt. Jt.e.teJW...Oit oOIL .the. 
coming .6c!wol ':fealL. A rmzmben. 06 the 1t.ete.n.tlon C.01illiW.:Ue. 11-l.,U. be. a.vaUable. 
;to De.d c."Jlth you on Tftult..6cf.t:ty 1 Aplcil. 2 O � be:tt.1e.e11 :the fwUJr..6 06 1 : 7 5 a.nd 4 :  00 P. /vi. 
to cU..6c.Lt&.6 rlltlt IJOU. t'Jliet!ien. youJt chi.i.d r.ia.·1 be 1t.e.q_uANuf. to 1Le.J:>Ut the. gJta.d.e. lte. 
.i.J, ht ;:;:,,,u, f)eaJt.. 
To r..a.he cuii appo.UW.1e.n.t1 pi.ea.& e call.. f:ilt.6. HcCla.naluz.n., .the. plrhtc..lpa.t' .6 
.&e.cJtV.AJl.lj, a.t 345- 2793 by 1.- : 00 P.i:I. , f:le.c!ne.J>c.a.y, Ap;Lle 1 9 .  r·1e. wlU. be. able. 
;a, ne.e.t o�tlu i:J.l;tft :t!to.6e. who r.nlie. a.ppo.lntri1e.n-t6. 
Slnce!tel.tj r.JOUIL6 1 
f!e.mbeJf..6 ofi .th.e. Jr.e;(;e.nti.on c.ommltte.e.: 
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GUIDELINES FOR PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE.5 
REI'ENTION-PROMCfrION COMMrrTEE 
APRIL 20, 1978 
In advance: 
1. Copies of checkslips from teachers 
Math_ 
Science __ 
L. A .  
s .  s .  __ 
Rd . _ 
2.  Copy of grade card 
P. E .  
Hlth __ 
Mus . __ 
Art __ 
H. E. __ 
3 .  Number of days absent ----
4. Copy of parent checklist 
5 .  Copies of handout on "How t o  Contact a Teacher" 
During the Conference: 
1. Explain screening process: 
I. A .  
Based on unsatisfactory progress in 3 quarters of school. 
9 or more D ' s ,  F ' s ,  or Inc . 's .  Those with no F ' s  for semester 
grades or 3rd 9 weeks were eliminated. 
2 .  Go over grade card 
3 .  Refer to absences, if necessary 
4. Go over checkslips ; have parent transfer info. to parent checklist 
5 .  Find out if student has previously been retained. When? Where? __ _ 
6 .  Inform parent of when final decision will be made--2 weeks before 
end of school yr. 
7. Tell parent how he will be notified of decision: (before the 
end of the school yr) 
a. Not retained: Letter 
b. Retained: Letter followed by a conference with the couselor 
Teacher Information : 
1 .  Maximum--20 minute conference. If needed : terminate. Tell them 
to contact principal or counselor. 
2 .  If parent has concerns about particular subject, recommend they 
contact teacher. Give parent a handout on how to contact a teacher. 
3 .  Why was student not identified earlier in year? 
Some were identified earlier in the year. Others, including this 
student, were identified after the 3rd 9 weeks grades were available . 
It appeared that the student was definitely not making normal progress 
toward the next grade. 
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4. Keep in nWxl that you are the vehicle for information. Be 
objective . Keep discussion directed toward the problem the 
student has at present, and how parent and child can develop 
a plan for improving student ' s  schoolwork. 
5 .  If parent criticises a teacher, academic processes, no books, 
etc . ,  indicate that that is a problem which they will need to 
deal with at another time with the individuals involved. 
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INFORMATION FOR PARENTS ON HOW TO CONTACT A TEACHER AT THE 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Call the principal's office (345-2193 ) between 8 : 00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 
Monday through Friday 
Ask to speak to the teacher if possible 
or 
Set up an appointment 
or 
Arrange for the teacher to return your call 
or 
Ask when the teacher ' s  planning period is so that you can telephone 
at that time 
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